
CHAPTER 3: RARE PLANT MANAGEMENT 

3.1 Introduction to Rare Plant Management 

Ninety-seven plant taxa with a federal status are known from Army training lands on O'ahu. 
There are 57 taxa with Endangered Status, 24 Species of Concern, 15 Candidate taxa, and 1 
Threatened taxon. Of thcsc, many are critically endangered with very low numbers of 
individuals remaining in the wild. Conserving these resources requires a program that integrates 
large-scale ecosystem protection and single species management. Large-scale ecosystem 
protection is done prilnarily with fencing and invasive plant control in Management Units. 
Single species management incorporates fieldwork, careful planning, ex-situ propagation, 
storage and reintroduction. Our program utilizes a three-tiered approach to rare plant 
manaeement. First are a review of historical records and survevs to determine current status. - 
Surveys by contracted botanists, NRS and updatcd monitoring data from known populations is 
used to determine a taxon's current status. NRS and contracted botanists identify resources and 
provide a basis for prioritizing and recomnlending management/protection actions. Second is an 
analysis of rarity and threats during which NRS analyze species distribution, habitat restrictions, 
population demography and trends, and monitor threats to plants and management success. 
Thii-d are managemcnt recommendations and actions. Actions are focused on controlling threats 
to plants, improving conditions for recruitment, collection, propagation, and sometimes 
reintroduction The following is a discussion of this process. 

3.1a Snrveys and Monitoring 

Rare Plant Surveys 

Surveys dete~-mine population size and range, which are necessary to provide the basis for 
management recomnlendations. Surveys also allow NRS to monitor potential military training 
impacts. Results of these contracted surveys are summarized as maps and reports stored in the 
CIS and plant databases. The U.S. Army Garrison Hawai'i first contracted botanical inventories 
of their training areas in 1977. In 1993, the Natnre Conservancy of Hawai'i was contracted to 
conduct additional surveys, the results of which were used in writing Ecosystem Management 
Plan Reports. The National Tropical Botanical Garden (NTBG) was contraetcd during the 
winter of 1999-2000 to conduct surveys of areas off Army lands for federally Listed species 
found in and around Makna Milita~y Reservation. NRS accompanied the NTBG botanists on 
these surveys to State and Private lands including: Wai'anae Kai, Makaha, Makaleha, Lower 
Ka'ala NAR, Lualualei Naval Magazine, Honouliuli Preserve, Pahole NAR, MokulFt'ia Forest 
Reserve, and Kuaokala. These surveys targeted populations that had not been visited in a long 
time and helped determine appropriate management actions. 

Every ycar since 1998, The Hawai'i Natural Heritage Program (HINHP) has been contracted to 
survey for ccrtain critically endangered plant species and has assisted NRS with botanical 
oricntation. Ovcr the last few ycars, NRS has surveyed new areas in MMR and other training 
areas for unreported rare plant populations. 



NRS schedule time to survey for rare plants and in addition, incol-porate surveys into other daily 
fieldwork. New populations are recorded on tlie Hawai'i Rar-e Plant Restoration Group 
(HRPRG) Rare Plant Monitoring Form (RPMF) (Appendix 3-A). Once a population is 
discovered and mapped, it is put on a monitoring scl~edule. 

Rare Plant Monitoring 

Critical populations a]-e monitored regularly by NRS to track their health, collect propagules for 
ex-situ propagation, conduct management actions and monitor threats to plants. NRS have been 
wol-king closely with the HRPRG to coordinate rare plant monitoring, standardize record 
keeping and collection efforts among agencies and to develop guidelines for the reintroduction of 
rare plants throughout the state. The RPMF (Appendix 3-A) is used in the field to record 
monitoring data. NRS use a reference code to track each population and individ~lal plant. The 
location is mapped with a hand-held GPS unit or  from a topographical map when satellite 
rcception is poor. The location is also described on the form by the NRS visiting the population. 
The field form records individual plant information that may change between visits, such as plant 
heigllt, basal diameter, age class, reproductive status, sex, vigor, type and number of propagules 
collected and the propagule destination. Population structure is recorded by defining the age 
classes and noting the number of individuals in each age class. The field form also records the 
population information and habitat characteristics. These include phcnology, condition, light 
level, overstory and nnderstory heights, soil drainage, topography, moisture class, slope, and 
aspect. The associated species are I-ecorded on tlie form to aid future surveys and locate proper 
reintroduction sites. In addition, any tllreats that warrant further attention are listed. This 
information determines population health and stability, which helps in recommending 
management a id  directing threat control for that species. The background form contains 
information that is nnchanging, such land ownership and location. 

A database built by I-IINMP on Microsoft Access is now being used to hold rare plant data. 
HRPRG monitoring forms and nnrsery data is entered regnlarly. Databases built for the Lyon 
Arboretum Seed Storage Facility and the Micropropagation Lab are also used to determine the 
ex-situ status and design reintroductions. 

3.2 Analysis of Rarity and Threats 

To effectively manage resources and threats identified in surveying and monitoring, given 
limited staff and funding, NRS must prioritize the most imperiled species and design actions 
accordingly. NRS prioritizes nlanagement actions based on the Threat Control Priority Level 
(TCPL) assigned for each population. Each species is given a TCPL (1-5) based on the 
following four variables: Rarity, Conservation Potential, Threat Levels and Population Structure. 
To determine tlie TCPL for these species, data was gathered from surveys, RPMFs, HRPRG, the 
HINHP and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) databases. These databases give 
distribution, listing status, population size and threats for each of these species. Ninety-seven 
taxa with a federal status are known kom Army training lands on O'ahu. Using the above 
resources, NRS has determined the listed Endangered and Candidate species and all other species 
having less than 250 individuals statewide regardless of their listing status on Army lands. 



Those species with less than 250 individuals statewide but are not yet federally listed as 
Endangered by the USFWS, are considered I-are and threatened in this report. For some taxa, 
populations are well documented and appropriate habitat well surveyed, and for other taxa, little 
is known. Estimates of population size are based on numbers found in past surveys and in some 
cases a projection of approximately how many may be found on f ~ ~ t u r e  surveys of all available 
habitat. These estimates are reviewed and updated annually. 

The process of detern~ining the four variables (Rarity, Conselvation Potential, Threat Levels and 
Population Structure) and assigning a TCPL for each species in each training area is described 
below. 

3.2a Rari ty  

To identify the taxa with the least amount of known individuals, the list of rare taxa found on 
Army lands was sorted by ranking the number of individuals known statewide. Taxa were 
se~arated into four vo~ulation size categories and are sorted bv the number of individuals known . . - 
statewide. Many factors may go into determining what separates one plant population from 
another including, differing habitat characteristics, geographic boundaries, genetic differences - 
(i.e. lack of gene flow), n~orphological differences and more. These parameters must be 
considered when defining a population and are the topic of much discussion. NRS has chosen to 
detel-mine rarity based on the number of known individuals rather than populations in order to 
avoid determining and defining populations for each of these species. The populations identified 
and discussed below are not meant to define genetically unique groups of plants, but are most 
often based on management or major geographic boundaries. The population estimates for 
numbers of plants known statewide range from one individual, to tens of thousands of 
intlividuals. 

To determine a ranking scheme, four categories were assigned based on natural breaks in the 
ordered list of species. This scheme is meant only to determine the statewide rarity of a species 
found on Army lands and imder the jurisdiction of this program. This does not take into 
consideration other ranking schemes used by other programs. The four categories for statewide 
total population size are as follows: 

1= (<loo) where there are less than 100 known individuals. 
2= (101 -250) more than I00 and less than 251. 
3= (251-600) where there are more than 250 and less than 601 
4= (>GOO) where there are more than 600 individuals. 

Once these categories were defined, the taxa were assigned the appropriate ranking. This 
ranking level is added to those given for Conservation Potential, Threat Levels, and Population 
Structure to determine the TCPL. 

3.2b Conservation Potential 

Some of the species found on A m y  lands have small, restricted ranges, aild some arc found on 
more than one mountain range or island. The Conservation Potential of a species is determined 
by dividing the number of individuals known fioin Army lands by the number known Statewide. 
This gives the Conservation Potential for the A m y  populations on each Training Area and 



shows the abundauce of a given species on each Training Area relative to the statewide 
estimates. Determining the Conservation Potential is an attempt to express the relative 
distribution of a species for management purposes. It is important to account for the 
Conservation Potential, because a species with less than 10% of the known individuals 011 Army 
land will not benefit from Army management as much as a species with over 80% known from 
Army lands. The Army has the potential to be the major contributor to the conservation of those 
species with high Conservation Potential. Determining the Conservation Potential also identifies 
those species more vulnerable to extinction because of restricted ranges. A species that occupies 
a small nichc found mostly on Army lands has a high Conselvation Potential and would benefit 
greatly ii-om Army management. However, a habitat generalist taxou with a wide-ranging 
distribution has a low Conservation Potential for the plants on Army lands and the taxon would 
not benefit as much from Army management. Taxa were ranked by their Conservation Potential 
and placed iuto four categories. Those categories were defined around natural breaks in the 
ranking and are as follows: 

i =  (>75%) when more than 75% are found on Army lands. 
2= (30.75%) where 30.75% are known from Army lands. 
3= (20-30%) when 20-30% are found on Army lands. 
4= (<20%) where less than 20% are found on O'ahu A m y  Training Areas. 

The isolation of the Hawai'ian chain limited tlie number of successful colonizations of new 
species. Due to the resulting relatively stable species assemblage among which they evolved, 
Hawai'i's flora is extremely susceptible to rapid changes; in particular, thc recent flood of 
invasive non-native species. NRS has ideutificd eight threats to the persistence of certain rare 
plant taxa on Arn~y  training areas. Some are direct threats from invasive species and others are 
the resulting effects of the rapid introduction of these new species to I-lawai'ian ecosystems and 
have a cumulative effect on the habitat of rare taxa: fire, alien invertebrates, weeds, ungulates, 
other introduced vertebrates, disease, loss of pollinators and small populations. 

Modern landscape-altering actions, suc11 as ranching, have led to habitat destruction and 
disturbance, which often facilitates and promotes the spread of alien species. These modern 
human-induced threats have clianged the landscape and promote fire. Introduced aninlals and 
plants take their toll on native plant con~n~unities through competition, consumption, 
diseaselpathogen spread and habitat alteration. Introduced disease is considered a threat to rare 
plauts and their habitats, but very little is known about them and tlic difficulty of getting good 
pathology data for wild plants has prevented NRS from assessing this threat. Although many 
introduced iusects and birds may fill the role left by extinct fauna, the effect of the loss of 
pollinators on gene flow within and between plant populations is not well known, but must be 
considered. In addition, because of tlle small number of extant individuals and the fragmented or 
restricted distributions of these taxa, they have an increased chance of extinction due to 
stochastic events. While this is not considered in assigning Threat Levels, many taxa are faced 
with this additional tlreat. Climate changc is also considered a threat to rare plants. Decreased 
rainfall and/or changing rainfall pattcl-ns may be responsible for the declining health of inany 
plants. Drought can leave plants more susceptible to damage by ungulates aud rats, prevent 
germination during parts of the year, and can kill piants outright. Little is known about the role 



of climate change in Hawai'ian ecosystems. However, degraded systems may be less capable of 
surviving climate changes and maintaining historic community assemblages. 

High, Medium, and Low Threat Levels were given for each of the following measurable threats: 
Fire, Invertebrates, Weeds, Ungulates and Rats. These are discussed below. The other identified 
threats are harder to track and are noted when monitoring. The Levels assigned for each species 
were based on monitoring and notes made on the RPMFs for those populations. The monitoring 
information captnred on the RPMFs allow NRS to assign Threat Levels based on associated 
species lists and threats notes when they include weeds, or frequency of rat, ungulate, 
invertebrate or fire damage. 

3 . 2 ~ 1  Fire Threat 

The Fire Threat Levels were determined by NRS and the maps of MMR made by the Wildland 
Fire Program Manager. The Levels are based on fire history and proximity of rare plant 
populations to light fire-flashy fuels. The introduced grasses Panicurn nzuxiriz~inz, and Melinzis 
mirzeit~/lorn are identified as having the potential to stoke hot, quick moving fires. When these 
grasses are found near 01- at rare plant populations, those populations are assigned High Fire 
Threat Levcls. Often, these populations are those with no physical barrier, such as a steep cliff 
or dense forest patch, separating the plants from grasslands. For those species with Wig11 Fire 
Threat Levels, long-term genctie storage via seed storage will be reconn~~cnded. For those taxa 
without known storage data, tissue will be stored ex-situ while seed storage potential is tested. 
This is to ensure that in the event of a catastrophic fire, a burned population or individual will be 
adequately represented in storage and can be reintroduced. NRS has defined three categories of  
Fire Threat Levels: 

High Fire Threat: based on a plant's proximity to previously burned areas or those with light 
flashy fnels. 
Medium Fire Threat the plant is protected from previously burned areas by a natural 
boundary and absence of light flashy fnels. 

r Low Fil-e Threat: there is little or no chance of a fire (assigned to most Ko'olau taxa). 

3 . 2 ~ - 2  Inveltebrate Threat 

Invertebrates threaten plant species by preying on mature plants, fruit, flowers and seedlings. 
The invertebrates that pose the highest threat are slugs (Limcrx tnuximzrs, Milux gngcrtes, e11zc1 
Veronicelln sp.), the Black citrus aphid (Toxnpteru nzrrunlii) and the Black twig borer 
(X~dosr~r~rlrzrs co~npcrctzts). Slugs consume fruit from native plants and prey directly 011 seedlings 
and mature plants. Seedlings are particularly snsceptible due to their snlall size and nutritious 
foliage. Documentation of slugs and slug damage is ongoing. In the last year, NRS has been 
supporting Stephanie Joe, a graduate student at the U.H. Manoa. She is working on trials to 
determine the impact of slugs on native species in Kahanahaiki Gulch on MMR. The Black citrus 
aphid has been observed feeding on Melicope lyclgutei. One individual was observed with an 
infestation and was found to be dead four months later. While the Black citrus aphid cannot be 
solely implicated, the damage observed during monitoring was extensive. The Black twig borer 
~ L I I T O W S  into branches and introduces a pathogenic fungus that can kill the plant. Other 
invertebrate threats are the Two-Spotted leafl~opper (Sofoniu nfofucsic~) and the Chinese rose 



beetle (Pseerrlo~zirvana ruffi~sciutcr). The Threat Levels listed below are based on the 
susceptibility of a taxon to a certain invertebrate, and observed damage. There are eertaiu 
families that are particularly susceptible to these invertebrate threats, such as Campanulaceae and 
Gesneriaeeae. All species in these families received High Threat Levels. NRS has delineated 
three categories of Invertebrate Threat Levels: 

High Invertebrate Threat: based on the taxon's potential for lethal damage from slugs, the 
Black twig borer or observed potentially lethal damage from another invertebrate. 
Medium Invertebrate Threat: non-lethal damage is observed. 
Low Invertebrate Threat: no damage is obsel-ved and the plant is not considered a susceptible 
taxon. 

3.203 Weed Threat 

Weeds threaten rare plant species by disrupting population structure and altering habitats. 
Introduced plants have an advantage over natives that have lost defenses against other introduced 
species (ungulates and insects). Weeds compete with natives for nutrient and water resources 
and change light regimes and soil chemistry. Weed invasions can also facilitate one another. 
For example, invasion by a nitrogen-fixing species may facilitate establishment of another weed 
species (Goergen et. al. 2001). 

Weeds in the Hawaiian forests often take advantage of other sources of introduced disturbances 
following fire and nngulates. By smothering mature native and prohibiting recruitment, alien 
plants can limit effective population size and alter demographics, leaving a species more 
vulnerable to extinction. The invasive nature of the weed species threatening the population and 
the percentage of alien cover around the plant is used to determine the Weed Threat Level. 
There are three Threat Levels defined for weed threats: 

Iligh Weed Threat: for those species threatened by a severely invasive weed such as Rzrbzts 
ot.gzltrus. Severely invasive species can be a substantial threat to the forest community andlor 
very difficult or impossible to control. 
Medium Weed Threat: for those species in a Training Area where the habitat surrounding the 
plant(s) is greater than 50% non-native cover and there are no major threats from severely 
invasive weeds. 
Low Weed Threat: given to those species in a Training Area where the habitat surrounding a 
plant(s) is less than 50% alien and there are no severely invasive weeds. 

3 . 2 ~ - 4  Ungulate Threat 

Ungulates threaten native ecosystems and rare plants by trampling, preying directly on plants, 
accelerating the spread of invasive weeds and disrupting community structure. They are 
considered a threat to the rare species and to the surrounding habitat. There are two ungulate 
species that enl-I-ently threaten rare plants on O'ahu Army land: pigs (Sus scuofa), and goats 
(Cc~pra hiuczts). Ungulate monitoring and control is covered in detail in the Feral Ungulate 
Management Chapter of this report. There are three Threat Levels given by NRS. 

High Ungulate Threat: give11 to those species where a fence does not protect the known wild 
individuals and the species is known to be susceptible. 



Medium Ungulate Threat: given to those species when not all of the known wild individuals 
are protected by a fence, but the species is known to be susceptible. 
Low Ungulate Threat Level: given to those species where known individuals are protected 
with a fence. All other species received at least a Medium Threat Level. 

3 . 2 ~ - 5  Ratlother Vertebrate Threats 

Introduced vertebrates such as rats and alien birds threaten rare plants. Introduced birds 
indirectly threaten ecosystems by spreading the fiuit of weeds that degrade habitats. They also 
cause damage to rare plants by feeding on native fruits without successfully dispersing them. 
NRS know rats pose a great threat to plants by consuming fruit and destroying the seeds and 
feeding directly on plants. Certain taxa are very susceptible to rat predation. Rat Threat Levels 
were assigned by NRS based on observations and the assumed susceptibility of a given species 
to rat predation. NRS has delineated three categories of RatIVertebrate Threat Levels: 

I-ligh Vertebrate threat: assigiled to taxa that have exhibited some signs of predation from rats 
and meliibers of the Campanulaeeae whose fruit are large and fleshy and especially prone to 
predation. All members of this family recieved a High Threat Level. Other taxa given a 
High Threat Level have shown some signs of predation from rats. 
Medium Veltebratc threat: assigned to those taxa where susceptibility is suspected but 
predation has not yet bccn observed. 
Low Vertebrate threat: for those species where a threat is not suspected or observed. 

3.2d Population Structure 

'The Population Structure of a species for each Training Area is based on the presence or absence 
ofj~lvcuiles and seedlings. Ifjuve~iiles or seedlings are present, the population is considered to 
have structure. If not, there is no structure, just mature plants. Population Structure often 
illustrates the consequences of High Threat Levels and can be uscd to determine where 
management activities should be focused. Population size and the relative iluniber of each size 
class found in the population determine the structure of a given population. NRS has delineated 
three size classes on the RPMF (Seedling, ImniaturelJuvcnilc and Mature). Definitions arc given 
and tallies are made for each size class. Ca re f~~ l  review of these f o r m  gives an indication of the 
structure of each population. The presencelabsence of seedlings and immature iiidividuals was 
tallied, giving an indication of structure. This is not meant to be a viability assessment of 
population health and recruitmcnt levels, but a general indieatioli of threats to recruitment and 
healthy population structure. Lack of structure may indicate any number and/or combination of 
threats. For a species where seedlings and juveniles have been observed, collection may not be 
necessary. A species with good population structure may not require immediate ex-situ 
propagation and reintroduction. The Population Structure is used to determine the TCPL as 
explained below. 

3.2e Threat Control Priority Level 

The Threat Control Priority Level (TCPL) is determined by the four variables described above 
and is used to prioritize management actions. The TCPL is based on Rarity (1-4) and the 
Conservation Potential for tliosc populations found on A m y  lands (1-4). These values are added 



together. Those species that scored between 2 and 5 with High Threat Levels were assigned a 
TCPL of 1 and are the higllest priority for management action. Species that scored between 2 
and 5 with only Medium of Low Threats were assigned a TCPL of 2. 

Species scoring between 6 and 8 were further prioritized by Population Structure (whether or not 
they had seedlings and juveniles) for each Range. Populations lacking population structure may 
have threats preventing recruitment, so taxa scoring between 6 and 8 with no seedlings or 
juveniles were assigned a TCPL of 3. Taxa scoring between 6 and 8 with seedlings or juveniles 
were assigned a TCPL of 4. Those taxa with large relatively stable populations, having seedlings 
or juveniles were assigned a TCPL of 5.  The result was a scheme that identified those 
populations of the most rare plants found on Army lands that had the highest conservation 
potential and the highest threats. It is possible for the same taxon to have a First Priority Level in 
one training area due to high threats and a Second Priority Level in another training area where 
the thrcats are not as high due to a fence, for example. The TCPL are defined as follows: 
0 1= First Priority Level: those species where the Rarity Index and the Conservation Potential 

Index add up to between 2-5 and the popnlationls had High Threat Levels. 
0 2- Second Priority Level: those species scoring 2-5 with Medium Threat Levels. 
0 3= Third Priority Level: those species scoring 6-8 that have no population structure, 

indicating some High Threat Level. For example, a species, with a large population, may 
rank low ovel-all but have no population structure. This may indicate a High Threat Level 
that docs not pennit recruitment. A species like this if left unmandaged may have a sharp 
drop in population size once mature plants die, leaving no younger plants to take their place. 
4= Forth I'riority Level: species that score 6-8 and have some population structure. 
5= Fifth Priority Level: would inc l~~de  all other listed endangered or candidate species. 
These spccics could be lower priority for a number of reasons such as: large semi-stable 
populations, all individuals are fenced, low Conservation Potential, andlor having all Low 
Threat Levels. 

3.3 Recommending Management Actions 

Recommeilciations for threat managcment are based first on the Threat Control Priority Levels 
and thcn on the Manageability Levels for each recognized threat. The recorninendations for 
priorit~zed management must also take into consideration the ex-situ status of each population. 

3.3a Threat Manageability Levels 

Manageability Levels are determined by NRS. There are four categories of Manageability 
Levels that describe the threat control potential for each threat, and the feasibility of access to the 
threatened population. The Manageability Levels arc as follows: Easy, Moderate, Difficult and 
Not Possible. The four Manageability Levels are described for each of the following categories: 
Fire, Rats, Ungulates Invertebrates and Weeds. 

3.3a-1 Fire Manageability 



There are no Threat Manageability Levels assigned by NRS for Fire. This responsibility lies 
with the Army and the Wildland Fire Program Manager. All fuel control methods are considered 
Difficult. 

3.3a-2 Rat Manageability 

No Manageability Levels are givcn for vertebrate threats. NRS has employed a vertebrate threat 
control method to protect snail, bird and plant populations with success. This method can be 
relied upon to control rats al-ound rare plant populations to promote mature fruit production. 
While not considered easy, this time-consuming method is effective. NRS is pursuing more 
efficient application methods through participation in the Toxicants Working Group. Any pest 
management research project will require approval from the Command Consultant as stated in 
AR 200-5. In the last year, NRS has expanded rat control around several pop~~lations based on 
rat bait take data. NRS has developed a Rat Monitoring Form (Appendix 6-A) In the coming 
year, NRS will continue to monitor rat bait take data to and adjust management accordingly. 
Manageability Levels may be assigned in the coming year to assess the difficulty of controlling 
rats in different rare plant and snail populations. 

3.3a-3 Ungulate Manageability 

Manageability Levels for Ungulate Threats were assigned by NRS based on the feasibility of 
fencing a species. 

Easy Manageability Level: given to those species for which an ungulate exclosure could be 
easily constructed with no major obstacles (stream crossings or cliffs). 
Moderate Manageability Level: for species in an area that could be fenced with only a few 
obstacles. 
Difficult Manageability Level: for an area don~inated by cliff or with many stream crossiugs. 
Not Possible Manageability Level: In MMR and SBW, a history of live fire training has left 
unexploded ordnance (UXO). At this time, the presence of UXO prohibits fencing projects 
so species located in the Lower Makua MU and SBW got a Not Possible for Ungulate 
Manageability. 

3.3a-4 Invertebrate Manageability 

The Invertebrate Manageability Levels are determined by whether or not a control method is 
available for the threat. There are no Easy or Moderate Manageability Levels described for any 
species due to the difficulty of controlling these threats in the field. Thcre are no recognized sure 
fixes for any of the Nigh or Medium Invertebrate threats discussed here. 

Difficult Manageability Level: given to a Medium Invertebrate Threat. Once a threat has 
been observed, NRS contact the State Department of Agriculture to help properly identify the 
pest and recomlnend management actions. The difficulty of identifying the Invcltebrate 
threat, locating a legal treatment and administering it to a population or species makes this 
manageincnt optiou difficult. 
Not Possible Manageability Level: given if slugs or the Black twig borer is suspected or 
observed. At this time, NRS knows of no proven control method for slugs or the Black twig 
borer available for forcstry use. NRS will recommend support for rescarch on control 



methods for these Invertebrates and are currently experimenting with bal-riers. Any pest 
management research project will require approval from the Command Consultant as stated 
in AR 200-5. 

3.3a-5 Weed Manageability 

Manageability Levels for weed threats are assigned by NRS based on the Threat Levels and 
accessibility to the populations on each Training Area. For example a species that grows only in 
a cliff habitat may be very difficult to protect against the threat of weeds due to the need to use 
ropes for access. A severely invasive weed may significantly alter habitats and may have no 
known control techniques. A population with a severely invasive weed was given a Difficult 
Manageability Level. There are four levels based on these criteria: 

Easy Manageability Level: given to those species in a Training Area where habitat 
surrounding the plantis is greater than 75% native and there are no major threats (see Weed 
Threat 3 . 4 ~ - 3 )  or steep terrain. 
Moderate Manageability Level: for those species in a comtnunity with greater than 50% 
native species and no severely invasive threats or steep terrain. 
Difficult Manageability Level: for those species whel-e the habitat is less that 50% native 
andlor severely invasive weeds or steep terrain found. 
Not Possible: given to those species that are threatened by a weed species that can not be 
controlled at this time, due to access restrictions and ineffective control techniques. 

3.3b Ex-situ status 

This section describes the status of collections made from wild populations. Collections can be 
held in many ways: as seed at the Lyon Arboretum Seed Storage Facility, as tissue at the Lyon 
Arboretun1 Micro-propagation Lab, as a potted plant at a nursery (Pahole Nursery, Army 
Nursery, Lyon Arboretum Greenhouse), as part of a Living Collection at a Botanical Garden or 
Nursery. The Ex-situ Status shows the potential for reintroduction, the results of previous 
management, and provides guidelines for further collections. Recommendations for collection 
and propagation rely on the current ex-situ status. The ex-situ status of each species is 
determined by using inventories taken several times a year at the nurseries where Army stock is 
being grown or stored to ensure databases are up to date and accurate. With the exception of 
Botanical Garden collections, which are already planted on their grounds, the stock at the other 
Nurseries and the Seed Storage Facility is available for reintroduction projects. The Seed 
Storage Facility is designed to take deposits and give withdrawals when necessary, unlike other 
long-tel-ni storage facilities. NRS has deposited many collections over the last year. 

A detailed report of the current holdings of the Seed Storage Facility is given under the 
discussion of some species. The percentage of known individuals represented ex-situ is 
exprcsscd as Percentage Represented, and is sho\vn next to the inventories. As collections are 
made f?om previously unrepresented individuafs the percentage of individuals protected ex-situ 
increases. For example, a species with six mature plants in MMR like Flueggeci, would be 17% 
represented, if plants from one mature tree are growing at any one of the listed nurseries. For the 
purposes of this report an individual with two or more progeny at any or a combination of the 
nurseries is considered represented ex-situ. This is certainly not to say that it is adequately 



represented for stabilization or genetic storage. The Mgkua Ilnplementation Team is considering 
recon-nnending that twenty-five wild individuals in each population be represented for long-lived 
species and fifty individuals for short-lived species. 

A Living Collection of Hibiscus brc~lcenridgei subsp. nzolculeinnus has been established at the 
Koko Head Botanical Garden. The goal of such a collection is to represent 100% of the wild 
population at a secure site. This collection serves as a source of seed for storage, a propagule 
source for f ~ ~ t u r e  reintroductions and as security if the wild population is wiped out by fire. The 
tI;hi.m~.s brrrlcenridgei subsp. n~olculeinnus from MMR has a High Threat Level for Fire and is a 
priority for single-species management. NRS will continue to work with the staff to ensure the 
survival of this collection. It will be supplemented with unrepresented plants in the coming year. 
Others high priority species will be represented as appropriate sites are secured. In the coming 
year, NRS will work with the Botanical Gardens to establish other Living Collections. 

3.4 Management Actions 

Once the Threat Control Priority Levels have been assigned and the Population St r~~cture  and Ex- 
sit11 status considered, actions can be reconnnended. Below is a discussion of management 
actions. 

3.4a TI~reat Control 

Threats identified during surveys and monitoring visits are managed by NRS in many different 
ways. All threat control is focr~sed on increasing the number of indivicluals in the field by 
improving the conditions for recruitment and survival. Management actions addressing threat 
control can be prioritized based on threat levels and n~anagcability. Where control of feral 
ungulates is a priority, they are excluded around rare plants and habitats, using fences and the 
v a r i o ~ ~ s  hunting methods discussed in the Ungulate section of this report (Chapter 1). During the 
fruiting season, those species threatened by rats are protected using snap traps and poison bait 
stations. lnvcrtebrates are very difficult to control. NRS is currently testing the efficacy of slug 
exclusion boxes around plants known to be susceptible to predation by slugs. There are still no 
adequate melhods for killing slugs or the Black twig borer in a forest. NRS has identified only 
one systemic insecticide that is approved for use in a forest setting. Although the Black twig 
borer is not a target pest of the insecticide, it is being used at this time on Flueggen and 
Alectryon and will be discussed below for each species. Any pest management research project 
will require approval from the Command Consultant as stated in AR 200-5. Invasive plant 
species can be controlled using a number of techniques, depending on the threat. These are 
discussed in detail in Weed Management, (Chapter 2). 

3.4b Propagation 

For species that have a critically low population size and high threat levels, ex-situ management 
is necessary. These species may have as few as one individual, or may have very poor 
population structure as a consequence of seed and/or seedling predation by invertebrates or rats. 
The threats to these plants can be minimized in the field. However, in some cases, the effective 
population size is so small and/or threat level so high, that every seed is valuable and should be 



collected. Propagules are collected for germination and storage. Alvin Yoshinaga is managing 
the Lyon Arboretum Seed Storage Facility, a short-tern1 depositlwithdrawal type storage facility 
at the Lyon AI-boretum. 'This facility may be used for storage of seeds that will be needed for 
future projects. As reintroduction plans and sites are prepared, those collections can be banked 
and held until called upon. NRS has made many deposits into this storage facility in the past 
year and will continue to suppol-t the facility in the coming year. 

Other propagules that can be used right away or have poor storage records are brought to one or 
more facilities for gemiination. There are now six facilities where propagules from rare plants 
on Army land are grown: Lyon Arboretum, Pahole Nursery, Army Rare Plant Propagation 
Facility, and the Koko Head, Waimea and Waliiawi Botanic Gardens. 'The Lyon Arboretum in 
MSnoa Valley practices both micropropagation and traditional greenhouse propagation. When 
NRS collect immature propagules, or vegetative material, they are taken to Lyon for 
micropropagation. The plants that are successf~d in micropropagation can be stored and cloned 
in test tubes and then returned to NRS for trrtnsplanting and reintroduction. The Pahole Nursery 
is a State of Hawai'i Division of Forestry facility located at the old NIKE missile storage site 
near the State's Pahole NAR. It is adjacent to MMR; an area with many managed rare plant 
populations. Because of the close proximity of the facility to MMR, it is used to harden off 
plants bound for reintroduction in Makua. In the last year, NRS has worked to develop a 
database that is compatible with those used by L,yon and Pahole. In the coming year, NRS hope 
to utilize this integrated database to better assess ex-situ collection and plan management. 

The Army's Rarc Plant Propagation Facility is located on Wheeler Army Airfield. The Facility 
is now permitted to propagate and grow rare plants collected fi-om Army lands on O'ahu. Plants 
propagated at this Pacility will be reintroduced into the wild or botanical gardens. NRS also 
bring propagules to both the Wainlea and WahiawS Botanical Gardens for propagation. Both of 
these facilities receive funding from the Center for Plant Conservation (CPC) to propagate 
certain species that are on the Center's genetic safety net list. Propagules of those species on the 
list that are found on Army lands are bro~~ght  to the Gardens by NRS. When propagules are 
turned over to these various facilities, they are accompanied by the RPMF. These forms, 
completed when the propagules were taken, contain the Population Reference Code that will be 
used to track the propagules and to ensure they are reintroduced into the proper location. In the 
coming year, NRS will work to establish con~plete ex-situ collections for plants determined to 
have high TCPLs. The highest priority plants will be represented by living collections, 
reintroductions and mature seeds will be stored at Lyon. Other species may only he represented 
by frozen storage of mature seeds. All plants with a TCPL of 1, 2 or 3 arc recomn~ended for 
frozen storage of mature seeds. 

In the coming year, NRS hope to cooperate with the Honolulu Botanic Gardens to establish 
rcprescntatives of Army plants on their grounds. This stock would be uscd to collect mature 
seed for storage and cuttings for reintroduction. A collection at a Botanic Garden would serve 
the purpose as a source of collections for A m y  stabilization projects and serve the public as an 
educational resource and propagule source. 



3 . 4 ~  Reintroduction 

The Army's Natural Resource Program uses reintroduetion as a management tool to help 
increase the number of individuals in the wild with the goal of increasing the effective 
population size and establishing good population structure. NRS have reintroduced ten listed 
Endangered plant species into MMR. Seven have been planted into Kahanahaiki Gulch 
(Delisserr szrbcorclntci, Cynrzea szrpei-bu ssp. superba, Alsiniclerr~lron obovutzrnz, Ce~ichrus 
cigrimonioides vur. cigrirnoi7ioicles, Alectryorz iizucroccoccus vur. macroccoccus, Sclziedeu 
iizrttnlii, and EzipI~orhiu lzcreleeleuncr), two into Kaluakauila (tlibiscus brnkenriclgei subsp. 
inolczileirrnus, Neraziclin nngzdatu var. det~tcrta), and one onto 'Ohikilolo Ridge (Pritclicir(1ia 
Icclce). One species Ins been reintroduced into SBS (Urern ka'nlae), and two into KLOA 
(Steizogjviie sher-i, and Scri~iczrlu purpurecr). These reintroduced populations are being monitored 
using a form developed by NRS to track the source of the population and the date they were 
planted. The success of these reintroductions will be discussed below for each species. These 
reintroduced plants were collected by NRS and grown at the Army's Rare Plant Propagation 
Facility, Lyon Arboretum, and at the State's Pahole Nursery. NRS have been coordinating with 
the HRPRG and also chairs the Reintroduction Sub-Committee. The Sub-committee has 
developed guidelines to direct the reintroduetion of rare plants into the wild. These guidelines 
llave been developed with the help of experts on the propagation, genetics and distribution of 
rare plants on O'ahu and throughout the State and mainland. These guidelines suggest proper 
techniques and important considerations necessary for a successful reintroduction. They include 
considerations prior, during, and after a reintroduction. Prior to reintroducing a plant, the proper 
number of representatives must be selected to assure a balanced genetic stock. The site must be 
chosen carefnlly according to the associated species, aspect and light regimes. The threats must 
be properly identified and controlled. 

?']me types of reillti-oductions are commonly described: augmentation of an existing population, 
a site within the historical range of the species but separate from existing populations; and a site 
outside of the historical range. During the reintroduction, sanitation, transport, and planting 
methods are discussed. After the reintroduetion, suggestions are made regarding monitoring, 
watering and maintenance of threat control operations. The Army's Natural Resource Program 
has adopted these guidelines for their own program. The guidelines are currently in draft form 
and are attached, as Appendix 3-B. NRS will seek approval fi-om appropriate landowners and 
range control for reintroduction projects. 
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3.5 Maltua Military Reservation 

l~otential 
ABUSAN 13 14 14 

Ab~rtiloii suiidwicer~se is a shrub growing up to six meters tall. It has pale greenish yellow 
flowers. It is a rare component on steep slopes in dry forest (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

A single A. sandwice~zse tree was found during surveys in MMR by HlNHP in the last year. It is 
the only report of this species from the MMR and it is the nol-thernmost tree known from the 
leeward side of the Wai'anae Mountains. Cuttings were taken from the plant by HlNHP when 
the plant was found. Cuttings will be made from plants rooted by HINHP in the coming year 
and it will be kept in living collection at the Army nursery until plans are finalized for the 
management of this species. This year NRS visited the population but the plant was not found. 
NRS will continue to monitor the site in order to detect any regeneration. 

Alect~yoii. ~r~ncrococc~rs var. niucrococcus can grow to eleven meters in height and is found in 
mesic to dry forests on O'ahu, Moloka'i, Kaua'i and Maui. The frnit contains a glossy pale 
brown seed surrounded by a bright red aril (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Alectrj~on rrrclcrococcus var. rrrr~crococcr~s 

Twenty-eight individuals of this species are known from MMR. They are found in the Lower 
Makua, Kahanahaiki and East Rim MUs. Four of these trees were newly discovered this year. 
All of the new trees are from the East Rim area and thus fall into that population. All the trees in 
MMR are mature and most have major damage fi-om the Black twig borcr. 

NRS continued this year to deploy rat bait around the Lower MZikua population ofAlectryoiz. 
NRS expanded the baiting grid by two bait stations in the last year. Now there are a total of 6 
bait stations around the Lower Makua population. These trees are relatively healthy and produce 
a lot of fruit compared to other trees. NRS are baiting for rats as a trial to see if seeds will 
germinate and grow onsite in the absence of rats. To date no germination has been observed. 

Species 

ALEMAC 

NRS perfo~med propagation trials on a mature Aleclryoi~ tree growing ex-situ. Multiple attempts 
were made to graft on tip cuttings froin material collected from MMR stock. Grafts were also 
attempted using tip material collected from the same tree. None of these preliminary trials were 
successh~l. NRS will attempt to test air layers on this same ex situ tree this winter. 

Rarity Level 

3 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

NIiS conducted an experimental reintroduclion into Kahanahaiki Gulch in December of2002. In 
the first year following outplanting, NRS drenched the plants every six months with Merit 
insecticide. This kequency of application was based on recommendations fi-om National 

TCPI, 

3 



Tropical Botanical Gardens, Limahuli Garden. This treatment interval was not sufficient and all 
the outplants were attacked by Black twig borers. Since then we increased treatments to four 
times per year. This interval of insecticide application is much more effective at keeping the 
plants fi-ee of Black twig borer. Eight of nine plants suivived the Black twig borer damage 
though few are healthy. NRS will continue to treat these outplants quarterly in the coming year. 

l~otential 
ALSOBO 11 1 0  11 

Alsinidenr11-on ohovntum was rcported from scattered ridges and gulches in mesic forest 
throughout the Wai'anac Mountains. It is a sinall shrub with white and purple flowers (Wagner 
et. al. 1990). 

There are only three plants known to be extant at this time and they are located off Army lands in 
the West Makaleha Gulch. The known wild plants in the Pahole NAR and Kahanahaiki MU 
died in 2001, leaving just the Makaleha plants. Because this species has a persistent secd bank 
(Joel Lau, pcrs. comin. 2001), NRS will ensure that all sites of foiner and curl-ent populations 
arc surveyed in the wet season for seedlings. 

There was one individual known from Kahanahaiki Gulch since 1997 and it was monitored and 
collected fi-om for four years. When NRS went to monitor the plant on 28 February 2001, it was 
dead. Ilozens of fruit have been collected and propagated over the years. In the Makua 
Itnplementation Plan this population is designated "manage for stability." There are currently a 
total of fifty A. ohovuturn outplants in Kahanahaiki. The hurdle of establishing successf~~l 
recruitment in situ hinders the progression of this population to stability. NRS have been 
collecting mature seed fi-om the reintroduced plants in the last four years. There are now over 
10,000 mature secd frozen at Lyon. These are available for future reintroduction projects. 

Over the past five years NRS have been reintroducing Alsinocle/~&on obovcztum into 
Kahanahaiki. The survivorship trends at one reintroduction site in KahanahSiki are shown below 
in Figure 3-1. Each color represents a different planting cohort. Planting was conducted at 
MMR-D over four years. MMR-D illustrates a trend that has also been observed at three other 
reintroduction sites within Kahanahaiki. 111 the first few years following outplanting, this taxon 
showed fairly high rates of survivorship. The survivorship as of the summer of 2003 at the four 
reintroduction sites in Kahanahaiki is 38%,64%, 56% and 7%. This low rate of survivorship can 
be attributed to the shoit life span of this taxon. Many of the outplants have been in the ground 
for four years, which may be lower end of the life expectancy of this taxon. The Height data for 
this taxon show that after outplants reached maturity; they stop growing taller or may grow 
miniinally. Since all of our outplants ofA, ohovcrtuw~ ai-c mature, NRS will stop recording height 
data for this laxon. NRS will continuc to 1-ecord vigor and survivorship, which are more 
meaningful. 



Figure 3-1 Survivorship of Alsir~irierzrlror~ obovritum at M M R - D  
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Al.si17odeiid1~017 seedlings are suspected of being very susceptible to slug predation. This year 
NRS began working with a graduate student from the University of Hawai'i Botany program 
studying the effects of slugs on native plants. She will be using surplus seed from outplanted 
individuals to geminate seedlings and test the effect of slugs on this taxon. This student 
observed that only at our driest outplanting site do we have mature F1 generation plants. Slugs 
are not able to survive in dry n~icroclimates; therefore, even though germination may be lower at 
dry sites, i t  may be oSfset by the low rate of slug predation observed at drier sites (S. Joe pers. 
comm.). NRS attribute the lowest 7% rate of survivorship at our Kahanahaiki reintroduction 
sites to the dry nature of the site. Although there was a high rate of mortality in the first and 
second year follow-ing outplanting, this site is the only one of the four in Kahanahaiki to have 
plants in the F1 generation reach maturity. The seedling survivorship to maturity may be 
attributed to the lack of slugs at the site. 

In the coming year NRS should continue to support the slug predation research efforts and 
continue weed control and collection at reintroductions in Kahanahziki. 

Boben snndivicensis 
l ~ ~ e c i e s  / ~ a r i t ~  Level l~o~iservat ion  /'ITPI, I 

l~otential 
BOBSAN 13 14 14 

This lloberr species is a tree that grows up to 10 meters tall. It was known from the dry to niesie 
Sorest of the Wai'anae Mountains and Wailupe Valley in the Ko'olaus on O'ahu and also from 
Maui, Moloka'i and Lana'i (Wagner et. al. 1990). 



On MMR, Bobeu .srindwicer~sis is known from the Lower Makua, Kahanahaiki, 'Ohikilolo and 
Kaluakauila MUs. In previous year-end reports NRS rated this species very high for fire threat. 
In the past year there was a prescribed buru that escaped the firebreak road. This fire burned 
three Boben scirldwichensis trees at the edge of a native forest patch. NRS will monitor these 
iudividuals to dete~mine if these plants survive this impact. 

In Kaluakauila, NRS continues to bait for rats around the Euphorbiu hneleelenna population. 
Thc Boberr may benefit from this rat baiting. In addition Boben are protected from ungulates by 
the pig fence tliat was constructed last year. NRS continue to control fuels by removing guinea 
grass (Pmzc~mn~ mrrxui7unz) from the forest patches and may focus more effort around Bobeu 
population in the future. 

Bobea ti~nor~ioirles 
[species ]Rarity Level /conservation ~TCPL I 

This species is kuown from dry to sometimes-mesic forests from Hawai'i, Maui, O'ahu and 
Kaua'i. It call grow up to ten mctcrs tall (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

/Potential 

NRS determined this year that the two trees in MMR, which were initially identified as B. 
timonioides, were in fact B. smdwichei7.sis. Therefore, there are no populations of this taxon 
currently known fi-0111 MMR. This species will not be addressed in next year's report unless 
individuals of this taxon are discovered. 

BOBTIM 

Bonrrn~ia mensezii 
l~pec ics  lRarity Level [conservation ~TCPL I 

21 41 3 

This species is kuown from I-Tawai'i, Maui, Moloka'i, O'ahu and Kaua'i. It is a rare liana found 
in dry to niesic forests (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are fifteen known individuals in the Kaluakauila MU. On MMR, this species has a High 
Fire Threat and all other Threat Levels are Medium or Low. This threat level is appropriate as a 
fire at MMR burlled over Pua'akanoa ridge into Kaluakauila and into the exclosure. It burned 
within sixty-nine meters of Borlnnziri nrerisezii. This population is located in a pig exclosure so 
the ungulate threat is low. 

NRS has collected for seed and tissue storage and will coutinue to do so it1 order to increase the 
diversity of ex-situ collections. The fucl load in and around these plants has been reduced 
significantly in the last year, a~ld  NRS will continue to remove grass from inside the exclosure. 
NRS will continue to monitor these plants in the next year for Threat Level changes. 



Certcltrris irgrirnonioides var. r~grimonioides 
lspecies l ~ a r i t ~  Level I ~ o n s e n ~ a t i o n l ~ ~ ~ L  I 

'This endangered species of grass is known from Liina'i, O'ahu and Maui. The other variety (var. 
lr~jmrreizsis) was known from the northwest Hawai'ian Islands and is thought to be extinct 
(Wagner et. al. 1990) 

Thirty-nine mature wild individuals are known fi-om four sites in Kahanahiiiki MU. Three of 
these sites are located inside a large-scale exclosure, and the fourth has just one individual and is 
outside the fence. Six of these individuals were discovered just this year. These six individuals 
are located midway between the other two gronps of known individuals within the Kahanahaiaki 
exclosure. Approximately 100 meters separate the three subgroups within the exclosure. 

In the last year, NRS conducted weed control around all of the known C. ugriinoizioicles 
individuals and in the vicinity of the three reintroductions in Kahanaliaiki MU. This has 
improved habitat for this species and thus lowered the weed threat level for this taxon. 

NRS have propagated this species by three different niethods; seeds, divisions and cuttings. All 
of these methods have shown to be successf~~l. The highest success rate is with divisions (70- 
90%) and relatively a high germination rate using seeds or cuttings (both 50.70%). This year 
NRS experimented with clonal propagation and had significant success. Clonal material is 
preferred to sced because it has been subjected to selective pressures in the wild that are not 
factors with greenhouse-produced seed. NRS will continue to collcct clonal material from the 
wild plants if possible in order to capture the genetic variability at these sites. 

NRS monitor C c~griiiioiiioi(les at least twice per year. Monitoring C ngrinioiiioirlcs is very 
challenging, as nodes of long running stems tend to root and separate completely Cram the parent 
plant. It is difticnlt to determine whether large plants are clones or new adult plants. Perhaps 
this species relies on vegetative cloning as a primary form of reproduction and sexual 
reproduction is secondary. In order to address this issue, NRS have begun permanently tagging 
all adults, juvenile and seedlings. Only adults and juveniles that are close to maturity receive 
individual plant nunibers. The other juveniles and seedlings are marked with a unique color 
flagging so that each year's cohort can be tracked. This also allows NRS to follow a seedling to 
the adult stage to aide in differentiating between clones and plants from seed. The history of  
these populations may help NRS to identify remaining threats and suggest managelnent actions. 
Of particular interest is the structure of these populations and at what stage mortality may be 
occurring. Trends may be different at each site. 

The population trend for MMR-A shows a general increase in the number of plants in all size 
classes since the fence was installed in 1997 (Figure 3-2). The number of mature individuals has 
increased from one to 15 and t11e1-c are now seedlings and juveniles most times the plants are 
visited. Note that the la]-ge peak in adults this year is due to the inclusion of the six new 
individual plants in the MMR-A group. NRS chose to include these new individuals in the 
MMR-A group because the habitat is continuous between the foriner known ninc plants and the 



new six. The new plants were not grouped into MMR-C because there is a break in habitat 
between the MMR-C group of plants and the new individuals. NRS observed a huge spike in the 
number of seedlings. NRS will track this large crop of seedlings over the next few years to 
determine the survivorship. NRS collectcd clonal material from four of the six new plants in this 
population and will continue to collect for full-representation. 

cure 3-2 Population Trend of  Cenchrrts n~ri~no~zioitles var. a~rinzortioirles MMR-A 

Monitoring Dates 

The MMR-B population of Cenchrus was not depicted graphically because it has one individual 
and a static population trend. It is not protected by fencing and may still be disturbed by 
ungulates. Seedlings were found at this site when it was monitored in the last year. In July 
2003, a large prescribed burn thatescaped it's boundaries burned to within 15 meters of MMR-B, 
therefore the fire threat for this species is increased to high. 

MMR-C displays a positive growth trend in tenns of seedlings and mature plants. NRS expect 
this positive trend because the site is protected from pigs. In the last year NRS took a rather 
aggressive approach to wced control at this site. The canopy in the area is dominated by Schinits 
terebirztltifolius and in the last year NRS removed over 50% of this canopy. NRS chose this 
management approach because C. ngi-iinorzioiries grows prolifically in partial sun. NRS will 
continue to monitor this population. 



Figure 3-3 Population Trend Cenchrrrs ugrii~zonioirles var. ugri~~rolzioirles MMR-C 

Monitoring Dates 
- ~~~~~ . . ~ ~~~~~ ~ - ~ ~ 

'--e Mature --:;--Juvenile +Seedling 

?'he MMR-D site is one of the first reintroduction sites chosen by NRS, and plants were first 
planted in December of 1999. This site was marginal and the plants did not respond well so it 
was not used again. Of five plants planted, two have survived. NRS will discontinue monitoring 
this reintroduction site. 

The MMR-E reintroduction site is located just inside the fence near the MBkua Rim. Thirty-two 
were planted here in December 2000 and eleven more were added in January 2002. 111 

addition NRS outplanted 61 C. crguimonioides at the PAH-A site, along the Pahole gulch rim, in 
December 2000. Intensive montoring is currently conducted at both these populations to 
establish a baseline for survivorship of both the pal-ent and F1 generations. Also the data is 
essential in showing progression between age classes in the F1 and subsequent generations. 
Survivorship rates are very high at both sites. Since survivorship is similar bet\veen these two 
sites, NRS have compared the vigor of the parent generation plants to determine if one site is 
more favorable. Figure 3-4 shows that the MMR-E reintroduction plants are much healthier as a 
whole. NRS in the future will choose reintroduction sites that more closely resemble the MMR- 
E reintroduction site. The PAH-A site closely resembled the light regime and native plant 
conlposition of two of the sites where natural populations occur in KahanallBiki. This may 
indicate that attempting to replicate the natural site in a reintroduction site choice may not always 
mean success. Natural sites are often degraded by weeds and ungulates and in most eases are 
altered from their ideal state. 



Fignre 3-4 Vigor Comparison between MMR-E and PAH-A 

There was a large increase in the total number ofjuvenile plants observed at both sites, 
indicating that seedlings are successf~~lly maturing into the juvenile age class. In addition, the 
new cohort of seedlings from this year was substantial. NRS tagged 17 of F1 juvenile plants that 
appcared to be close to maturity at each of these two reintroduction sites. NRS will continue to 
monitor these outplantings with this intensive method for another year, and at that point will 
reassess the need to continue with this level of monitoring. NRS want to docunent F1 
generation plants maturing on site to establish how long it takes. Beyond F1 it may be very 
difficult to conduct this type of census monitoring and it may be better to use smaller sampling 
units. In addition, Cei~cl~rus czgri~~~o~lioirles var. rigrin~onioides exhibits major fluctuation in stem 
length; therefore, stem length is not an indication of health or age and NRS will stop measuring 
stem lengths. In the next year NRS will supplenlent the MMR-E and PAH-A reintroductions 
with un-represented and under-rcprcsentecl stock. 

Fignre 3-5 Population trends at Ce~zchrzrs rtgri~rzonioides var. ngrimonioides at MMR-l? 

1 11812001 811512002 711512003 

blonitoring Dales 



Figure 3-6 Population trends at Cerzclrrus ngrirrronioir~es var. ngrirtzortioirks at PAH-A 

NRS recomnlend continuing weed control at all populations of this taxon. In the next year, NRS 
will focus on collecting from unrepresented individuals via clonal collection if possible, 
otherwise via seed. Propagules will be used for seed production and future reintroductions. 

Cl1u17zuesyce celastroides var. Ica 'e~~ntiu is a shrub with prostrate stems and erectly-held red fruit. 
This variety is rare and is found along the beaches and in dry shrublands on O'ahu (Wagner el. 
al. 1990). 

Cltrr~~zrresyce eelrstroides var. ka'e~zrrrzn 

This species was first found on MMR in 2000 and is now known from seven sites. Seedlings 
and juveniles have only been found in the bigger populations. A large population size and low 
conservation potential give this species a TCPL of 4, however this taxon is the focus of intense 
nianagement as one of the taxa covered by the Makua Implenientation Plan. Populations are 
known from Wai'anac to the north side of the Ka'ena Point NAR. In Makua it is found from two 
hundred to almost two thousand feet above sea level. This species has a High Threat Level for 
Fire and Weeds. All known sites are surrounded by grass, are highly threatened by fire, and 
most of the populations 011 MMR show signs of being burned in the past ten years. No rat 
damage has been observed at any of the monitored populations. 

Species 

CNACELKA 

NRS developed a bagging technique that made collecting seed from this species possible. The 
bags arc made of a synthetic material, which is light, durable and well ventilated. The first round 

TCPL 

4 

Rarity Level 

3 

Conservation 
Potential 
3 



of collections showed that fruit could be captured within the bages and that the bagging of 
~nultiple branches wo~rld have mini~nal negative impacts to the mother plant. When the bags 
were removed and the contents examined, NRS noticed that there was a high amount of debris 
relative to the amount of seed. The debris was composed pri~narly of flower pal-ts. NRS 
suspected that the bags were having some type of negative influence on the pollination process. 
This could explain the high amount of aborted flower debris within the bags. Seeds from this 
round of collections were taken to Lyon Arboretum for gemination and viability tests. 

NRS decided to modify the bagging technique for the next round of collections. BI-anches that 
had pollinated flowers and young fruit were carefully selected. Seeds from this series of 
collections were also taken to Lyon for germination and viability tests. Comparing the test results 
hetween the two methods of collections is interesting. The gern~ination rate from seed collected 
in the first round was 20%, while the second, "modified" collection was significantly higher at 
72% (Alvin Yoshinaga pers. comm.). These preliminary results show that careful selection of 
pollinated flowers improves the amount, the quality, and the viability of the seed collected. The 
bags may exclude the most effective pollination method. 

In July of this year a prcscribcd bur11 escaped the fire-break road. This fire burned two 
populations of C. ce1crstroide.s var. licrerrnncr. Details about this fire and post fire surveys that 
wcre conducted are included in Appendix 7, Makzrcr ik'iliiwy Re.servn/ion A~c~tzlrc~I Kesozr~ce POS/ 
f i r e  Assesment. 'The PunapGhaku and C-ridge populations were burned. At Punapohaku 37 
individuals wcre burned or damaged by the heat of the fire. At C-ridge the fire damaged both 
plants in the population. NRS have established some photopoints and will install more in order 
to determine the long-term effects of the fire on individual plant survival. Unfortunately, 
propag~~les had not yet been secured from either of these populations. In June of 2003 NRS had 
bagged inmature h i t  to ensure collection at I'unapohaku. These bags were melted in the fire. 
Cuttings had been collected fi-om the C-ridge population on a number of occasions but none 
survived. 

The fire bumed very close to plants at two additional populations, Lower and Pua'akanoa Ridge. 
At Lowcr 'Ohikilolo, NRS lnaintain a thirty-meter, grass-free buffer around these plants. This 
protection techiniquc proved effective in halting the July 2003 fire. On the northern perimeter of 
the Lower Clrnmcresyce population, the fire bu~ned to within seven meters of  a C. celcrtroides var. 
lmerrcrrra but did not impact any plants within the population. The fire appeared to bum both 
above and below the firebreak. At the Pua'akanoa population, the fire burned very close to many 
individuals of this taxon but did not damage any. The Pua'akanoa population is the second 
largest in MMR. 

In addition to the prescribed burn fire, a fire started by arson bumcd to the western perimeter of 
the Upper Clrarrrnesyce patch at Lowcr 'Ohikilolo. The lire burned approximately 20 feet east of 
the 'Ohikilolo ridge crest and fenceline. It is difficult to say whether the fire stopped due to the 
30-meter fuel brcak that NRS have established. The fire may also have stopped because of 
strong tradewinds. 

In the up coming year NRS will focus again on bagging innnature fruit at populations at risk of 
fire in MMR. NRS will continue to maintain the he1 brcak at Lower 'Ohikilolo and work to 



monitor the effects of the fire on MMR's populations of this taxon. In addition, NRS will 
conduct a thourough annual monitoring of the Lower 'Ohikilolo population during the wet 
season and present population trends in the next year-end report. 

Ctertitis sqrrnrnigern 
/Species l ~ a r i t y  Level /Conservation ~TCPL 1 

Cfeiritis .sqz(nnrigeru has a short creeping rhizome. It is found on Kaua'i, Moloka'i, LBna'i, West 
and East Maui and in both mountain ranges on O'ahu (I-IINHP 2000). 

C, squan~iger~z is known from the Lower Makua MU. This population is not considered 
significant because it has four plants and represents less than 2% of those known statewide. 
Large populations of this fern are found elsewhere in the Wai'anaes in Mokule'ia Forest lieserve 
and Lower Ka'ala NAR. NRS monitor this population but have not successfi~lly collected 
mature spores from it. NRS collected spores again this past year and results are pending. This 
species will benefit from ecosystem-scale weed and ungulate control but will not be the target of 
any prioritized management action besides tissue storage, if propagation trials are successful. 
NRS will continue to survey for this species whilc in Makua and note locations for the GIS 
database. 

Cynnen superbn ssp. superbri 
/Species l ~ a r i t y  Level ]~onservation ~TCPL I 

/potential 
CYASUPSU 11 11 I1 

Cja~recr superbn ssp. szcperbu is known only from the Northcnl Wai'anae Mountains. Plants can 
reach six meters in height and have long dangling inflorescences (Wagncr et. al. 1990). 

The figure below shows the declinc of the KahanahXiki population. The last individual died this 
year. 



Figure 3-7 Population Trend of Cyamrr szrperba ssp. sziyerba at MMR-A 

Momloring Dares 

NRS have reintroduced 251 Cyaynnecr superbn ssp. szpvbu plants at four sites in Kahanahiiiki 
Gulch and 89 at one site in Pahole Natural Area Reserve. In last year's report a comparison of 
survivorship and height of outplants at each of these sites was presented. The data from 
monitoring this ycar does not change the trend that was observed last ycar, the gulcl~ sites are 
growing faster and have a higl~er survivorship tllan do ridge sites. Two plants arc mature at the 
Pahole reintroduction. 
In the last year NRS reintroduced Cycwecr slrperbn ssp. strpeubn into the Native Mawai'ian 
Section of Lyon Arboretum. The stock for this planting was fmm wild-collected seed (plant 
MMR-A-4) and is intended to be a backup garden collection. Five plants were planted on 
Febl-wry 14, 2003 and are in moderate condition. 

At all of the reintroductions NRS perform and will continue to perform weed control regularly 
In addition, this year NRS collected 30 leaf samples from Cycrneu strperbcr ssp. superba 
reintroductions for genetic analysis. Dr. Clifford Morden at the University of Ilawai'i is 
currently analyzing these samples. If any plants show genetic variation NRS will focus 
collection efforts on those. Plants grown from this stock will be used to supplement existing 
outplantings. 

Cyrtnnrlm dentntn 
l ~ ~ e c i e s  l ~ a r i t ~  Level l~oiiservation /TCPL I 

I~otential 
CYRDEN 14 / 4  14 

C j m d r ~ l  tle~riiitil is a shrub growing one to five meters tall. It gets its name from the dentate 
margins of its leaves. It is known only from two distinct areas in the northern Ko'olau and 
Wal'anae Mountam (Wagner et. al. 1990). 



In MZkua, there is a thriving group of plants in the fenced exclosure in Kahanahaiki Gulch. All 
the known individuals of this species on MMR are within this fence. It is suspected that the 
seedlings of  this taxon are highly susceptible to slugs but no impact has yet been observed. 
Stephanie Joe, a graduate student fi-om the University of Hawai'i is studying the impacts of slugs 
on native taxa in KahanahZiki. She is including Cyrtcrtzclrr~ derltntu in her research as a 
representative ofthe entire genus of Cylcmtlva. NRS will continue to support her important 
research in the up coming years. In the last year, NRS conducted weed control on two occasions 
around the Cj~vtcrt~clra cle~rtrrtn. This species is monitored annually by NRS, additional threats or 
changes in the population structure will be noted. 

The population trend for this site is depicted in Figure 3.8 below. The number of mature 
individuals increased slightly this year. In April of 1999, following fencing and ungulate 
removal, there was a spike in the number of seedlings observed. In September of 2001 it appears 
that a large number of those seedling became juveniles. As of the most current monitoring, a 
large nnmber of these juveniles had become mature. The overall trend at the Kahanah2iki 
population of this taxon is very positive. 

Figure 3-8 Poptllatio~l Trends of Cyrtandrt~ derrtotn at MMR-A 

Monitoring Dates 

In the coming year NRS will collect seed from this taxon to determine its seed storage potential. 
In addition NRS will continue to conduct weed control to improve and expand habitat for this 
population. 



Delissecr srrbcorrlata 
I~vecies  l ~ a r i t v  Level l~o i~se rva t ion  ~TCPL I 

l~otent ia l  
DELSUB I I 14 11 

Delissecr suhcordtrtn was known from O'ahu, in the Wai'anae and Ko'olau Mountains. It is not 
known from the Ko'olaus today. This species grows to three meters tall, has green and white 
flowers, and berries that turn purple when ripe. It is now found only in diverse mesic forest on 
the windward side and crest of the Wai'anae Range (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Only one possibly wild mature plant is known from MMR. This 20-centimeter tall immature 
individual was found in Kahanahaiki Gulch in June of 2000. It became mature this year and 
NRS collected fn~it .  The origin of this single plant is unclear. NRS collected leaf material for 
Dr. Cliff Morden to analyze. A graduate student working with Dr. Morden is conducting a 
genetic analysis of all populations in the Wai'anae Mountains, including the KahanahGki 
individual. Until the results of the study are in, NRS will treat this individual plant as unique and 
significant. 

Two caterpillars were allowed to pupate from fruit material collected in Kahanahiiiki Gulch. Two 
adult moths were later reared out and taken to Bishop Museu~n for identification. They have been 
identified as Amorbin e~~zigrcitellri, an introduced, non-native species. This is a type of "leaf 
roller" moth. Consistant with the predation seen in the field, moths in this family may be leaf 
tiers, leaf rollers, flower head feeders, or internal feeders on stems or fruit. Damage 
syrnptolnatic of this leaf roller moth was also observed at a population in Palikea Gulch, Mt. 
Ica'ala Natural Area Reserve. NRS should consider bagging fruit when they are very inmature 
to ensure successf~~l collection. 

A 11. s~.rhcovrli~tci reintroduction site in Kahanahaiki Gulch was initiated in January 1999. There 
are now over thirty reintroduced plants at this site and they have been observed flowering and 
frniting. This year NRS collected fruit for genetic storage trials from this reintroduction. 
Damage from birds on h i t  has been observed at the reintroduction. Perhaps some fruigivorous 
alien birds may be dispersing the seeds of this taxon. NRS still have not observed seedlings at 
this site. Stephanie Joe, a U.H. graduate student will be studying the effects of slugs on this 
taxon as a representative of the Nawai'ian bellflower family. She will also be testing a new slug 
exclosure design that NRS will implement if it is effective. 

Diellin fnlcatn 
l ~ ~ e c i e s  l ~ a r i t ~  Level I~onservat ion ~TCPL I 

Diellinfirlcntc~ is a fcl-11 and is Endangered. It is known from at least two sites on MMR. One site 
has less than ten individuals and the other several hundred. There are estimated to be more than 
a thousand individuals statewide. Although no specific management is conducted for this taxon, 
Dielliu benefits from MMR wide goat control efforts and fi-om protection within the Kahanahaiki 
cxclosure. NRS has worked with researchers fi-om the NTBG to track population trends at the 



KahanahF~ilti site in the past year. Iicsults from these studies will be presented when they are 
available. 

Drrbcirrtiu herbstobutae 
/Species l ~ a r i t y  Level I~onservation I'TCPI, / 

Dubnzrtiu herbstobutae is kuown from the Northern Wai'anae Mountains. It is a small spreading 
shrub known only from dry ridges and cliffs (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

While there are thousands and thousands of individuals known from the Northern Wai'anae 
Mountains, over 98% of the known individuals in the state are found on 'Ohikilolo ridge. ?'his 
gives the Army plants High Conservation Potential. Goats have been almost completely 
removcd by control efforts, and elimination of goats from MMR will have the largest positive 
impact on this taxon. NRS contiuue to control goats with in MMR with the short-term goal of 
complete eradication within the training area. NRS will establish a living collection in order to 
collect sufficient sced to conduct seed storage trials to determine the storage potential of this 
taxon. 

Drrbarrtir~ sl~erffi~irzcr 
I~pecies l ~ e r i t y  Level l~onservation ITCPL I 

Tllis species is a small shrub up to two meters tall. It is known only from the Wai'anae 
Mountains. It is highly localized and known from just a few sites (Wagner et. al. 1990) 

About 11% of the D. her-bstobatae known statewide are found on the cliffs of 'Ohiltilolo Ridgc 
in MMR. NRS did not monitor this population this year and no collections have been made, as 
this species is low priority fou management. 

Errphorbicr hneleeleuncr 
[species Iltarity Level /Conservation ITCPI, I 

- . ..--.- ~~- 

EUPMAE 13 13 14 

This species is a small dioecious tree known from Kaua'i aud the Wai'anae Mountains of O'ahu. 
On Kaua'i, it is most often found in mesic forest, but it is found in drier forest on O'al~u (Wagner 
ct. al. 1990). 

The Euphorbiu in MMR is found only in Kaluakauila Gulch. Figure 3-9 below illustrates trends 
for one population (MMR-A). A thorougll c o ~ n ~ t  of the mature individuals increased the known 
population size significantly in 2002. The number of mature plants increased by eight in the last 
year when new plants were discovered on the cliffs inakai of the core population. Seedlings 
were not censuscd in the last two years, because their numbers fluctuate significantly. 



Figure 3-9 Population Trends of Euplro~.birr hneleelenna at  MMR-A 

Monirormg Dates 

Ther-e is no change in the population trend for MMR-R, the upper patch. In the last year, NRS 
cut and sprayed Pnnicz~m rnaximrri~ (Guinea grass) within the forest patches to reduce the fire 
and weed threat, and to improve habitat quality at this population. The Kaluakauila fence is 
complete and ungulate-free and all of the known individuals of this taxon at MMR area within 
the exclosure. 

NRS continue to control rats at the Kaluakauila population of this taxon. A large baiting grid of 
39 stations, which covers a 4.29-acre area, is established at the lowcr patch. A grid of 18 
stations, which covers a 2.5-acre area, is established at the upper site. Although baiting began in 
1999 this expanded grid effort has been under way for only two years. Bait is restocked twice 
pcr quarter. Over this two-year baiting period, NRS have observed a peak in bait take centered 
between the nlontlls of April to June (Quarter 2) in both patches shown below in Figure 3-10 and 
3-1 1. Based on this observation NRS will stock bait once per month between April and June. In 
2002, the percent bait take for the year was 52%, for 2003 it was 57%, which is about average. 
This slight increase may be due to less frequent re-stocking because of access difficulty and lack 
of helicopter support. 

The most significant event to affect this taxon and its' habitat was the fire that escaped the 
firebreak road in 2003. The fire burned up I'unapShaku gulch and up the south-facing slope of 
Pua'akanoa Ridge and crossed the ridge crest in a number of spots. The ten foot wide fuel break 
that NRS cleared appears to have been partially effective in some areas. The fire also crossed the 
ridge ~nakai  of the fuel break on Pua'akanoa Ridge. Fire experts did not feel that a firebreak was 
necessary on this portion of the ridge as the fuel load was very minimal. Colorado State 
University fire experts are under contract to the Army to prepare a fire nlanage~nent plan for the 
Kaluakauila area. This plan should be fully implemented. 



Date 

Figure 3-11 Etq~lrorbin Irtreleelenna Rat Control at the Upper Patch, 2003. 
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The impact of the fire on resources at Kaluakauila is detailed in Appendix 7. The fire did not 
burn any Ezphorbin hneleelennn plants but butned to within 30 meters of one plant. The fire 
burned approximately six acres of O'ahu Plant Critical Habitat, which were on State of Hawai'i 
land in Kaluakauila Gulch. The O'ahu Plant Critical Habitat that burned was designated for 
Schieclea hookeri, Bonanzia mensezii, Nerauclia nngtrlatn var. dentntu, Nototrichium hznnile, 
Ez~phorhicr hueleelenna, and Gouanin vitifolicr. 

NRS have discussed post-fire restoration projects in the area, in order to protect the remaining 
forest patches and attempt to expand the edges of the forest. The Army could contract aerial 
spraying of Roundup in the burned grassy areas to prevent Puniczmz nzaxinzzm from coming back 
to its full cxtent. Following control of this grass, outplanting of a non-invasive, shade-providing 
tree should be conducted. Post-planting care will be necessary as this environment is harsh. 
Grass control must be maintained until the trees are large enough to shade out sun-loving 
grasses. 

NRS will continue to monitor the wild population for new threats and trends. NRS will continue 
rat coutrol at the population and fuel loads will continue to be reduced in the MU. NRS will 
monitor the exclosure to ensure that i t  is ungulate free and will collect from unreprcsented 
individuals to supplement the reintroduction site. NRS will conduct a thorough monitoring of 
the upper patch population (MMR-B) in the next year. 

NRS reintroduced stock from the Kaluakauila population of E. haeleelenncl into Kahanahiiiki in 
January 2000. The figure below shows that this taxon can bc very successfully reintroduced. 



Figure 3-12 Survivorship of Ezryltorbicr IzaeleeZemm at MMR-D 

Flueggecr neowczwmeo is one of the rarest trees in Hawai'i. It was known from all the major 
islands. On O'ahu it is known only from the Wai'anae Mountains. This taxon is known to grow 
to thirty meters tall with a base two metevs in diameter and is dioecious (Wagner et. al. 1990). 
Most plants are terribly impacted by the Black twig borer. 

In 2003, NRS discovered one additional individual of this taxon, bringing the total plants in 
MMR to six individuals. This new individual is located on the East Rim of Makua Valley not far 
below the Kahanah?iiki exclosure. This individual is exceptionally healthy for a Flwggea. 

In years past NRS have attempted to represent all the Flueggea plants at Army training areas ex 
situ. NRS collected fruit from trees but they were not viable. The relict plants in MMR are 
scattered and separated by large distances, which may prevent cross-pollination. The majority of 
the fruit collected was not viable. NRS attempted to graft cuttings from wild plants to 
greenhouse rootstock, but this was not successful. 

This year NRS was successful in propagating Flueggeu from air-layers. Standard horticultural 
practices wcre used in installing the air-layers. Callus tissue formation at the wound site can 
develop in two months and root formation has been observed after four months. Side shoots 01 



suckers growing from the trunk of the tree are selected for air-layer applications. Using side- 
shoots for this propagation method produces a clone that will, after establishment in the pot, 
retain a verticai gr&& habit. ~ c c e s s  to the majority of the trees is restricted and NRS a;e 
limited to quarterly monitoring. Sphagnum moss is used to promote root establishment. When 
not adequately moistened between revisits, dry wcather may become a limiting factor to root 
formation, especially in the drier locations and during the annual dry season. To address this 
concern, NRS are experimenting with a water-absorbing polymer and sphagnum mixture. 
Results from these trials will be gathered and analyzed next year. 

NRS has collected vegetative material from most of the parent plants to attempt to propagate 
them from cuttings. Several types of cuttings can be prepared from a single branch such as a tip, 
softwood, semi-hardwood or hardwood cuttings. It is possible to propagate Flzreggea from 
cuttings but with consistently low success rate of 5.10%. Comparing the different types of 
cutting material attempted and the success rate of each, 95-100% of the successful cuttings were 
from semi-hard wood material. 

NRS have discontinued the Merit insectcide treatments at the mature plant in the Kahanahiiiki 
exclosure. It docs not appear to be an effective management technique for the twig borer. NRS 
may try a combination of an insecticide and fungicide to address the twig borer and the fungus it 
propagates. 

Hzieggen benefits from ecosystem-level protection measures that are ongoing at MMR. Two 
trees are within fences protecting them from goats. Weed and goat control at MMR will improve 
habitat quality for this species. In the corning year, NRS will continue to represent all MMR trees 
with air-layers. Stock will be used to produce seed and may be used to test the efficacy of 
various controls for Black twig borer. 

Hedyotis (Iegerieri var. degeneri 
lspecies laarity l~onservation ~TCPL / 

l ~ e v e l  l~otential 
MEDDEGDEG 13 14 13 

Heclyotis clegener-i var. tlegerzeri is known from diverse mesic forests in the Wai'anae Mountains 
of O'ahu. The other variety (var. coprosmifolia) is known also from the Wai'anaes. Hedyotis 
tlegeneri var. degeneri is distinguished by having glabrous stipules (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There is one site with eleven individuals of H. ciegeneri var. clegeneri in Makua. This site 
represents less than 5% of the individuals known statewide. The population is located within the 
Kahanahiiiki MU, but is outside the Kahanahiiiki knce. Seedlings were observed in the 
population this year. This species benefits from ongoing ungulate and weed control in the area. 
In the last year NRS attempted to collect mature fruit for genetic storage. This taxon does not 
have a predictable phenology and collections were not successful. The MMR fire burned to 
within 50 meters of this population. NRS will continue to try and collect for genetic storage and 
will continue ungulate and weed control in the area. 



Hedyotis parvula 
/species I ~ a r i t ~  Level l~onservat ion ~TCPL ] 

I~otent ial  
HEDPAR 12 12 12 ! 
IIedyotisparvuln is known only from rock ledges, cliffs and outcrops in the Wai'anae 
Mountains. It is a small shrub with white flowers (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Today, there are three known sites with I% pnrvztla in MMR. One site has just one plant, another 
has 46 mature plants and the third has about 45. Because the Conservation Potential is so high 
and there are High Threat Levels for ungulates and weeds, threat control is a high priority. NRS 
believe that goats are nearly eliminated from MMR and are pursuing the few remaining animals. 
The elimination of goats from the valley will reduce the ungulate threat to this taxon 
significantly. NRS controlled the incipient population ofRubtrs argufus in the vicinity of ?I, 
/~avvula two times in the last year. In the last year, no collections were made from this 
population, as NRS were unable to use helicopters for about six months. 

Ilibisczu brackenritigei ssp. inokulP 'ionzrs is known to be rare in the dry forest and shrublands of 
all six of the major islands. They a]-e sprawling to erect shrubs and trees up to ten meters tall. 
There are two subspecies. The mokulP'ianzrs subspecies occurs on Lana'i and O'ahu (Wagner et. 
al. 1990). There are three slightly different types of ssp. nzokz11Z'innzrs found on O'ahu (Joel Lau 
pers. comm. 2001). Two of the types arc found on the north end of the Wai'anae Mountains 
from Waialua to Ka'ena. The other is fouud in Makua Valley. The type known from Makm 
resembles the plants historically known from Moloka'i (subsp. moloknic~nn). No plants are 
known from Moloka'i today. 

Hibiscus brackenri&ei ssp. mokulZ'iatzus 

The IIcbisctts plants arc scattered throughout the highly disturbed Guinea grass (Panicurn 
/rmxinzzm) dominated shrubland in the Lower 'Ohikilolo MU. They are at approximately 460 
feet in elevation and are about 150 meters outside the firebreak road. They are highly threatened 
by weeds and fire. In July 2003, a prescribed burn went outside the firebreak road. In addition 
an arson-ignited fire began near Kaneana cave on Farrington Highway and burned into MMR. 
Both these fires re-emphasize the significance of the threat of fire at this population. NRS 
continue to maintain a 30 meter wide fuel break around the population via weed whacking and 
herbiciding (See Weed Chapter). This protective fuel break proved effective in halting the 
prcscribed burn fire at a Cha?rzaes)~ce celustvoirles var. kaennrza population in Lower 'Ohikilolo. 

There are now 12 mature, eight juvenile and two seedling Hibiscus plants. NRS has collected 
cuttings from all of the mature plants in the population and from the juvenile plants that were 
large enough to collect from. NRS have a complete complement of these clones at the Army 
propagation facility. All except two of these clones are outplanted at Mgkua Range Control, 

Species 

HIBBRAMO 

Rarity Level 

1 

Conservation 
Potential 
1 

TCPL 

1 



I<aluakauila and Koko Head Botanic Garden. A full complement of clones is not yet established 
at any one of these reintroduction sites but in the next year NRS will try achieve a complete set 
of founders at all three sites. In addition NRS have collected hundreds of mature seed for storage 
from the reintroduction at Miikua Range Control. NRS will work to represent the entire 
population in seed storage via collection from outplanted clones. 

Since grass control began at the Lower 'Ohikilolo population in 2001 growth rates for Hibiscus 
at the site show very interesting patterns. 

elwe 3-13 I-Zibiscus brackenrirlgei ssp. rrtokrrleiarzrrs Growth Trend 

In the graph above the colored lines highlight the individual Hibiscus plants in the population 
that grew most significantly. What is interesting about this trend is that these four plants are all 
located in areas where Pnizicuni mnxinzz~in used to dominate. These individuals were buried in P. 
maxin~unz, which was between one and two meters tall. These plants are also growing in very 
soft deep soil. It appears that due to the intense competition with P. maxirnunz, the Hibiscus had 
been restricted to growing on the rocky outcrops where competition was less. Plants growing in 
these areas could survive but did not grow rapidly or achieve the same stature as the plants in the 
deep soil. The photos below show the significant growth observed for plant A-13 and the lack of 
growth observed in plant A-6. It appears that the preferred micro-habitat for this taxon is the 
deeper soils where competition from P. mt~xiir~tnn is highest. 



Plant A-6 November 2001 Plant A-6 June 2003 

Plant A-13 November 2001 Plant A-1 3 June 2003 

In December 2002, NRS reintroduced 38 11. bruckenridgei from Lower 'Ohikilolo stock into the 
Kaluakauila exclosure. The survivorship of these outplants was 95% as of July 2003. NRS 
reintroduced into two sites in the Kaluakauila exclosure, an upper and a lower site. The upper 
and lower sites are separated by approximately 400 feet in elevation and were established to 
determine if there is any difference in survivorship between the sites. The habitat at the upper 
site is also smaller stature forest than the lower site and contains slightly different native species 
associates. The Koko Head Botanic Garden ex situ reintroduction consists of fifteen plants, this 
population was established in May 2003 and is being maintained by the Botanical Garden Staff. 
NRS will monitor to determine survivorship rate in the coming year. 



Lepidiuirz nrbzrscnln 
/species l ~ a r i t ~  Level Iconservation ~TCPL I 

l~otential 
LEPARB 14 14 15 

Lepidiz~nz nrbusculn is known from open dry ridges and cliffs in the Wai'anae Mountains on 
O'ahu (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Only three plants are known from two sites in Miikua. Because of the relatively small population 
size, this species has a low Conservation Potential and no management has been prioritized. No 
specific management was conducted this year for Lepidiunz arbusculu. 

Lobelia nirhauensis is only found on dry cliff faces, and is known from Ni'ihau, Kaua'i and the 
Northern Wai'anae Mountains on O'ahu (Wagncr et. al. 1990). 

Lobelin niilznuensis 

There arc estimated to be about 450 individuals on MMR. There is great potential for more 
undiscovered Lobelia on cliffs hundreds of feet above the valley floor and below the ridge. This 
plant likes mid-elevation, very exposed cliffs, making detection and monitoring difficult, even 
with ropes. There are thousands of plants known on Kaua'i and Ni'ihau. Since only about 10% 
of the plants known statewide are found in Makua and many of them inaccessible, there has been 
little management. The Fire Threat Level for this species is Medium. The Ungulate Threat 
Level is High because of goats. This species benefits from the control of goats in Mskua. NRS 
have not conducted any specific actions for this taxon. 

Species 

LOBNll 

In the last year, NRS has continued to find new areas with L. niihauensis. Next year, NRS will 
continue goat control and will note any new plants and threats. 

Melaiztlzera tenuifolia 
I ~ ~ e c i e s  I~ar i tv  Level l~onservation ~TCPL 

Rarity Level 

4 

l~otential 
MELTEN 14 12 14 

Meln/7theru tenuifoliu is known from diverse mesic forest and cliffs from the Central and 
Northern Wai'anae Mountains. It is a sprawling perennial herb with yellow ray florets (Wagner 
et. al. 1990). The genus has changed from Llpochaetn in the last year. 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

Thcre are estimated to be over 2500 individuals on MMR in at least seven different areas. Some 
of these areas are distinct, separated by geographical and ecological boundaries and others may 
represent large populations broken up for ease of management. Fire was identified as a 
significant threat to this taxon because three of the seven areas where this taxon occurs are 

TCPL 

4 



surrouned by or abut alien grasslands. Only the populations where NRS conducted work in the 
last year will be discussed below. 

In the last year, an arson-ignited fire burned the 'Ohikilolo Makai population of Melanfhera 
termifolirr. Many plants were affected by the fire. This population is well represented in living 
collections at the NIKE site nursery as backup genetic material. NRS have been charged with 
maintaining living collections and developing seed storage protocols. In order to develop the 
seed storage protocols NRS must first collect for gemination trials. Once germination protocols 
are established then genetic storage testing, followed by long-term storage of seeds can begin. 111 
addition to collections, NRS have been trying to tighten up the strategic fence protecting the 
'Ohikilolo Makai population (See Ungulate Management Chapter 1). In April of this year four 
goats were discovered within the Lower 'Ohikilolo fence exclosure. This population will 
maintain a high threat level for ungulates until the fence is modified to be fully effective. In the 
last year, NRS collected cuttings fiom twenty-eight of the fourty-seven mature plants known 
from this population. Plants have been rooted from the cuttings and are beginning to flower at 
the A m y  nursery. Seeds produced by these plants will be used to develop germination and 
storage protocols. 

At the C-ridge population of this taxon there are about one hundred mature plants. NRS has 
collected from a total of 79 individuals over the last two years. Cuttings were rooted and are 
beginning to flower at the Army nursery. This population was impacted by the July 2003 fire, 
which burned outside the firebreak road. At least 29 individuals of L. tenuijoliu from C-ridge 
were bunled. These plants are very herbaceous and will not likely come back following the fire. 
NRS will monitor this population via photopoints in order to document the long-tern1 impact of 
the fire. 

The July fire did not directly impact the Kaluakauila population of this taxon, yet the fire did 
burn within 30 or 40 meters. At Kaluakauila, NRS discovered four new individuals ofL. 
terzuifolia. This discovery represents an extension of the boundaries of the Kaluakauila 
population ofLipochaetn teaztijolia f?om the top of the cliff to the very bottom. In the conling 
year, NRS will survey on rappel to estimate the total number of individuals on this cliff. 

A new population with four individuals ofL. tenufilicl was discovered in May of 2002 in 
Punapohaku Gulch. This population is located on a north facing native-dominated cliff. This 
population is very susceptible to fire but did not burn in the July 2003 fire. 

In the coming year, NRS will continue to monitor and collect from unrepresented individuals at 
the C-ridge, 'Ohikilolo Makai, Kaluakauila and l'unap8haku populations. NRS will also 
continue grass control in Kaluakauila and will monitor the exclosures around the 'Ohikilolo 
Makai and Kaluakauila plants quarterly. 

Mdicope mrlknllne 
(species ( ~ a r i t y  Level \conservation (TCPL \ 



Melicope rnakc~hae is known only from mesic forest in the Wai'anae Mountains. It is a shrub or a 
shrubby tree growing up to three meters tall (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

About twenty plants are known from the forest patch on 'Ohikilolo and a few more are known 
from the upper slopes of Lower MSikua. While the Army has few known plants on MMR, this 
species is rare and has a very restricted population range. Because of this, it is considered a 
priority for managcmcnt. This taxon benefits from goat control across MMR, fencing at the 
'Ohikilolo forest patch, and weed control. NRS will continue working on these actions in the 
coming year. NRS were not able to collect mature fruit from this taxon in the last year but will 
attempt again this year in order to detemine germination techniques and storage potential. 

Nertntclin nngzilntu var. crnglrlnta is known to be rare in the diverse mesic forests of the Wai'anae 
Mountains. It is an erect shrub growing one to three meters tall (Wagner et. al. 1990). The fruit 
are red when ripe and are held closely to the stems. 

Nernzrrlin nngulnta var. nizgulntn 

Five different areas were reported by HINHP to have this variety. Four are on 'Ohikilolo Ridge 
and the other is on C-Ridge. NRS has searched the C-Ridge area several times with Joel Lau 
who reported the plants. No plants have been found in these surveys. In the last two years, both 
NRS and Mr. Lau have searched one of the sites on 'Ohikilolo without finding any plants. NRS 
considers these two populations to be extirpated. 

Species 

NERANGAN 

There are three sites in Lower Makua (MMR-A, MMR-B, and MMR-D). MMR-A and MMR-B 
have been monitored regularly by NRS since 1998. MMR-D was monitored by HINHP and 
NRS in the last year. This species has High Threat Levels for Weeds and Ungulates. 

MMR-A in Ko'iahi Gulch experienced a large boom in numbers of seedlings and juveniles (see 
Figure 3-14 below). This taxon is susceptible to drought. This year may have been the first very 
wet year since the large Ko'iahi goat herd was removed. In addition in the last year cuttings 
were collected from all ten of the mature plants in the population. NRS also collected cuttings 
from eight of the forty immature plants that were large enough to sample. 

Rarity Level 

1 

Conservatiori 
Potential 
3 

TCPL 

1 



I Monitoring Dates 

1 

NRS n~onitorcd both populations MMR-B and MMR-C in Lower Makua. Cuttings were 
collected fi-om the single plant at MMR-B. NRS did not collect from the plants at MMR-C 
because of the steep nature of the terrain and the poor condition of the plants. NRS constructed a 
fence across the bottom of the MMR-C gulch in ordcr to vrotect the natural plants and to conduct - 
a rcintroduction. NRS augmented the existing population with stock from population MMR-A 
and MMR-B. NRS will monitor this reintroduction twice in the coming year. This site will be 
supplemented with unreprcsented stock from all three locations 

In March of 2003 NRS reintroduced this taxon into Lower MZikua Management Unit. The 
rcintroduction could actually be considered an augmentation as a natural population is found in 
the same subgulch. A total of 26 juvenile plants were outplanted. These plants are all from the 
natural populations (MMR-A and MMR-B). The planting was conducted in March 2003 and as 
of the end of April all the plants looked healthy. NRS will continue to monitor this 
reintroduction. 

This species has proven to be an easy one to propagate vegetatively. Tip cuttings have the 
highest success rate at 80-90%. We now have established material propagated from last 
collections made in 2002-2003 that currently serves as nurse stock plants. Several replicates of 
lineage from wild populations are being propagated from this stock. NRS have observed that 
many of these cuttings will flower and set fruit within one year. Seecis from these plants have 
been taken to Lyon Arboretum for storage and viability testing. 



Nernrrrlirr n~rgrrlrtn var. rlenicrfn 
(species (Rarity Level lconservation ~TCPL I 

I~otent ia~  
NERANGDE ( 1  1 0  11 

Nernz~lirr nngerlcrta var. clentatn is rare in the diverse mesic forests of the Wai'anae Mountains. It 
is an erect shrub growing one to three meters tall (Wagner et. al. 1990). The fruit are red when 
ripe and are held closely to the stems. It is only slightly different than the variety angulata, and 
there is an intermediate type found in Wai'anae Kai and Makaha. There is only one plant of this 
variety known. It is in Kapuna Gulch, on State land in the MokuliYia area. 

The variety cler~tata was reported from C-ridge and Lower Miikua during surveys by HINHP and 
NTBG, though none are known from MMR today. In the last year NRS and H I N I P  searched 
for this taxon at the historical MMR sites but it appears to have been extirpated. 

NRS reintroduced three individuals grown from cuttings collected from the Kapuna plant into 
ICaluakauila. The planting was co~iductetl in January 2003, and as of a May 2003, all plants look 
healthy. 

NRS have been successful in establishing a living collcction of Nerauclia cmgulntn var. clewtata 
at the Army Nursery. This species has proven to be an easy one to propagate from cuttings. Tip 
cuttings have the highest success rate at 80-90%. NRS have established material propagated from 
last year's collections that currently serve as nurse stock plants. Several replications of cuttings 
from lineage of on-site populations are being propagated from this stock. NRS have observed 
that many of these cuttings will flower and set fruit within one year. Seeds from these plants 
have been taken to Lyon Arboretum for storage and viability testing. In the coming year, NRS 
will continue to monitor the reintroduced plants and supplement them with more Kapuna stock in 
the coming year. 

Nototrichirrnr hunzile 
I ~ ~ e c i e s  l ~ a r i t v  Level lconservation ITCPI, I 

Nototrichizrnz hunzile is found in the Wai'anaes and recently was found on East Maui. The plants 
are shrubs, which hold the flowers on slender spikes 3-14 cm. long. They are found in dry forest, 
on cliffs, steep slopes and in gulches (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are over four hundred mature individuals in at least six locations on MMR in the 
Kahanahaiki, Lower Makua, C-Ridge and Kaluakauila MUs. This represents over 55% of the 
known statewide population. Seedlings and juveniles have been found in the populations despite 
High Threat Levels. NRS assigned this taxon high fire and weed threat levels. NRS and 
HII3NP discovered a population ofN. I~zmmile in Punapohaku Gulch in May of 2002. There were 
11 mature, and five immature plants. In July 2003, a fire jumped the firebreak road at MMR and 
burned up into Punap6haku Gulch. The fire swept through this area but it was difficult to 



estimate the number ofN. humile that were burned. Because this species is very abundant, NRS 
did not tag iildividual plants. NRS estimates that approximately 22 individuals of this taxon 
burned at Punapohaku. In the Kaluakauila MU the fire burned to within 27 meters of  N. humile 
plants. See the fire report for more details (Appendix 7). 

NRS continue to work with the Lyon Arboretum seed storage lab to determine the storage 
of this taxon. I11 the last year, NRS controlled Guinea grass (Pcmicztm mctximzrm) in 

Kaluakauila. The fire and weed threat levels for this taxon were not reduced because there are 
many N. Intmile locations where NRS are not conducting grass control. These actions should 
reduce threats to these plants and may reduce threat levels on MMR for this species next year. In 
the coming year, NRS will monitor these sites for population trends and new threats. NRS will 
collect from fire-threatened populations of this taxon at Kaluakauila, PunapGhaku and C-Ridge, 
once seed storage protocols are developed. 

Plrrtztngo yrilzce~~s var. yvinceps 
l~necies l ~ a r i t y  Level /conservation ~TCPL I 

[Potential 
PLAPRIPRI 12 14 13 

I'ltntagoprinceps var. priirceps is known from O'ahu. It grows up to a meter and a half tall with 
branching stems (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There is one site with eight individuals on MMR. Weeds and goats are threats to this population 
The population benefits from MMR wide goat control efforts (see ungulate chapter). NRS have 
not conducted weed control at this population because it is on a cliff and the weed threat is not 
significant. 

NRS could not collect fiom this populatiou this year because our program was grounded for 
helicopter support when this spccics was fruiting. This taxon is part of the Miikua 
Implementation Plan and seed storage protocols must be developed. In the next year, NRS will 
focus on establishing clones of the wild plants in a living collection in the greenhouse. This way 
NRS can collect seed for storage testing and long-term storage without draining the wild seed 
stock. 

Platydes~snzcz cortzzrta var. clecz~wens 
(species (Rarity Level l~onservation (TCPL I 

Plnty~lesrncr corrrzitn var. ~leczn-rem is known only from the Wai'anae Mountains. The other 
vartcty cormrta is known only from the Ko'olau Mountains (Wagner et. al. 1990). P. cortzzrta 
var rlecw-ens is uow considered a Candidate species. 

l~otential 

Surveys by NRS found 207 mature plants on 'Ohikilolo. Early estimates say that less than 250 
plants were known from O'ahu, hence the 'Obikilolo plants should raise the number of estimated 

PLACORDE I? ? I? 



individuals for this species statewide. Because the statewide rarity cannot be detennined at this 
time, a TCPL cannot be assigned for this species. NRS collected data on off-site populations of 
this taxon to clarify the statewide numbers. NRS will continue to collect data on populations of 
P. cornzrtu var. clecuwerzs on and off Army lands so management of this taxon can be prioritized. 

PLEFOS I ? I? I ? 

Pleontele forbesii 

Pleornele forbesii can be found only in the dry to mesic forests of the Wai'anae and Ko'olau 
Mountains of O'ahu. It can grow to be seven meters tall. The fruit are borne on 7-12 centimeter 
long pecluncles (Wagner et. a]. 1990). There are estimated to be less than 250 individuals of this 
species left in the wild. 

Species 

In 01-dcr to analyze the conservation potential for this taxon, NRS should continue to document 
plants found on and off Army lands. Because of this lack of data, no specific nlanagement has 
been conducted for I-'. forbesii. This taxon benefits from the rat control underway around 
Prztchardin and Eziphorbiu and also from weed control conducted at 'Ohikilolo and Kaluakauila. 

Rarity Level 

This palm species is known to grow up to five meters tall. It is found in mesic forest and from 
cliffs only in the Wai'anac Mountains (Wagner ct. al. 1990). There are thought to be 222 
individuals in Miikua, Makaleha, Lower Ka'ala and on the boundary of SBW and the Wai'anae 
I<ai Watershed Protection Area. 

Pritclzurrlirr ka 'alae 

There are at least 77 individuals in Miikua, all on 'Ohikilolo Ridge. One additional individual 
was found on a cliff along the MMR and Miikaha ridge in the last year. This species has a High 
Threat Level for Ungulates, Rats, and Weeds. Despite a major reduction in the goat popoultion, 
NRS continued to observe damage on P. kualae seedlings therefore a fence to protect the largest 
cluster of plants was erected in 2003. Approximately fifty mature plants and hundreds of 
seedlings are protected by this exclosure. 

Conservation 
Potential 

Rats are known to feed on the h i t  of P. kaalae, and NRS continue to administer poison bait to 
control rats at three locations on 'Ohikilolo Ridge. When NRS first began to monitor the trees in 
1997 there were no seedlings. At the largest population with sixty mature plants there are simply 
too many seedlings to count. It is not practical to count all the seedlings anymore so; NRS will 
present data for the population structure at MMR-A when new juvenile plants appear. This 
species grows very slowly so this may not occnr for five years or more. Figure 3-15 below 
shows rat bait take trends at population MMR-A. The bait take for this year was relatively high. 
This trend can be attributed to the lack of access to restock bait because of the helicopter shut 

TCPL 

Species 

PRIKAA 

Conservation 
Potential 
2 

Rarity Level 

2 

TCPL 

1 



down. Take will continue to be monitored to ensure enough bait is available. Management will 
be adapted to meet these goals in the coming year. 

Figure 3-15 Rat Control at Prichnrrlin ka'nlae in MMR-A 

This year at population MMR-B (Ko'iahi Gulch) NRS observed the first seedling to germinate 
on site. This seedling may be attributed to the expansion of the rat grid around this population. 
In addition to more extensive rat baiting, NRS erected a chicken wire catchment below the 
mature trees. This was done in order to encourage germination in the immediate vicinity of this 
small cluster of plants. Otherwise most of the fruit produced by these trees may roll off of the 
cliffjust below these mature plants. NRS also sprayed grass within this population in order to 
lessen the competition with seedlings. NRS have not been successful at collecting from the 
single individual at MMR-C. NRS will continue to attempt to collect immature or mature fruit 
for use in supplementing existing reintroductions. NRS continue to bait at MMR-D where there 
are five mature trees. Rat control began at this population in 1999. Baiting is having a positive 
impact on germination as is shown in Figure 3-16. The number of seedlings found in MMR-D 
has increased significantly from none prior to baiting to over 20 as of July 2003. In the coming 
year, NRS will visit the new tree to assess threats at that site. 



Figure 3-16 Prichnrciin knrrlae at MMR-D Population Trends 
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NRS continue to collect from unrepresented wild individuals of P. kcrrrlae at 'Ohikilolo Ridge. 
Plants will be grown for supplen~enting reintroductions. 

NRS monitored the five P. ktrcdnc reintroductious at MMR that were established in December 
2001. A total of 265 plants were reintroduced. The survivorsllip rates as of 2003 were 98% 
(MMR-E), 100% (MMR-F), 68% (MMR-G), 84% (MMR-H) and 96% (MMR-I) respectively. 
The low survivorship rate at MMR-G can be attributed to pig predation on the plants. This is the 
only one of these five individuals that is exposed to pigs. NRS will not reintroduce again into an 
area that is not protected from ungulates. A fence will be built around these plants in the coming 
year. Plants at MMR-F are not doing well. This site faces into the prevailing winds and may not 
be appropriate habitat for this species. 

[Potential 
PTEMAC 13 14 14 

Ptercrlysrn inacroccrrpu is a tree found in diverse rncsie forest on O'ahu. It can grow up to fifteen 
meters tall, has milky white sap (Wagner et. al. 1990). It is found along the upper rim of MMR 
in MBkua and Kahanahiiiki Valleys. It is Federally listed as a Species of Concern. 

NRS continue to note all new P. t~zacrocurptr plants that are found in order to clarify the 
conservation potential for this taxon and to prioritze management. This taxon benefits from rat 
control intended to protect Achntinella rwusteliizcr populations at 'Ohikilolo. At this site 
recruitment of P. nmcrocarpn was zero four years ago when baiting began and is now substantial 
with sixty-five seedlings present. P. nzcrcrocnipa also benefits fiom the weed control conducted 
at the I<ahanahaiki, 'Ohikilolo , and Lower Miikua management units. 



Sanicula rnnriversa 
lspecies lRarity Level /conservation /TCPI, I 

l~otential 
SANMAR 12 12 / 1 

Sirnic~rlu lizuriversr~ is known only from the leeward Wai'anae Mountains. It is a perennial hej-b 
with flowers in a terminal cluster (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

S. nzovrveusrr is known from four areas on O'ahu. There are two sites on 'ijhikilolo, one in 
Kea'au Valley, and one in Makaha. This specles comes up with the rains every winter, grows 
through sprmg, and goes dormant every summer. Based on NRS obse~vations of greenhouse 
plants, plants at the MMR population and at Makaha it appears that they flower only once and 
then dle. Goat numbers have diminished so that goat damage at the 'Ohikilolo populations is no 
longer obscrvcd. 

The number of mature individuals at MMR-A fluctuates yearly and is most likely based on 
differcnccs in environmental conditions between the years. Figure 3-17 shows thc population 
trend oS the 'Ohikilolo population. This year was difficult to monitor this population, as NRS 
were not allowed to fly in helicopters for about six months of thcycar. This lack of access made 
collccting mature f r ~ ~ i t  challenging, as NRS were not able to mark flowering plants in the wet 
season when they were most obvious. NRS attempted to collect in Aurust when ulants had - 
already dicd back, but it was difficult to locate fruiting individuals at that point. ' 

Figure 3-17 Popnlation Trends of Snr~icula nzr~riversa at MMR-A 
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Due to logistical constraints, NRS were unable to collect from the 'Ohikilolo MMR-B population 
of S. muriversn. 

NRS reintroduced 30 S. ~mriversn plants into the 'Ohikilolo exclosure in December of 2001. As 
of February 2003 there were nineteen juvenile plants observed with new growth and in good 
health. For S. mcwiversa the emergence from the dormant state depends on rainfall. This makes 
monitoring of this taxon difficult because in any given year some plants may not emerge from 
dormancy but may still be in good health under ground. NRS will continue to monitor this 
reiutroduction in the wet season and report population trends. Two of the plants had over fifteen 
green leaves, which indicates that they may be reaching maturity soon. 

Sclriedea hookeri 
l ~ ~ e c i e s  / ~ a r i t ~  Level l ~ o ~ ~ s e r v a t i o i i  ~TCPL I 

l ~o ten t i a l  
SCHHOO 13 14 14 

Schiedea hookeri is known !?om the Central and Northern Wai'anaes. It is described as being 
scattered and locally common in diverse mesic forests (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are two locations of S. hookel-i on MMR. Both are in Kaluakauila Gulch. One population 
population was discovered in 2003. There are between 20-30 individuals at this new location 
and five at the old site. These plants represent only 12% of the more than 420 known individuals 
in the state and are not considered critical. S. hookeri has a high Fire Threat Level. In the last 
year a prescribed burn that escaped the firebreak road burned to within 20 meters of this taxon. 
Another fire, which started near Yokohama Bay, burned toward the Kaluakauila management 
unit, re-emphasizing the significance of the fire threat to this taxon. These plants are protected 
from pigs by the fence exclosure around the management unit. In addition, NRS conduct grass 
control at Kaluakauila to reduce fuel and competition. NRS will continue to collect for genetic 
storage from the Kaluakauila population of S. hookeri. 

Schieilen nuttrrllii 
l~oecies  I ~ a r i t v  Level lconservation ~TCPL I 

/Potential 
SCHNUT 11 12 11 

This rare species of Schieclen is found on Maui, Kaua'i and in the Wai'anae Mountains of O'ahu. 
It is a shrub with glabrous purple-tinged leaves and small dark brown seeds (Wagner et. al. 
1990). 

Schieclea rxrttullii is known from one population in Kahanahiiiki. This population was last 
monitored in May of 2003. NRS have observed significant invertebrate damage to the 
population. As compared to S. rzzlttc/llii populations in Pahole Natural Area Reserve, the 
Kahanahniki population appears to be very dry. The Kahanahiiiki population has lost a good deal 
of the koa canopy that used to partially shade the site. This may have caused a change in the 
light regime and made the site drier. Accrcic~ kou has been planted at the site and more will be in 
the coming year. NRS have conducted weed control in the vicinity of this population and will 



continue to manage weeds throughout the KahanahXiki MU. NRS reintroduced eight plants into 
maile flats in KahanahXiki in 2000 (MMR-C). The survivorship is shown in Figure 3-19 below 
The number surviving from the first cohort continues to decline. NRS should experiment with 
reintroductions at new sites with different characteristics. NRS will discontinue planting at the 
Maile Flats reintroduction site. In the coming year, a new site will be selected and clones 
collected from the wild population will be planted. 

Figure 3-18 Population Trends in Scltieriea r~uftnllii at MMR-B 

Figure 3-19 Survivorship of Schiedecl n~rttnflii Reintroductions at MMR-C 
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Silene lcr~zceolata is known from nearly all the islands. It is a sub-shrub with oblanceolate to 
linear or lanceolate leaves and flowers in cymes with white petals (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Sileite lu~zceolnta 

Thcre are several thousand plants on other islands and the eleven plants on MMR are a small 
percentage of the greater population. The population on 'Ohikilolo continues to benefit from 
MMR-wide goat control. Goats have not been observed near this population in a few years. 
NRS do not conduct any specific management for this taxon, as the TCPL is low. In the conling 
year, NRS will determine the need to store seeds from these plants. 

TCPL 

4 

Species 

SILLAN 

S p e r ~ ~ o l e p ~ s  Hawai'iensis is known fi-om all the major islands. It is an annual herb with a 
slender taproot (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

S ~ ~ e r ~ n o l e ~ ~ i s  hnwai'ieizsis 

This species is known from the lower portions of 'Ohikilolo Ridge and two plants were found in 
a new site on the northern ridgeline of Kahanahiiiki Valley during a survey by HINHP in the last 
year. NRS did not conduct any specific management for this taxon because the TCPL is so low. 
S. Iinwrri'iensis is threatened by fire, so NRS will attempt to collect seeds to conduct seed 
storage trials. 

Rarity Level 

4 

Tetru~~o~opiui?t  f i l f o r ~ l e  
I ~ ~ e c i e s  IRaritv Level I~onservation ~TCPL I 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

Species 

SPEHAW 

l~otential 
TETFIL 14 (1 11 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

Rarity Level 

4 

Tetrcrmolopiz~n2jiliforme is known only kom the Northern Wai'anae Mountains. It is found on 
dry ridge crests, cliffs and ledges and over 90% of the plants are found on 'Ohikilolo Ridge. T. 
jiliforme is a dwarf shrub five to fifteen centimeters tall (Wagner 1900). The leaves are clustered 
at the apex of the branches and the flowers are often held above the leaves. 

TCPL 

5 

There are estimated to be about 5,100 individuals left on O'ahu. There are over 5000 plants in 
KahanahGki and MBkua valleys on MMR, about twenty-five in Keaau Valley, and one was 
known recently from Wai'anae Kai but is now gone. Most of the plants in MMR are known from 
'Ohikilolo Ridge and there are about forty plants in the C-Ridge MU. The plants along 
'Ohikilolo Ridge were historically very threatened by goat browsing. Currently the population 
of goats is so low that the threat is greatly reduced. There are two sites where this species is 
highly threatened by fire and collections have been made for seed storage. 



The July 2003 fire burned within 20 meters of T.filiforrne on C-ridge. This population is 
buffered from fires by a very narrow strip of forest. One more fire in the C-ridge vicinity could 
result in the destruction of this population. NRS supplemented the seed storage collection in the 
last year with collections from eighteen new plants. NRS will continue to collect to bolster ex- 
situ collections in the coming year. NKS has been storing seeds of this species with Alvin 
Yoshinaga at the Lyon Arboretum. NRS will continue to monitor this site and will collect from 
any unrepresented mature plants. 

The lowest plants on 'Ohikilolo Ridge (MMR-G) were given a Nigh Fire Threat Level. 
Extensive collections were made from this population in 2001 and 2002, therefore, NRS did not 
attempt to collect more propagules for storage in 2003. 

/potential 
VIOCHACHA 14 / 1 11 

Violu chumissonium ssp. chnrrrissoniarm is known to be rare on dry cliffs in the Wai'anaes. It is 
a slender shrub with the leaves clustered toward the ends of the branches (Wagner et. al. 1990). 
It is usually found on cliffs or very steep slopes and has flowers with large white petals. There 
are seven sites with this sub-species in the Wai'anaes. Two are in Schofield Barracks, one on 
MMR and five others are scattered throughout the central and soutllenl Wai'anaes. 

The plants on 'Ollikilolo represent more than 65% of the Viola chamissor~inna ssp. 
char~rissor2innn known throughout the State. NRS have a living collection from cuttings made 
from the Schofield populations. The purpose of these collections is to generate enough seed for 
seed storage trials. In the next year NRS hope to make a significant seed collection from this 
living collection to send to Lyon. Living collections will only be maintained in the long-term for 
populations with very few remaining individuals. Otherwise clones from large populations can 
be used in reintroductions or given away once seed storage needs are met. 







3.6 Kawailoa Training Area 

Cltar~tnesyce rockii 
I~pecies I ~ a r i t g  Level l~onservat ion ~TCPL I 

- . . . . - . . . . . 

CMAROC 13 14 14 

CI7~~111cresyce rockri is known only from thc upper crest and cloud-swept summit ridges in the 
Ko'olau Mountains. The large red capsules of this species are unique in the genus (Wagner et. 
a .  1990) It is also known from the windward side in deep wet gulches. 

There are six different locations in KLOA with about thirty of the estimated 600 mature 
individuals on O'ahu. There are estimated to be hundreds more in KLO, however this has not 
yct been confim~ed. This species has no High Threat Levels and a low Conservation Potential, 
given the relatively few plants that arc known from Army lands. 

The Army has been working with the Ko'olau Mountains Watershed Partnership (KMWP), 
which funded the construction of the pig exclosure in the upper 'opae'ula drainage. NRS 
participated in this partnership by directing the fence route, slingloading gear and surveying for 
protected species. In the coming year, NRS will continue to participate in the KMWP as it 
moves towards beginning construction of another exclosure in the upper Helemano drainage. 
This fence will surround a number of the known plants of this taxon and over a hundred acres of 
undersurveyed habitat. This species will not be a target for mai~agement action in the next year 
but NRS will continue to survey for it when working in appropriate habitat. 

Cynnerr nc~rnzirrntn 
I~pecies l ~ a r i t g  Level l~onservat ion ~TCPL I 

l~otent ia l  
CYAACU 14 14 15 

Cynrzeu cicuminclta is known from mesic to wet forest in the Ko'olau and Wai'anae mountaiils on 
O'ahu, Liina'i, Moloka'i and West Maui. It has narrow leaves and a white and purplish corolla 
(Wagner et. al. 1990). 

All membcrs of the Campanulaeeae are recognized as being particularly susceptible to damage 
from pigs, slugs and rats and were given corresponding High Threat Levels. NRS knows of 
about 74 plants in KLOA and there are estimated to be over two thousand statewide. These 
plants are n~ostly found along the Ko'olau Summit, although some are found on the leeward side 
down slope from the summit. 

This species was given the lowest Threat Control Priority Level to reflect the low Conscrvation 
Potential of the plants found on KLOA. Because of this, this species was not the target of 
management action in the last year. Large-scale feucing and rat control would benefit this 
species. Cynnecr ucuminnfn will not be a target for management action in the next year but NRS 
will contiuue to survey for it when working in appropriate habitat. In the coming year, NRS will 
continue to pai-ticipate in the KMWP as it moves towards beginning construction of another 



exclosure in the upper I-lelemano drainage. This fence will surround a number of known plants of 
this taxon and over a hundred acres of undersurveyed habitat. 

Cymzea cdycinn 
[species ]Rarity Level I~onservat ion ~TCPL I 

l~otent ia l  
CYACAL 13 12 11 

Cycmea calycii~a was recognized as a subspecies of Cynnen Inrrceolata, but has since been listed 
as a species. It has densely pubescent lower leaf surfaces and a pale to dark magenta corolla. It 
is more common in the Wai'anae Mountains than in the Ko'olaus (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

C. ccdycrtici is a Candidate for Endangered Status. There are 113 individuals in about nineteen 
groups in KLOA. There are seven plants inside the 'Opae'ula fence. NRS will continue to 
monitor threats to the known plants when in the area, but Cyanea calycina will not be a target for 
management. In the corning year, NRS hope to obtain better population data for this species and 
prioritize management. The Helclnano fence will protect additional plants and over a hundred 
acres of habitat. 

C y a n e ~  c r i s p  
/ ~ ~ e c i e s  IRarity Level /Conservation /TCPI, I 

Cyanen crispa, or formally known as Rollanrlia crispn, is known from mesic to wet forest in the 
Ko'olau Mountains. It has fleshy stems, broad obovate leaves and a pale magenta corolla 
(Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There is one site with about 5-10 Cyanea oispa in KLOA. The site is severely degraded and has 
High Threat Levels for Invertebrates, Weeds, Rats, and Ungulates. Slugs cannot be controlled at 
this time. Weed control may harm the Cyarien, which are smothered in and growing tl~roughout 
Clidenzicr hirta. Removing the Clidernia would greatly increase the light levels, potentially 
impacting the plants. Rat bait stations meant to protect snails are already in the area and may be 
expanded to protect fruiting plants. The plants have been repeatedly disturbed during snail 
monitoring efforts at the site. They also show periodic damage from rats and possibly pigs. 

NRS has collected cuttings from this population in the last year and will continue to do so in the 
coming year. A suitable reintroduction site should be found to protect this stock. Until a 
suitable site can be found, the stock will be kept as a propagule source and living collection. 
There is habitat in KLOA for this species that is not as severely degraded and would be suitable 
for a reintroduction. NRS will continue to survey for secure locations and new populations in 
the coming year. The proposed Helenlano fence may provide a secure location for this stock. 



Cynriea I~zrrtrboldtinria 
l~pecies l ~ a r i t y  Level l~onservation ITCPL I 

l ~ o t e n t i a ~  
CYAHUM 12 14 (4 

Cyanecr hzonholdtiana is found throughout the Ko'olau Mountains. It grows to be a small shrub 
with woody stems up to two meters tall. It has dark magenta or rarely white flowers and pale 
orangish-yellow berries (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are estimated to be about one hundred mature individuals statcwidc. There are four sites 
in KLOA with thirteen known individuals. Like all Cyanen, this species has High Threat Levels 
for Invertebrates, Ungulates and Rats. 

There are hundreds of acres of undersurveyed habitat for this species in KLOA and NRS will 
continue to note new populations. This species will not be a target for management actions in 
the next year but NRS will note new locations. The proposed Helelnano fence will surround 
three known individuals and over a hundred acrcs of appropriate habitat. 

Cyrmen koolazrensis 
/species l ~ a r i t y  Level l~onservntion ITCPL 1 

I~otential 
CYAKOO 14 14 (4 

Cymen kooluue~rsis is a small woody shrub up to 1.5 meters tall which has three to six flowers 
with dark magenta corollas. It is found on exposed ridges in cloud-swept wet forest and less 
often in mesic valleys (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are estimated to be greater than a thousand individuals in the Ko'olau Mountains. Thirty- 
four individuals are known from fourteen groups in KLOA. As a member of the Campanulaceae 
family, it has High Threat Levels for Invertebrates, Rats, and Ungulates. Seedlings and juveniles 
lnve been found in these populations, even though slugs are thought to be a major threat to 
seedlings. 

The proposed Helemano fence will sul-round a few known plants and over a hundred acres of 
undersurveyed habitat in the coming year. There are no management actions targeted for this 
species because of the high TCPL score. NRS continues to find plants during surveys for other 
species. NRS will continue to note new plants and monitor for new threats. 

l~otential 
CYASTJ ( 1  (4 1 1  
Cyal~err st.yohnii is known only from the windy cloudswept ridges and gulches of the Ko'olau 
Mountains. It is relatively short for an O'ahu Cyanea, 0.3-0.6 meters tall, with white flowers 
that are sometimes tinged pale purple (Wagner et. al. 1990). 



This species was not found on Army land until 2000 when five individuals, including a juvenile, 
were found in the Helclnano drainage of KLOA. The plants have High Threat Levels, likc other 
Campanulaceae, for Rats, Ungulates and Invertebrates. This population is the northernmost 
population in the Ko'olau Mountains and onc of the few known from the leeward side. It is in a 
vcry intact native area and to reduce impact to the area, has not been monitored often. 

When NRS returned to monitor these plants in June of 2002, the juvenile had matured and 
flowered. One of the mature plants was not found, and the other three mature plants had 
immature fruit. NRS returned to collect the fruit in September of 2002, but they were not yet 
ripe. NRS did not return to install rat bait in an effort to prevent further impact to the area. 
However, when NRS retuned on October 14, 2002, the fruit was no longer on the plants. While 
carefi~lly searching the area, a smashed bit of pulp with a few seeds was recovered from beneath 
one plant and brought to Lyon for propagation. It is possible that rats removed the fruit from the 
plants as some damage to the branches was observed. Two seeds germinated out of the fruit 
brought to Lyon and are still growirig in the lab. 

The KMWP is planning a fence fo1- this area of I-felemano drainage and construction will begin 
in the next year. It will protect these plants and over a hundred acres of wet forest habitat from 
disturbance by ungulates. NRS will continue to search for this species in the area, and new 
populations will be monitored for threats. In the coming year, NRS will return to collect mature 
fruit from these plants. Mature seeds will be stored and grown at Lyon. If mature fruit cannot be 
collected, cuttings will be taken in the winter, and grown as a propagule source and living 
collection. Once ex-situ stock is available a reintroduction site will be chosen. 

Cyrtartdrn rlcntlttc~tn 
l ~ ~ e c i e s  1ltarity Level l~onservat ion ~TCPL I 

Cyrtunrlr-a derztntn is a shrub growing one to five meters tall. It is known only from the northern 
Ko'olau and Wai'anae Mountains (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

In KLOA, this Cyrtnr7dra is known from three sites with over a hundred individuals. This 
represents a small fraction of the more than 1,500 plants known statewide. There are seedlings 
and juveniles in these populations, although none of the Ko'olau plants are protected from 
ungulates. NRS has seen populations grow rapidly when protected from ungulates in the 
northern Wai'anae Mountains and this species has a High Threat Level for Ungulates and 
Invertebrates in KLOA. This species will not be a target for management action in the next year 
but NRS will continue to survey for i t  when working in appropriate habitat. 



Cyrtarzdra virirliflora 
l~pecies IRarity Level l~onservation ~TCPL I 

I~otential 
CYRVIR 11 12 11 

Cyrtundru viriclfloru is known only from scattered, windy, cloudswept ridge tops in the Ko'olau 
Mountains on O'ahu. It is a small shrub, growing half a meter to two meters tall with densely 
pubescent leaves and stems (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are 59 known individuals of this species found in KLOA. A High Threat Level for 
I~lvertebrates was given for this species due to slugs; however, seedlings and juveniles have been 
found in these populations. 

The 'Opae'ula Watershed Protection Project Fence surrounds most of the known individuals of 
this species in KLOA. This fence has secured the area around the plants, especially those close 
to the Ko'olau Summit Trail, which is frequented by pigs. The Ungulate Threat Level is Low, 
now that many of the KLOA plants are within a fence. Those individuals outside the fence are 
still at a high risk for ungulate damage. I11 the coming year, NRS will continue to participate in 
the KMWP as it moves towards beginning construction of another exclosure in the upper 
Helemano drainage. This fence will surround a number ofthe known plants of this taxon and 
over a hundred acres of undersurveyed habitat. NRS has been storing mature seeds at Lyon 
Arboretum. In the coming year, NRS will store mature seed from plants that do not fall within a 
fence and are unrepresented at Lyon. 

Exucarju~s gar~rlichnrrrlii 
l~pecies ]Rarity Level l~onservation /TCPL I 

I~otential 
EXOGAU 1 1  14 12 

Exocurpzis guzrdichaziclii is a small tree known to be uncommon and scattered in mesic to wet 
forest on all the major islands except Kaua'i. It has scale-like leaves and it branches distinctively 
towards the tips (Wagner ct. al. 1990). 

Onlv nine trees in five different erouvs are known from KLOA. It has a scattered distribution in - .  
the open and drier places in wet forest making it hard to accurately estimate population size, 
range and biology. More must be understood about this species for better management. There - -. 

are no High Threat Levels identified for this species, and there are no plants in c&ivation. 

NRS has been mapping and also searching for juveniles and seedlings uuder these trces for 
several years without success. It may be that fruit is dispersed far from parent trees andlor that 
recruitment of seedlings of this species is not happening. 



lspecies I~ari ty  Level l~onservation /TCPL I 
I~otent ia~ 

GARMAN 13 14 14 

Gtrrdeniu mrrnnii is known to be uncommon from mesic to wet forest on O'ahu. It is one of three 
species of G~rrtlenia endemic to Hawai'i. This species is a tree growing from five to fifteen 
meters tall. The leaves are clustered at the tips of the branches. The white, fragrant flowers open 
in the late afternoon and last for two days. The fruit is yellow to orange with reddish orange pulp 
(Wagner et. al. 1990). 

NRS know of forty trees in six different areas on KLOA. There are likely to be many more as 
hundreds of acres of appropriate habitat remain undersurveyed. There are no High Threat Levels 
given for this species in KLOA. NRS had conducted ungulate control in the Lower Pe'ahingi'a 
Management Unit near about fifteen of the known trees until conflicts with hunters forced the 
removal of snares. In the last year NRS has been weeding Psiditrnz crrttleianum and Clidemin 
hirtn. A fence planned as pal-t of the Ko'olau Mountains Watershed Partnership would surround 
~nany of the known trees. 

In the coming year, NRS will continue to search new areas as access allows. A long-term 
botanical garden type setting must be found for this species, so ex-situ stock can be held as 
mature trees. 

liesperomunnicr nrborescens is known from wet forest on O'ahu, Moloka'i and LZna'i. It 
appears to be extirpated from Lnna'i and is rare on other islands. It is a small shrubby tree 
averaging 1.5 to 5 meters tall with a yellowish brown or purple tinged pappus (Wagner et. al. 
1990). It was also recently found in mesic forest in the Wai'anae Mountains of O'ahu. 

FZespero~~rnn~riu nrBorescerts 

Hesperornnnnia urborescens was given a low TCPL for KLOA. There are twelve groups of 
plants in KLOA with over 102 known individuals. Seedlings have been found in these 
populations, but they are often disturbed by ungulates, and there are few juvenile trees. NRS 
continue to find new plants when surveying in appropriate habitat and expect to find additional 
plants in future surveys. New locations will be noted and threats assessed. 

Species 

HESARB 

'I'iwi (Vestiaria cocciizea), now rare on O'ahu, may pollinate this species and have been heard in 
the area. Hesperonzannia nrborescens will not be a target for n~anagement action in the next year 
but NRS will continue to survey for it when working in appropriate habitat. 

Rarity Level 

4 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

TCPL 

4 



tZe(iyotisflirvifiti1is 
I~pecies l ~ a r i t ~  Level /Conservation ~TCPL I 

l~otential 
HEDFLU 14 14 14 

IIeclyotisjlzrviatilis is a scandent shrub with white fleshy and waxy flowers. It is rare in mesic to 
wet forest on Kaua'i and in the Ko'olau Mountains of O'ahu (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are three groups of plants in KLOA with a total of 110 individuals. This species will not 
be a target for management action in the next year but NRS will continue to snrvey for it when 
working in appropriate habitat. 

Hu(~erzir1 nlrtnns 
[species I ~ a r i t ~  Level l~onservation ~TCPL I 

l~otential 
I-IUPNUT 11 12 12 

Hzrperzia nzrtms (formerly I'lilegrnarizri-us izutnns) is a rare club moss that is endemic to O'ahu 
and Kaua'i. It is a medium-sized stout, terrestrial or epiphytic plant. The sterile portions of the 
stern gradually transition to the fertile portions (Palmer 2003). 

II~lperzin iztrtnns has a scattercd distribution around the Ko'olau Mountains, including several 
known plants from the windward side. They often occur as single plants and most are isolated, 
some being miles away from the other known plants. There are four individuals known from 
four diffcrent areas in KLOA. Though few are now known, much undersurveyed habitat still 
exists for this species other botanists estimate many more are undiscovered. There are no High 
Threat Levels identified for this specles and only one Medium Threat for Ungulates. 

We have collected strobili from individuals of this species many times in the last few years, but 
have not been able to grow it. NRS has begun to collect rhizomes of the more common FI. 
phyllantha to try and determine a propagation technique that may work for both. There are no 
High Threat Levels identified for this spccies and only one Medium Threat for Ungulates. Much 
under-surveycd habitat still exists for this species and future surveys may turn up more plants. 
NRS will continue to look for this species while conducting management in the area. 

Joi~zvillerr ascendens ssp. rrscerz(lens 
I~pecies I ~ a r i t ~  Level l~onservation ~TCPL ] 

Joinvilleu ascendeizs ssp. nscenclens is an erect herb growing 1.5 to 5 meters tall. It has a 
scattered distribution, with individual plants or s~nall  groups of plants widely separated. It is 
found in wet forest on Kaua'i, O'ahu, Maui, Hawai'i and Moloka'i (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There arc eleven populations with thirteen individuals known in KLOA. A few individuals are 
known from inside the 'opae'ula fence. This specics will not be a target for management actions 



in the next year but NRS will coutinue to survey for it when working in appropriate habitat. In 
the coming year, NRS will continuc to participate in the KMWP as it moves towards beginning 
construction of another exclosure in the upper Helcmano drainage. This fence will surround 
over a hundrcd acres of undersurveyed habitat. 

Lobelia gairrlicltnnclii ssp. gc~uclicharrrlii 
lspecies I ~ a r i t y  Level I~onservat ion ~TCPL / 

I~otent ia l  
LOBGAUGA 12 12 / 1 

Lobelin gcrudichazrdii ssp. gnzrdichcrzrdii is known from cloudswept summit forest in the Ko'olau 
Mouutains. It is a short shrub with a dense apical rosette of leaves. The inflorescence of the 
subspecies gr~zirlichat~rlii is usually tin-branched and has crimson flowers. The subspecies 
koolatrensis is rare and its inflorescence is sometimes branched and has greenish white flowers 
(Wagner et. al. 1990). 

This rare member of the Campanulaceae family has High Threat Levels for Invertebrates (slugs), 
Rats and Ungulates. It is known from the Lchua Maka Noe Bog, a fenced area in KLOA, along 
the summit, and on the windwarcl side. It can also be found in the central Ko'olau Mountains in 
the KGnBhuanui area. The 'opae'ula Watershed Project Fence protects 37 of 62 known plants in 
KLOA. There are no representatives of these plants in cultivation. Juveniles have been found 
but no seedlings. However, seedlings are hard to find in the steep and dense terrain. There is 
much more habitat to be surveyed for this taxon, and these numbers may not be an accurate 
estimate of the population size. Mature seed was brought to the Lyon Arboretum for propagation 
trials. NRS will collect from this taxon for seed storage trials. This subspecies is more prevalent 
than the variety iroolnuensis, which has not been seen in KLOA for over sixty years. In the 
coming year, NRS will continuc to participate in the KMWP as it moves towards beginning 
constrnction of another exclosure in the upper Helemano drainage. This fence will surround a 
number of the known plants of this taxon and over a hundred acres of undersurveyed habitat. 

Melicope hiic~lcne is known only from the Ko'olau and Wai'anae Mountains of O'ahu (Wagner 
et. al. 1990). 

Melicoye hiiakae 

There are four groups with six individuals of this rare Melicope known in KLOA. Medium 
Threat Levels are given for Weeds and Ungulates. This species would benefit from ecosystem- 
level ungulate removal and weeding. It is a Caudidate for Eudangered Status and more surveys 
should bc done to better determine population size and range. While this species was estimated 
to have about a hundred individuals in the state, recent estiniates show a population of less than 
25 individuals, making the Ammy plants much more significant. Joel Lau of the HINHP believes 
that this species is undel-reported, given its cryptic appearance and taxonomic challenges, which 

Species 

MELHII 

Rarity Level 

1 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

TCPL 

2 



require flowers for identification. In the coming year, NRS will continue to participate in the 
KMWP as it moves towards beginning construction of another exclosure in the upper Helemano 
drainage. This fence will surround over a hundred acres of undersurveyed habitat. 

Melicope Iydgntei 
[species / ~ a r i t y  Level lconservation ~TCPL I 

Melicope lydgrrtei is known from scattered populations in the Ko'olau Mountains. It is a small 
shrub with opposite leaves and glossy leaf surfaces (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

In KLOA, Melicope lydgutei is found in the Lower Pe'ahinBi'a MU. There are 38 known wild 
individuals and all are fou~ld in KLOA in nine different groups. One mature individual known 
from the Poamoho Trail died in the last year. No seedlings have been observed in the populations 
but juveniles arc present. 

This species has a High Invertebrate Threat Level. In 2000, arthropod damage was noted on one 
wild individual. Aphids and ants covered all of the growing tips and the plant was in poor 
health. Damaged material and unidentified aphids were taken to the Plant Diagnostics Lab at the 
College of Tropical Agriculture and H~unan Resources (CTAHR). They were identified as Black 
citrus aphids (Toxnptera nltvantii). The aphid is described by Zimmerman, (1945), principally as 
a species of the mountains also known from cultivated areas at higher elevations. It has been in 
the islands since the early 1900's. When this plant was revisited a year later, it was dead. There 
are no known control methods for this pest. This pest has the potential to do major damage if it 
is capable of killing plants in the Rutncec~ family. NRS found these aphids on another plant in 
moderate health in 2002. NRS continues to monitor this population for signs of further aphid 
damage. In the last year, NRS has doc~m~cntcd Black twig borer damage to plants in two 
different populations. The damage was significant and has the potential to be lethal. This is the 
first time this pest has been identified as a threat to this species and NRS will monitor all plants 
to assess this threat in the coming year. 

Ungulate control has been suspended in this area due to conflicts with illegal hunting. Collection 
and reintroduction of extilpated individuals will be pursued by NRS once a suitable site and 
founder material are identified and we have landowner approval. This species would benefit 
from large-scale ecosystem protection from fencing and more weed control. 

A fence planned as part of the Ko'olau Mountains Watershed Partnership would surround many 
of the known trees. In KLOA, weed control is most effective in areas where ungulates are 
excluded. Weed control will begin on a large scale, once the fence is built. 



Myrsiizefosbergii is known to be uncommon on ridges of cloudswept forest in the Ko'olau 
Mountains. It is a small tree growing from two to four meters tall. It has dark green leaves that 
are tinged purple at the base and purplish black fruit (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Myrsine fosbergii 

No WMFs  have been filled out for this species and it is difficult to estimate the number found 
on Army lands. There are no representatives in cultivation. There arc a significant number of M. 
fosbergii in the Southern Ko'olau Mountains, along the summit ridge. M. fosbergii occur in 
higher densities in the Southern Ko'olaus than in the North. A few trees are known from inside 
the Lehua Maka Noe Bog fence. NRS will continue to work with the HINHP to better estimate 
population range and size. This species will not be a target for management action in the next 
year, but NRS will continue to docun~ent locations and number of individuals when working in 
appropriate habitat. 

Species 

MYRFOS 

Plzyllostegirr kirsuia 
/ ~ p e c i c s  l ~ a r i t ~  Level /~onse rva t ioa  [TCPL I 

I'hyllostegrc~ hirszrta is a rare mint that grows as a shrub or liana. It is known from the Wai'anae 
and Ko'olau mountains of O'ahu. It is distinguished by having dense pubescence on the leaves 
and branches (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Rarity Level 

4 

This spccics is known from 5 sites with 6 individuals in KLOA, though there are estimated to be 
dozens more. There are no High Threat Levels identified for this species, only Medium Threat 
Levels. Juveniles have been noted in the populations. The Medium Threat Levels are addressed 
by ecosystem-scale removal of pigs and weeds, which NRS will continue. The proposed 
Helc~nano fence would protect several individuals. This species will not be a target for 
management action in the next year but NRS will continue to survey for it when working in 
appropriate habitat. 

Pl~llostegic~pn~-vzfloi*c~ var. pnrvgflorn is known only from the Ko'olau Mountains (Wagner et. 
al. 1990). 

Conservat io~~ 
Potential 
4 

Hank Oppenheimer reported a single plant of this species from KLOA on a survey a few years 
ago. It was found along the Ko'olau Summit Trail, has not been relocated since and was given a 
TCPL of zero because it has not becn relocated. 

TCPI, 

3 



Most of the appropriate habitat may be east of KLOA, on the cliffs of the windward side. There 
are many appropriate areas that remain un-surveyed and there is a good chance more plants may 
be found. This species will not be a target for management action in the next year but NRS will 
continue to sullicy for it when working in appropriate habitat. 

Plrrtydesnm cornuta var. corrruta 
knecies IRarity l~oiiservation ~TCPL I 

I-'latyclesma cormrtcr var. cornzrta grows one to two meters tall and is uncommon in mesic forest 
in the Ko'olau Mountains (Wagner et. al. 1990). It is a Candidate for Endangered status. 

Expert botanists estimate that there may be between 30 and 40 plants left statewide. There are 
three sites with a total of sixteen mature plants in KLOA. Medium Threat Levels were given for 
Invertebrates, Ungulates and Rats. None of these sites are protected by a fence. 

In the last vear. NRS monitored one uouulation of five individuals and all were healthv. NRS has < .  . . 
collected from these plants in the past, but none has germinated. In the coming year, NRS will - 
collect cuttings and seed for propagation trials. 

Psychotriu hexnnclra ssp. o 'ahuei~sis var. o'ahuensis is kl- 

Psycltotria hexarztlua ssp. o'nltuettsis var. o'nhuensis 

town only fr 

Species 

PSYIIEXOAEI 

. om the Ko'olau Mountair 
It grows to a six-meter tall tree (Wagner et. al. 1990). It is a Candidate for Endangered Status. 

There are less than 20 trees known statewide. One plant is known from KLOA. It was found in 
March of 1999, and NRS has monitored it once in the last year. In December 1999, mature fiuit 
was collected and brought to Lyon AI-boretum, where there are two seedlings in the miero- 
propagation lab. Medium Threat Levels are given for this species. Surveying may identify 
othcr individuals in KLOA. In the coming year, NRS hope to collect air-layers from this plant 
and grow it at thc A m y  Nursery as a living collection and propagule source. 

Pteris Iydgntei 
/species /Rarity Level l~onservation ~TCPL I 

TCPL 

1 

Rarity 
Level 
1 

l~otential 
PTELYD / 1 14 12 

Conservatiou 
Potential 
4 

Pteris lytlptei is a medium-sizcd terrestrial fern. It is known from especially wet locations 
nsually near gulches. It is known from O'ahu, Maui and Moloka'i (Palmer, 2003). 



There are three plants at one site in KLOA, and one plant at another. At the first site, they are on 
a streamside cliff next to a waterfall. Spores have been collected from these plants but none were 
successfully grown to maturity. 

The second site with just one plant was found by NRS in 2002. There is much more habitat for 
this species in the Ko'olau Mountains and surveys would likely turn up more plants. Since they 
represent such a slnall percentage ofthose known statewide, the Army plants will not be the 
target of any management actions. NRS will continue to monitor this population. These 
populations are fairly safe from ungulate impacts but other appropriate habitat continues to be 
degraded by pigs. Large-scale fences arc necessary to exclude pigs from these fragile habitats. 
A fence is being planned by the KMWP to exclude pigs from the upper section of the Iielernano 
drainage. The fence would run adjacent to the 'Opae'ula fence and will protect habitat for this 
species. 

Srrtliczrlapzllpuren is known from mossy slopes and bogs in wet forest on Maui and O'ahu. It is 
a perennial herb with a large root. 'Ihe flowers are in a terminal cluster and have purple petals 
(Wagner ct. al. 1990). 

Srrnicrrln purpuren 

Thcrc are three sites with about 40 individuals in KLOA. All three are right on the summit of the 
Ko'olau Mountains. They are all on steep wet windy slopes where the vegetation is thick and 
short. There are two sites with this species on Maui. One is monitored regularly by Maui Land 
and Pineapple Co., and is known to have about 250 individuals. There is a Nigh Weed Threat for 
this species because Axorzoprsjisifolius smothers much of the appropriate habitat in the 
Ko'olaus. This Threat was assigned a Difficult Threat Manageability Level because of  wet 
weather conditions on the Ko'olau summit and the difficulty of controlling this weed without 
killing native grasses. Seedlings and juveniles have been found and mature fruit has been 
geminated easily by NRS. 

Species 

SANPUR 

In February of 2002, four plants were reintroduced into a site just outside of the 'Opae'ula 
fence. One has died and the others are healthy. In the coming year, NRS will continue to monitor 
the wild and reintroduced plants. 

Rarity Level 

3 

Stetlogyne sl~erfii is no longer known from the wild. It was known from one location in mesic 
forest in the Ko'olau Mountains above Wahiawa (Wagner et. al. 1990). The last plant was 
salvaged from the wild and brought into cultivation in 1999. 

Stenogyne sherfii 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

TCPL, 

4 

TCPL 

0 

Species 

STESHE 

Rarity Level 

1 

Conservation 
Potential 
0 



Local botanists had known about these plants and collected from them years before this program 
started. Mr. John Obata, who found the population, brought NRS to it in 1995, when there were 
five individuals. Since then, NRS monitored the plants at least once a year until the last one died 
in November 1999. The decline of this population was documented by NRS on RPMFs. One 
had died by May 1997 and major invertebrate damage was observed on the remaining plants by 
NRS. One more died in 1998 leaving three plants in December 1998. By this time, collections 
had been sent to the Lyon Arboretum and to Dr. Steve Weller at U.C. Irvine although it is not 
clear which individual he was given. By June 1999, another plant had died and NRS contacted 
other agencies to help salvage material from the site. Cuttings were taken from one of the wild 
plants and the other wild plant was removed from the site by Nellie Sugii from Lyon Arboretum, 
NRS and Desmond Ogata of the UH Plant Diagnostics Lab. The cuttings and salvaged plant 
both survived and were cloned at Lyon. The last remaining plant at the site was found dead three 
months later when NRS revisited the population. Since then, NRS has been back to the site at 
least twice without finding any live plants. 

Material was gathered from Dr. Weller and the Lyon Arboretum and clones were made to 
equalize founders for a reintroduction in 2001. NRS and Joel Lau chose a site in KLOA and 
forty-seven plants were reintroduced in January of 2002. When the plants were first monitored, 
pigs had dug up and damaged many of the plants. In March of 2003, NRS returned to the site and 
found only twenty-five plants left. Ungulates had uprooted and disturbed most of the plants. 
There was a significant amount of disturbance to the surrounding area and at least 50 hapuu ferns 
were killed. NRS will consider how to protect the site in the coming year. 

NRS believes that invertebrates were primarily responsible for the demise of S. sherfii in the wild 
and will monitor the reintroductions closely. Cuttings from four individuals are represented in 
the reintroduction and arc backed up with clones at Lyon and the Army facility. In the coming 
year, NRS will monitor the reintroduction. Another reintroduction site should be found to secure 
stock. 

Tefrylnsnrrrlrr~ gymnocarpa 
I~pecies l ~ a r i t y  Level I~onservat ion ~TCPL I 

(potential 
TETGYM 12 14 13 

Tetraplns~znclrcr gyrnnocnrpa is known from scattered locations in mesic to wet forest in the 
Ko'olau Mountians. It can grow up to 10 nleters tall (Wagner et. al. 1990). The majority of the 
individuals ofthis species are known from the windward side. They can be found in wet summit 
to mid-elevation mesic forests. 

Only eight T. gymrzocilrpn are known from five sites in KLOA and no High Threat Levels have 
been assigned. It is not the target of management actions given its low Conservation Potential. 
The sites wherc these trees are found ar-e marginal and the trees have Medium Ungulate and 
Weed Threats. This species has a wide and scattered distribution and there are likely more trees 
to be found. There is no adequate ex-situ stock and these trees are declining throughout their 
range. 



NRS will continue to map locations of this species and note threats. NRS will try to collect from 
this species in the coming year for seed storage trials. Once the seed storage potential for this 
species is determined, collections should be made for long-term storage. 

Viola lia~rriensis 
/species l ~ a r i t y  Level /~onserva t ion  ~TCPL I 

/ ~ o t e n t i a l  
VIOKAU 14 14 14 

Violcr lcc1zmei7sis is known from O'ahu and Kaua'i in boggy windswept areas. The O'ahu 
population is found on the summit of the Ko'olau Mountains. They are perennial herbs with 
solitary flowers forming in the leaf axils. "The O'ahu populations may represent a distinct taxon, 
but specimens weve not available for study" (Wagner et. al. 1990). If these plants are distinct, 
there are certainly less than 250 known in the wild on O'ahu and they should be monitored. 
There are thousands of individuals known from Kaua'i. 

There is one site with this species in KLOA. NRS accompanied a NTBG botanist to the site in 
June of 2001. There are estimated to be about 50 mature individuals with juveniles and 
seedlings there. The only High Threat Level given to this species is for ungulates and a large- 
scale fence in this area would al-rest the degradation of the habitat for this species. This species - 
will not be a targct for management in the coming year. 

Viola o 'cihuerzsis 
/species l ~ a r i t y  Level /~onse rva t ion  ~TCPL I 

/Potential 
VIOOAH 12 / 1 14 

V~o ln  o'al~zlensls is known from cloutiswept areas and wet forest along the summit of the 
Ko'olau Mountains. It is an erect, un-branched sub-shrub and has pale yellow flowers (Wagner 
et. al. 1990). 

This species is known from more than 10 sites in KLOA totalling at least 101 plants. During 
surveys in 2002, over 50 individuals were estimated to be in the area inside the proposed 
Helemano fence. A High Threat Level was given for Ungulates; which are known to trample 
and degrade habitat for this species. This species has proved to be more plentiful than previously 
thought. NRS still maps locations of plants but has stopped doing thorough counts and 
monitoring because of the increasing numbers. 

'The 'Opae'ula fence encloses and protects some of the KLOA plants. This species is expected to 
benefit greatly from protection within the 'Opae'ula and proposed I-Ielemano fences due to the 
susceptibility of its habitat to ungulate damage. Weed control focused within the fence 
exclosures will benefit the Viola along with other rare species. Large-scale fencing n~us t  
continue to secure the habitat necessary to support this species. NRS will continue to search for 
this species, note threats, and support ecosystcn~ protection for this species. 



In the corning year, NRS will continue to participate in the KMWP as it moves towards 
beginning construction on another exclosure in the upper Helemano drainage. This fence will 
surround a number of the known plants of this taxon and over a hundred acres of undersurveyed 
habitat. This species will not be a target for management action in the next year but NRS will 
continue to survey for it when working in appropriate habitat. 

Znrzthoxylzrm o'nlt~rerrse 
[species l ~ a r i t ~  Level /conservation ~TCPL I 

]potential 
ZANOAH 12 14 14 

Zcr~ztl~oxylzlm o'crhuense reaches heights of three to six meters and is known from mesic to 
sometimes-wet forest in the Ko'olau Mountains (Wagner et. at. 1990). 

There are more than ten trees known in KLOA from six sites and thel-e are estimated to be less 
than 250 island-wide. NRS maps locations of this species but it is not targeted for management 
action due to the low Conservation Potential and lack of High Threat Levels. Given the scattered 
distribution of this species, NRS does not expect to see high numbers of seedlings and juveniles 
in proximity to mature trees. NRS 1x1s observed possible rat damage on this species in the past 
ycar and will continue to monitor for this threat in the coming year. 

Seeds collected from trees from the Southern Ko'olau Mountains have been viable and are easily 
germinated with traditional methods (Nellie Sugii, pers. comm., 2002). The KMWP surrounds 
two individuals. The proposed Helemano fence will surround three known mature individuals, 
one juvenile and lots of undersurveyed habitat. NRS will continue to map locations of this 
species and monitor for juveniles and seedlings. This species will not be a target for 
management action in the next ycar, but NRS will continue to survey for it when working in 
appropriate habitat. 



Table 3-3 Rare Plants, Schofield B 
,SchofieId Biwracks 

Species 

Alectryon macrococcus 
Alsinidendron trinerve 
Cyanea acuniinata 

IFlueggea neowawraea 

Lobelia niihauensis 

'. Gardenia mannii 
Hesperomannia arborescens 

'$ 

Military Reservation 

Melicope cinerea 
Phyllostegia hirsuta 

2, 

c. 

Ex-! 

Phyllostegia mollis 
Plantago princeps var. princeps 

u Status 



Scllofield Barracks 

Species 

I 
Platydesrna cornuta var, decurrens IC 
Pleomele forbesii IC 
IPrichardia kaalae /E 
Pteralyxia niacrocarpa 
Pteris lyd.eatei 
Schiedea hookeri 
Schieden pentarnera 
Sicyos lanceoloidea 
Tetraplasandra gymnocarpa 
Urcra kaalae 
Viola chamissoniana ssp. charnissoniana 
Viola o'ahu ensis 
Zanthoxyium o'ahu ense 

C 
E 
E 
SOC 
SOC 
E 
E 
E 
E 
C 
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Alectryorz rttncrococctrs var. tttrrcrococcrrs 
I~pecies  I ~ a r i t y  Level l~onservat ion ~TCPL ] 

- . . .-- .-~.- 

ALEMAC 13 14 13 

Alectryon ~~~acrococcus var. macrococcus is found in mesic to dry forests on O'ahu, Moloka'i, 
Kaua'i and Maui. It is a tree growing up to eleven meters tall (Wagner et. al. 1990). It is 
declining across its range due to increasing alien plant cover, drought, rat predation of h i t  and 
the Black twig borer. 

There are 24 mature trees on SB and no juveniles or seedlings have been observed. Sixteen 
mature trees are known from one site on SBW and NRS found one mature tree in another gulch 
in the last year. Most trees are in moderate condition and only some flower and produce fruit. 
NRS continues to find rat depredated fruit around trees in SBW, however, controlling rats with 
bait requires fi-equent re-stocking and this is not feasible, given access restrictions. The Black 
twig borer cannot be controlled at this time and is considered by many to be the largest threat to 
this species. The only potential treatment available to fight the Black twig borer requires 
repeated applications of a systemic insecticide. The Ungulate Threat is Medium for this taxon, 
given the level of pig damage surrounding the plants. In the last year, NRS has put air-layers on 
one of the healthier trees and will monitor those in the coming year. 

There are seven trees known from SBS. They are in moderate health and only one has been 
observed fruiting. The same threat levels are given for the SBS trees, however, no management 
has been conducted at this population in the last year. 

In the corning year, NRS will continue to search for more individuals, monitor known plants for 
new threats and collect mature fi-uit when available. Once ex-situ stock is available, an 
appropriate site must be located and prepared for long-term genetic storage of living ex-situ 
collections. NRS recommends a site where basic habitat conditions are met and access for 
management is relatively easy. NRS has reintroduced Alectryon collected from Makua Valley 
into Kahanahaiki Gulch on MMR. These plants were treated with a drench of systemic 
insecticide when planted and will continue to be treated four times a year. If the air-layers are 
successful, they will be used on other trees in the coming year. 

Alsinidenrlron tri~zei-ve is known to be rare on slopes in wct or wet-mesic forest from between 
Pu'u Kalena and Mt. Ka'ala (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Alsirzi~lenrlron trirzerve 

There are 76 plants known on SB. Most are found on the summit of Mt. Ka'ala while others are 
known from the ridge between Puu Kalcna and Mt. Ka'ala. All plants have High Thea t  Levels 

Species 

ALSTRI 

Conservation 
Potential 
1 

Rarity Level 

1 

TCPL 

1 



for Weeds and Medium for Ungulates. Many seedlings and juveniles have been found at these 
sites. The High Weed Threat Level was given because of the presence of blackberry (Rztbus 
crrgntzrs). 

Pigs continue to be a threat to these plants and, especially all those found in the flat areas in the 
bog. However, in the past year, NRS has been working with other landowners to exclude 
ungulates from the bog. NRS and staff from BWS, NARS and TNC have installed four sections 
of fence around the bog. These sections do not form a complete exclosure, rather bridge gaps 
between natural barriers (cliffs). NRS feel they should serve to exclude ungulates from the bog. 
In the coming year, NRS will monitor the bog for ungulate sign and respond accordingly to keep 
it ungulate-free. In the past year, NRS has used staff hunters to control pigs in the bog. This will 
continue in the coming year. 

In 2001, NRS helped the State NARS staff reintroduce ten plants into the Mt. Ka'ala NAR. In 
2002, about seventy plants grown from seed collected by NRS from Mt. Ka'ala and grown by 
Lyon Arboretum, were reintroduced into the Mt. Ka'ala NAR site by NARS staff. In the last 
ycar, NRS and NARS supplemented this reintroduction with stock grown from NRS collections. 
NRS will work with NARS to ensure these plants are n~onitored and any new threats addressed. 

There are about thirty-five plants located at two sites between Ka'ala and Pu'u Kalena. These 
plants are significant because they are the largest group of plants not on Mt Ka'ala. The habitat 
where they occur is considerably drier and steeper. At this time they are more threatened by 
goats and pigs; and may be fenced if control does not significantly reduce the threat. NRS 
participate in a multi-agency group tasked to address goat problems in the Wai'anae Mountains. 
In 2002, NRS documented major pig damage around these plants. The only surviving plants 
were being sheltered at the base of large trees or  growing above ground in a larger tree. There is 
more appropriate habitat in this area and more plants may be found. NRS has been storing 
mature seed with Alvin Yoshinaga at Lyon for long-term seed storage. NRS will continue to 
collect from these plants to ensure complete ex-situ representation from all known mature wild 
individuals. 

Cymes acunzinata 
I~pecies / ~ a r i t ~  Level lconservation ~TCPL I 

l~otential 
CYAACU 14 14 14 

Cyanen acurninntn is endemic to mesic forests on O'ahu and has white flowers and yellow to 
orange fruit (Wagner et. al. 1990). It is has one of the largest population sizes of the Cyanea 
species left on O'ahu, with over 2000 estimated individuals. 

On SBW, there are 34 plants known from two sites. Rat damage has been observed at one of the 
populations in the past. There has been no management for this species in the last year, however, 
it will benefit from the exclusion of ungulates from Mt. Ka'ala. The second site is not protected 
by a fence and access restrictions limit available management options. 



Thcre is one site in SBE with two plants. These represent a small fraction of the greater than 
2000 plants known statewide, so this population has not been the target of management. As a 
member of the Campanulaceae, this species is thought to be highly susceptible to ungulate, rat 
and slug damage and was given High Threat Levels for both Invertebrates and Ungulates. This 
species has a lower priority due to the high number of individuals found off Army lands. 

Cyarzea cnlyciizn 
koecies I~ari tv  Level l~onservation ~TCPL I 

I~otential 
CYACAL 13 12 11 

Cynnea calycincr was once recognized as a subspecies of lrmceolntn, but has since been listed as 
a unique species. It has densely pubescent lower leaf surfaces and a pale to dark magenta 
corolla. It is more common in the Wai'anae Mountains than in the Ko'olau Mounains (Wagner 
et. al. 1990). 

It is known from five locations on SBW and one on SBE. There are between seventy and ninety 
plants at these sites. As a member of the Campanulaceae, this species is thought to be highly 
susceptible to ungulate and slug damage and was given High Threat Levels for both 
Invertebrates and Ungulates. There have been no management actions targeting this species in 
the last year; however, it should benefit from large-scale fencing at Helemano in KLOA and Mt 
Ica'ala in SBW. In the coming year, NRS will continue to map new plants. 

Cymzea koolnrre~zsis 
/species l ~ a r i t ~  Level l~onservation ITCPL I 

l~otential 
CYAKOO 14 14 13 

Cyunen koolrrzrensis is a small woody shrub up to 1.5 meters tall, having three to six flowers with 
dark magenta corollas. It is found on exposed ridges in wet cloudswept forest and less often in 
mesic valleys (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Cyrrrzeu koolnuensis is endemic to the Ko'olau mountains and is known from Schofield Barracks 
East Range. It is one of the more common Cyunea spccies on O'ahu and not a high priority for 
management given the large estimated population size. On SBE, there are five sites known with 
seven plants total and they were given High Threat Levels for Ungulates, Rats and Invertebrates. 
Two of  these sites were discovered by NRS in 2002. 

These populations are not being intensively managed because they represent such a small portion 
of those known statewide. In the coming year, NRS will continue to map new populations and 
monitor some existing populations for new threats. A fence project is being planned for the 
Helemano drainage of KLOA and it would surround some known plants and over a hundred 
acres of appropriatc habitat. 



Cyrtartdra subrrnrbellata 
l ~ ~ e c i e s  /Rarity Level l~onservation ITCPI, I 

l~otential 
CYRSUB 12 14 14 

Cyrtcrndra srd~ztrr~bellata is known only from the North and Central Ko'olau mountains. It is rare 
in moist gulch bottoms and ridges near the summit on the leeward and windward sides. It has 
whte  flowers and white berries (Wagner et. al. 1990). Expert botanists believe that the center of 
abundance for this species is mid-elevation Windward Ko'olau forest to the east of SBE. 

Thcre are thi~ty plants at two sites on SBE. Both sites have seedlings and juveniles and there are 
hybrids with two other Cyrtandra species in one of the populations. With a Threat Control 
Priority Level of 4, there will be minimal single-species management for this Cyrtanrlvu. NRS 
accompanied botanists from the NTBG and HINHP to a large population of C. suhumbellatu on 
the windward side of the Ko'olau Mountains east of Kawailoa. There were more than a hundred 
individuals and many were hybridizing with other species. There were eight species of 
Cyrtilrrdrcr found in this one small area. Finding this population makes the plants on the Army's 
portion of land less significant. NRS will continue to map new populations. 

Cyrtrrrdrn vir.idrflora is known only from scattered windy cloudswept ridge tops in the Ko'olau 
Mountains on O'ahu. It is a sn~all shrub growing half a meter to two meters tall with densely 
pubescent leaves and stems (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Cyrtrrnrlra viridiflora 

One individual was found by NRS during surveys in SBE in 2002. It has not been monitored in 
the last year. The Threat Levels for this species in SB are based on the monitoring records of the 
individuals in KLOA. There has been no management for this plant. In the coming year, NRS 
will monitor it when in the area for other management. The 'Opae'ula Watershed Protection 
Project Fence surrounds many plants in KLOA. The planned Helemano fence will protect more 
plants and over a hundred acres of under-surveyed habitat in KLOA. This species is also known 
from the USFWS Refuge to the south of SBE. 

Species 

C Y  RVI R 

Llelissea szrbcorcli~tn was fonnerly known from the Wai'anae and Ko'olau mountains. This 
species grows to three meters tall, has green and white flowers and its berries turn purple when 
ripe. It is now found only in diverse lnesic forest on the windward side, and just on the leeward 
side of the Wai'anae Range and is no longer known from the Ko'olau Mountains (Wagner et. al. 
1990). 

Conservatioti 
Potential 
4 

Rarity Level 

1 

Delissea srrbcordata 

TCPL 

1 

Species 

DELSUB 

Rarity Level 

1 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

TCPL 

1 



One mature plant is known in Mohiakea Gulch on SBW. In the last year, a juvenile was broken 
off at its base by a rock dislodgcd by NRS while conducting weed control. The plant was brought 
back to the Army Nursery and three sections have successfully rooted. The stock will be used for 
seed production for reintroduction and storage. The remaining mature plant has High Threat 
Levels from Rats, and Weeds. The plant is inside an exclosure built in December 2001. Access 
to the population is restricted by training activity, whlch limits the management options available 
to NRS. Without regular access, no rat control can be effectively used at the site. In the last 
year, NRS have controlled weeds at the site and collected mature seed for storage. There have 
been successful collections of mature fruit from this population in the past as well. Collections 
are being stored at Lyon Arboretum. Seedlings from germination testing were grown at the Army 
Nursery. 

In the winter of 2002-2003 NRS worked with TNC to establish a reintroduction site in Kalua'a 
Gulch in the Wonouliuli Preserve. Forty-three individuals were planted inside an ungulate fence. 
NRS and TNC have been monitoring them and conducting weed control in the area in the last 
year. All survived the initial transplant and were healthy and flowering in the spring of 2003. 
Seed collected from this population will be stored at Lyon AI-boretum. 

In the coming year, NRS will continue to monitor and manage the Mohiakea population and 
work with TNC to secure collections of mature secd from the Kaluaa site. All collections will go 
to Lyon Arboretum. 

Dielliu firlcutn 
/ ~ e e c i e s  I~al-itv Level /Conservation ~TCPL 1 

Diellicz$dcata is a medium-sized fern found in scattered populations in loamy soil. It is known 
only from the mesic forests of O'ahu (Palmer 2003). 

There is one slnall population in SBS. The site is not protected and has a High Threat Level for 
weeds. There are thrce sites reported by flINHP to have D.falcatn in SBW. These sites have not 
been monitored by NRS, as access to SBW is often restricted. 

There are estimated to be less than 150 plants in SB, a very small percentage of the over 6000 
individuals estimated statewide. Ungulate control would help to stabilize these populations and 
prevent flirther habitat degradation; however, access restrictions limit the ability of NRS to 
control weeds around rare plant populations in SBW where most are located. This species is not 
a priority for management given the relatively small number of individuals known from SB. 



Dubnutin sherffinitn 
I~pecies /Rarity Level /conservation ~TCPL I 

I~otential 
DUBSHE 13 14 14 

Dtrbautiri sherffimrz is a small shrub up to two meters tall. it is known only from the Wai'anae 
Mountains (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

D. sherfficrna has been observed at five sites in SBW. There are estimated to be about 150 
plants. Seedlings and juveniles have been observed. There is a High Weed Threat identified for 
this species. However, access restrictions limit the ability of NRS to control weeds around rare 
plant populations. Goats are a threat and are being controlled in the area. In the coming year, 
NRS will notc any new locations and additional threats. 

[potential 
EXOGAU [1 14 12 

Exocavpzrs gazrrlichrrudii is a sn~all tree and is known to be uncommon and scattered across mesic 
to wet forest on all the major islands except Kaua'i (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

This tree has a scattered distribution on O'ahu. Mature trees are often found by themselves in 
open drier places in wet forest making it hard to accurately estimate its population size, range 
and biology. More must be understood about this species for better management. So far NRS 
knows of fourteen trees in four different areas in SBE and SBW. There are no High Threat 
Lcvcls identified for this species, and there are no plants in cultivation. 

Hzreggea neowcrwraea was known from all the major islands. it  is known to grow up to thirty 
meters tall with a base of up to two meters in diameter. On O'ahu, it is known only from the 
Wai'anae Mountains (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Flueggen neownwraen 

The one tree known from SBW has declined sharply and lost all leaves in the last year. It appears 
to have died but may flush again in the winter. Throughout their range, Flueggea are heavily 
damaged and in very poor condition due to boring by the Black twig borer. Most trees are 
actually relatively young root suckers from very old trees. The tree in SBW had fallen over on 
the ground and was very badly damaged by the Black twig borer. Weeds also have a High Threat 
Level at this population. However, access restrictions have limited the ability ofNRS to control 
weeds around this plant. NRS will monitor this tree this coming winter to attempt to salvage 
cuttings. 

TCPL 

3 

Species 

FLUNEO 

Rarity Level 

2 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 



Garderzici ma~rrzii is a tree known from inesic to wet forest on O'ahu. The corolla is cream 
colored on thc outside and white inside. When ripe, the fniit are yellow to orange with a bright 
red pulp (Wagner ct. al. 1990). 

Gartlenia nzt~nrzii 

There is one site with four Garclenia trees in SBW. These trees are the only ones known to be 
alive in the Wai'anae Mountains. Although they are a relatively small portion of the known 
plants and were given a TCPL of 4, they do deserve more attention and management because 
they are among the few known from the Wai'anae Mountains. NRS visited these trees to clear a 
fence line in the last year. Mature seed has been brought to Lyon for frozen storage in the past. 
NRS will continue to monitor threats at this population and a small fence will be built in the 
coining year. A High Threat Level was identified for Ungulates and Weeds. Seedlings have 
been found in the patch but are likely trampled by pigs. Due to ordnance and schedule 
restrictions and the remote nature of much of SBW, there is much area that remains under- 
surveyed. These areas have good habitat for this species and more plants may be found. 

'Two Gnrtlerzicr r~zclnnii trees are known on SBE. They were found in 2002 and have not been 
monitored since. There arc about 300 trees known from the Ko'olau Mountains. 

Species 

GARMAN 

In the coining year, NRS will continue to scarch new areas as access allows. Mature seed will be 
collected and stored at the Lyon Arboretum Seed Storage Facility. A long-term botanical 
garden type setting must be found for this species, so ex-situ stock can be held as mature trees. 

Rarity Level 

3 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

I-Zesperorntmrtia arborescerts 
/species IRarity Level /~onservation /TCPL I 

TCPL 

4 

/potential 
HESAKB 14 14 13 

Hesperonznrznia arborescerzs is a tree growing up to five meters tall. It was known from O'ahu, 
Moloka'i and LZna'i (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are three known pop~rlations in SBE. One population has fifteen mature plants, one has 
twenty-five and another with about fifty. There are juveniles and seedlings found in all three 
sites and a High Ungulate Threat. Ungulates trample seedlings and degrade the habitat and 
substrate. 

Furthcr north in KLOA, there arc over ten populations with about eighty known plants. There 
arc hundreds of acres of under-surveyed habitat appropriate for this species in SBE. While this 
species will not bc a target, in the coming year, NRS will continue to search new areas and map 
new populations. 



fZuperzin r~rrtnr~s 
lspecies l ~ a r i t y  Level /~onservation ITCPL I 

]Potential 
HUPNUT 11 14 12 

Iluperzirr nutcrns (formerly Plzlegimriztr~o tzutrrns) is rare club moss that is endemic to O'ahu and 
Kaua'i. It is a medium-sized, stout, terrestrial or epiphytic plant. The sterile portions of the stem 
grad~lally transition to the fertile portions (Palmer 2003). 

There is one known individual from SBE. We have collected strobili from other individuals of 
this species many times in the last few years, but have not been able to grow it. NRS has 
collected rhizomes of the more common IT. phyllnnthu to try and determine a propagation 
technique that may work for both. There are no High Threat Levels identified for this species and 
only one Medium Tlueat for Ungulates. Much under-surveyed habitat still exists for this species 
and future surveys may turn up more plants. NRS will continue to look for this species while 
conducting management in the area. 

Joinvillecc rtsce~~clens ssp. ascerlclerts 
/species /Rarity Level /~onservation ITCPI, I 

l~otential 
JOIASCASC 14 14 14 

Joinvillen nscerrde~ens ssp. clsce~rdens is an erect herb growing 1.5 to 5 meters tall with narrow leaf 
blades. It is found as widely separated individuals or small groups of plants in wet forest on 
Kaua'i, O'ahu, Maui, Hawai'i and Moloka'i (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are two mature plants and one juvenile plant known from two sites along the ridge 
between Puu Kalena and Ka'ala in SRW. NRS monitors these plants at least once a year during 
othcr management. 

There are two sites with one plant each in SBE. This species will not be a target for management 
actions in the next year. However, NRS will continue to survey for it when working in 
appropriate habitat. 

Lnborch cyrtnndrae 
l~pecies I~ar i ty  ~ e v e l  I~onservation ITCPL I 

l~otentiai 
LABCYR 11 12 11 

Luborifia cyrtnndrr~e is a rare Kamakahala found only on O'ahu. There are only eighteen mature 
plants known today. It was found primarily in the Ko'olau Mountains but is now known only 
from the Wai'anae Mountains. It is a shrub up to two meters tall and has long (3-4 cm.) bi- 
valved capsules (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are twelve plants known from SBW at four different sites. There have been no seedlings 
observed at these populations, but there is one juvenile. This species is known to be dioecious. 



Of thc twelve plants, three arc malc, six arc female and three are unknown. A High Threat Level 
was given for Weeds because of the blackbcrry in the arca. The Manageability Levels are rated 
as Difficult for fencing and wecding because thls species is found only on the steep sides of Mt. 
Ka'ala and some plants may be visited only with a rope. Ungulates threaten the accessible plants 
in the SBW. 

NRS has been collecting seed fi-om these plants since 1996. Seed was brought to the Lyon 
AI-boretum and grown out at the Army Nurscry. Two individuals were reintroduced by NRS and 
NARS staff into a protected area in the Mt. Ka'ala NAR in 2001. These plants are doing well 
and are monitored by NRS and NARS. Nine more juveniles were added in 2003, for a total of 
eleven plants. In the last year NRS has becn collecting cuttings fiom all the wild plants on SBW, 
in an effort to establish a living collection. Plants grown from cuttings in the greenhouse will be 
reintroduced into protected areas on Mt Ka'ala. The cuttings take a long time to root and they 
grow very slowly. It takes a year for a cutting taken from the field to root and become 
established in the greenhouse. Once established, it takes another year to grow shoots big enough 
to take as cuttings. Mature seed can then be collected from the reintroduction for storage. In the 
coming ycar, NRS expect to be able to reintroduce several more into the Ka'ala NAR. 

Pigs continue to be a threat to these plants and, especially all those found in the flat areas in the 
bog. However, in the past year, NRS has becn working with other landowners to exclude 
ungulates from the bog. NRS and staff from BWS, NARS and TNC have installed four sections 
of fence around the bog. These sections do not form a conlplete exclosure, rather bridge gaps 
between natural barriers (cliffs). NRS feel they should exclude ungulates from the bog. In the 
coming ycar, NRS will monitor the bog for ungulate sign and respond accordingly to keep it 
ungulate free. In the past ycar, NRS has used staff hunters to control pigs in the bog. This will 
continue in the coming year. 

The range for this spccics covers hundreds of acres of remote habitat. Surveys would likely 
locate more plants. NRS will continuc to monitor the wild plants for fruit and balance the 
founders in the reintroduction site. 

Lepidiztnz nrbusculu is known from open dry ridges and cliffs in the Wai'anae Mountains on 
O'ahu. It is a small branching shrub up to meter tall with leaves crowded at the ends of the 
branches (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Lepidiunt nrbztsculn 

There are eleven known individuals in Schofield from two sites. There are no representatives of 
thcse populations in cultivation. No High Threat Levels have been identified and no 
management actions are targeted for this species. This population will benefit from ungulate 
rcmoval, as there are goats in the arca. In the coming year, NRS will map any new locations. 

Species 

LEPARB 

Rarity Level 

4 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

TCPL 

3 



LobeIiu guudicharidii var. koolauensis 
I~uecies  l ~ a r i t v  Level /conservation ITCPL I 

/Potential 
LOBGAUKO 12 12 11 

Lobelin ga~rdichaudii var. /coolauertsis is known from cloudswept summit forest in the Ko'olau 
Mountains. This variety has greenish or yellowish white flowers. The closely related and also 
rare Lobelicz grrzrdichauclii var. gautlicl~nuclii has pink flowers (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

On SB, this rare member of the Campanulaceae is known only from one population of about 50 
plants. This is more than 30% of those known statewide. As a member of the Campanulaceae 
this species is considered susceptible to seedling predation by slugs and was given a High 
Invertebrate Threat Level. These plants are monitored annually during the flowering season and 
any mature fruit will be collected and stored. No plants have flowered in the past three years. 

Thcre is a High Threat Level indicated for Ungulates. This threat could be easily controlled with 
a small exclosure fence around the population. A small exclosure would contain 100% of the 
known plants on A m y  land. Although pigs are a high threat, ungulate sign has been infrequent 
in this location recently and the threat may not be enough to warrant immediate small-scale 
protection. NRS will continue to assess the feasibility and need for a fence when monitoriug in 
the coining year. 

Lobelia niilrarrensis 
l~pecies  IRarity Level /conservation ITCPI, I 

/potential 
LOBNII 14 14 15 

This species ofLobelin is found only on dry cliff faces. It is known from Ni'ihau, Kaua'i and the 
Northern Wai'anae Mountains (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are no High Threat Levels identified for this species and only ten individuals are known 
from Schofield. They will benefit from ungulate control being conducted in the area. There are 
no representatives of this species in cultivation. This species has a low management priority 
because of the widespread range and large number of individuals. 

LOBSP. / 1 I? 11 

Lobeliu sp. 

Two groups of Lobelia are known on SBW. One, near Puu Kalena was found by NRS in 1998. A 
botanist fi-om NTBG found another group on Kama'ohanui in 2000. According to local 
botanists, all plants in both groups did not match the descriptions for the Lohelin species known 
from the area and were thought to be a distinct taxon. They closely resemble other specimens of 

Species Rarity Level Conservation 
Potential 

TCPL 



Lobelia hypolez~ca; however, they lack the dense tonientose lower leaf surface, which 
distinguishes that species. 

Voucher specimens were brought to Bishop and were sent to Dr. Thomas G. Lammers of the 
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh. He is the recognized expert on the Campanulaceae and did the 
classification of the Hawaiian taxa. Me said thc specimen was ofLobelia hypolezrca and not a 
distinct taxon. Plants are now growing in the tissue culture lab at the Lyon Arboretum and at the 
Army facility. In the coming year, NRS dctci-mine the value of these plants. 

Melicope chrisiophersertii 
I~vecies /Rarity Level l ~ o r ~ s e r v a t i o ~ i  ITCPI, I 

I~otential  
MELCHR 12 / 1 12 

Melicope chr~stopliersenii is known from wet forest in the South and Central Wai'anae 
mountains. It grows three to six meters tall and closely resembles two other more common 
Melicope species (P. knaluerlsis and P. I~orrolziluer~sis) (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Because it is considered a Species of Concan, little surveying or management has been done, 
and little information is available on Threat Levels. The highest priority for management of this 
species is more surveys to better determine the population size, threats, range and biology. In the 
last year, a fencing project has begun to exclude ungulates from the top of Mt. Ka'ala. This 
should help to secure habitat for this spccics. 

MELCIN 11 / 1 12 

Melicope cirteren var. cinerrr 

Melicope cirzerea is known only from diverse inesie forest on O'ahu and Maui. It is a small tree 
up to scven meters tall and three varieties are described. One is found on Maui, one in the 
Ko'olau Mountains and the last variety cine/-eu, is known from the Wai'anae Mountains. It is 
distinguished by having a densely pubescent inflorescence (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are two trees known from one site on SBW. This species is considered a Species of 
Concern but needs more surveys to detcl-mine its current status. NRS have surveyed for this 
species in the last year when conducting other management, but no new plants were found. In the 
coming year, NRS hope to return to the known trees and will note new locations. 

Species 

Pltyllostegin hirsrrtn 
I ~ ~ e c i e s  l ~ a r i t v  Level I~onservation ITCPL I 

Conservation 
Potential 

Rarity Level TCPL 



Plzyllostegirz hirstrta grows as a shrub or liana and is known from the Wai'anae and Ko'olau 
Mountains of O'ahu. It is distinguished by dense pubescence on the leaves and branches 
(Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are three populations with about 34 individuals known from SBW. In the last year, a 
single plant was found while building a fence around Mt. Ka'ala in SBW. There are no High 
Threat Levels identified for these populations and the Medium Ungnlate Threat Level is due to 
goats and pigs. These populations will not be the target of management action due to the 
relatively small number fonnd on Army lands. 

Four mature and two immature plants are known from SBE. They represent a small portion of 
those known statewide and will not be thc target of management actions. 

Phyllostegic~ mollis was known kom Moloka'i, East Maui, the Ko'olaus above Honolulu and the 
Wai'anae Mountains. Today this species is known only from the Wai'anae Mountains and there 
are estimated to be less than fifty individuals at several different locations. It is a sub-erect 
perennial herb and is found in mesic forest (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Plzyllostqia In ollis 

One mature plant, two immature plants and four seedlings were observed from SBW in the last 
year. However, in June of 2003, the two immature plants were found uprooted by pigs and were 
brought to the Amly Nursery. 

In July 2000, when the population consisted of six plants, a sample with suspectcd arthropod 
damage was taken to the U.H. Plant Diagnostics Lab. Spider Mites were found on the sample. 
Spider Mites present a Medium Threat because they are considered, at least in the short tenn, to 
be non-lethal in the wild. Spider Mites are known to cause major and sometimes lethal damage 
to Hawai'ian plants in the mint family in nurseries on O'ahu. There are not many miticides 
available for use in a non-landscaped, forest area. These factors give this Invertebrate threat a 
Difficult Manageability Level. 

TCPL 

1 

Species 

PHYMOL 

In the last year, NRS worked with TNC to establish a rcintroduction site in Kaluaa Gulch in 
Honouliuli. Twenty-five mature plants from SBW stock were reintroduced into this site. In the 
coming year, NRS will continue to wol-k with TNC to maintain this site and supplement the 
reintroduction with unrepresented stock. Mature seed collected from these plants will be stored at 
Lyon. 

In SBS, there are four mature individuals. This population is not fenced and pig sign has been 
noted in the past. NRS is considering fencing for other species near this population, and the 
fence would include some of these plants. Weeds are considered a High Threat and rock falls 
also have been noted as a potential threat. Despite small and declining population numbers, NRS 
is nnable to augment or reintroduce these plants due to range and ordnance restrictions in SB. In 

Rarity Level 

1 

Co~~servat ion 
Potentin1 
4 



the coming year, NRS will establish a living collection of this population and seek permission to 
reintroduce in SBS. 

Plrrntngo prirzceps var. prin ceps 
lspecies l ~ a r i t ~  Level l~onservation ~TCPL I 

l~otentini 
PLAPRIPRI 12 14 14 

Plr~ntrrgoprinceps var. princeps is known fiom the Wai'anae Mountains of O'ahu. It can grow 
up to a meter and a half tall with branching stems (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There is one population of twenty mature plants and at least three juveniles in SBW. These are 
part of the less than 250 individuals of this endemic species known statewide. No High Threat 
Levels are identified for this species in SBW. A Medium Threat Level was given for ungulates 
because the population is not fenccd, and a large population of goats north of the range is moving 
south. 

NRS collected a single cutting for propagation trials at the Army nursery. The cutting rooted 
successfnlly but later died. NRS also collected dozens of fruit for seed storage at Lyon 
Arboretum. NRS has visited this population in the last year to monitor for new threats and any 
change in population structure. In the corning year, NRS hope to collect mature seed for long- 
tenn storage at Lyon and will monitor for any new threats. 

Plntydesnzn cornrrtn var. decrrrrens 
l~pecies  l ~ a r i t y  I~onservntion ~TCPL I 

l ~ e v e i  I~otent in~  
PLACORDEC 12 14 14 

Plutyrlesnza corrrutu var. clectrrrens is only known from the Wai'anae Mountains, on O'ahu. It is 
known to grow one to two meters tall and has white flowcrs that form along the lower stems. It 
has different leaf-bases from the cornultr variety (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

This variety is included because it was estimated to have a total population size of less than 250 
individuals. However, in 2000-2001 NllS counted more than 200 individuals on 'Ohikilolo 
Ridge in Milkua alone. NRS is working with State and Federal agencies to get an accurate 
estimate of the population size for this variety. Until a good estimate is available NRS will 
continue to map and update records for this variety. There is a Medium Ungulate Threat 
identified in SBW because of the largc number of goats to the north. Ungulates are being 
controlled along the boundary of SBW and in Lower Ka'ala Natural Area Reserve to the north 
but no fencing is planned. A Not Possible Manageability Level is given for fencing because of 
UXO. During surveys in Milkua, most of the plants showed damage from invertebrates. Many 
had unidentified aphids and other arthropods on the growing tips, causing damage to the plants. 

NRS has incrcased the number of knoun plants on Army lands in the last year but do not have 
accurate estimates of the number of plants known statewide. This has resulted in a I-Iigh 
Conservation Potential. This should bc icduccd in the coming year, as accurate statewide 



numbers arc re-calibrated. Surveys and ncw estimates in the next year will better determine 
population size and distribution and tell NRS how much Army conservation efforts will help the 
species as a whole. 

Pleontele forbesii 
l~pecies  l ~ a r i t y  Level I~onservat ion ITCPL I 

I~otent ial  
PLEFOR 12 14 14 

Pleonzele forbesii can be found only in the dry to mesic forests of the Wai'anae and Ko'olau 
Mountains of O'ahu. It can grow to be scvcn meters tall and the fru~t  is borne on 7-12 centi~nctcr 
long peduncles (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are estimated to be less than 250 individuals of this species left in the wild. In 2000, NRS 
began to keep a running total for the number of trees found on Army lands. While NRS has not 
been monitoring these trees, a map and population estimates have been done for the ranges 
where this species is found. So far thirty trces have been counted and mapped on MMR and 
sixteen on SB. There are thought to be more plants on Army ranges and NRS will continue to 
count and map new plants. 

Therc are no High Threat Levels identilied for this species and it will not be the target of 
management. There has been no collection of this species on SB for ex-situ cultivation. So  far 
surveys by NRS are not able to indicate that there may be a change from the estimate of 250 
individuals left in the wild. The TCPL has been changed to indicate assessments of the 
Conservation Potential for the plants found on Army lands. 

Pritclrnrdin knnlae 
/species I ~ a r i t y  Level I~onservat ion ITCPI, I 

l ~ o t e n t i a ~  
PRIKAA 12 12 / 1 

Prirchurdia kraalue is known to grow up to five meters tall and is found in mesic forest and cliffs 
in the Wai'anae Mountains (Wagnel- et. al. 1990). 

Therc arc thought to be 223 individuals in four areas on O'ahu . There are four mature and six 
juvenile trees on the boundary of SBW and Wai'anae Kai Watcrshed Protection Area. These 
trees are on the leeward side of the ridge on State land and not on SBW. NRS has been 
monitoring, collecting and conducting rat control on quarterly trips in the area. 

This population was given a High Thrcat J..cvel for Rats and Weeds. Rats are known to eat the 
fruit and destroy the embryos before they can mature. In August 2001, rat bait stations were 
installed around the trees. In 2002, NRS expanded the grid, doubled the number of stations and 
in 2003 changed the bait four times. Rats al-e being controlled at the site in an effort to collect 
mature fruit for storage and cstablishing a living collection at a secure site. There is no long-term 
managenlent proposed for this site. l'his population has a Medium Threat Level for Ungulates 
due to the goats that are found in Wai'anae Kai and pigs found in the area. NRS is working with 



the State and the USDA on a management plan for ungulates in the area. So  far, the goats have 
not damaged the plants. 

Disturbance by feral ungulates has increased the spread of non-native understory plants and 
canopy cover in this population. Weed control around the plants may not increase the native 
plant cover as many of the native species have been completely displaced and may be slow to 
return. NRS and botanists from NTBG havc collected mature fruit from three of the four mature 
trees and there are over twenty juvenile plants from these collections growing at the Pahole 
nursery. NRS is working with the state NARS program to secure a site to plant these trees. I11 
the coming year, NRS hope to establish a planting at the Lyon Arboretum. 

Pternlyxir~ rtzncrocnrpn 
lspecies lRarity Level /~onsc rva t ion  /TCPL / 

/Potential 
PTEMAC 13 14 13 

Pterulyxin rmcrocnrpa is a trce found in diverse mesic forest on O'ahu. It can grow up to fifteen 
meters tall, produces large red fruit when rlpe and a milky white sap (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There are a few dozen trees known so far fi.om SBW and SBS. Small groups of trees are 
distributed in the mesic forest of the Wai'anae Mountians. There are usually two to twenty trees 
in a group and large gaps between the groups. The fruits are large and probably not dispersed far 
from the parent tree. There are estimated to be less than 250 individuals on O'ahu so NRS has 
been noting locations and generally monitoring for species range, phenology, structure and 
threats. 

There is a Medium Ungulate threat idcntilicd for this species due to the large group of goats just 
north of SBW. Fencing is not an option at  this time due to UXO concerns in SB. This species 
has large fruit with big endosperms that \\~ould be attractive to rats. In Miikua, NRS noted better 
recruitment of seedlings from two Pteiolyxicr trees in an area where rat control is being 
conducted around a snail population. Large-scale rat control via aerial dispersal would benefit 
this species in SBW. It is listed as a Species of Concern but may warrant better protection given 
the small population size and threat levcls. NRS will continue to map and note population data 
for new plants of this species in the coming year. 

Pteris lydgntei 
l~pec ie s  l ~ a r i t y  Level I~onserva t ion  ~TCPL I 

I~otent ia l  
PTELYD 11 14 12 

Pteris lyclgatei is a mediurn-sized terrestrial fern, and is known from especially wet locations 
usually near gulches. It is known from O'ahu, Maui and Moloka'i(Pa1mer 2003). 

There is one site with six individuals in SUE. Since it represents such a small percentage of 
those known statewide (<200), it is not the target of any management actions. There is much 
undersurveyed habitat for this specics in thc Ko'olau Mountains and targeted surveys would 



likely turn LIP more plants. NRS will continue to monitor this population. It is fairly safe from 
ungulate impacts because i t  is up on the stream-bank but other appropriate habitat continues to 
be degraded by pigs. Large-scale fences are necessary to exclude pigs from these fragile 
habitats. A fence is being planned by the KWPP to exclude pigs koni the upper section of  the 
Relemano drainage. The fence would run adjacent to the 'Opae'ula fence and will protect more 
habitat for this species. 

Sclrierfecl Irookeri 
/species l ~ a r i t y  Level Iconservntion ITCPI,  I 

Schietlecl lroolreri is a small shrub known from the Central and Northern Wai'anae mountains. It 
is described as being scattered and locally common in diverse mesic forests (Wagner et. al. 
1990). 

This spccics is found in SBW and SBS and there are no High Threat Levels. Thcre are estimated 
to be about 400 individuals on O'ahu. There is one site on SBW with five mature plants and 
there is onc large group of a hundred plants located on the Wai'anae Kai side of the boundary 
with SBW, but these are not inclutletl in the SBW plant total. 

In the last year NRS found a new site with forty mature plants in SBS. There have been seedlings 
and juveniles observed in these populations. There is no management prioritized for this species 
because UXO restricts the large-scale management options available to NRS in SBW. Ungulates 
are being controlled in SBW and weeds are controlled on a small scale when possible. NRS has 
successfully rootctl cuttings ofthis species in the past year during propagation trials. NRS will 
monitor these plants in the coming year for clianges in population structure and threats. 

Schierlen knrrlcre 
/species l ~ a r i t y  Level /conservation ~TCPL 1 

/potential 
SCHKAA 11 14 1 1  
Schiedco l r c~c~ l c~  is known only from O'ahu. It is usually an unbranched shrub with the leaves 
clustered at the apex (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

In late 2002, one mature individual was louncl in SBW. This is the first time this species has been 
reported from SB and is a significant find. A broken branch was taken as a cutting at the time, 
but later failed to root. In the last year, NRS collected mature seed from the plant. It was stored at 
the Lyon Arboretum and is being germinated at the Army Nursery. Plants grown from these 
collections will be kept in the greenhouse to produce seed for storage. While ~mgulates are not a 
direct threat to the plant, pigs digging above the plant could dislodge enough debris to knock it 
loose or smother i t .  NRS will assess the necd for protection in the coming year. 

There are thought to be less than thirty mature individuals in the wild and this species is a high 
priority for consewation agencies. In the coming year, NRS will work with other agencies to 



protect this species throughout its range and will secure the stock from the SBW individual. If 
access allows this species will be a high priority target for surveys in the coming year. 

Sclziedeci yentnnzerti 
/species I ~ a r i t y  Level I~onservation /TCPL I 

l~otential  
SCHPEN 12 14 14 

Sc:I7ictletrper~tiri1~o-il is kuown only from the Wai'anae Mo~uitains 011 O'ahu and was recognized 
as a species in the recent revision of the Manual (Wagner et. al. 2001). It was known as 
Schietlen ,tnrhescens w r .  pz~rpu~~rscens .  

There are six sites with about fifty-seven mature individuals on SB. None of the sites are 
protected by fences and goats are a threat to some of the sites. In the coming year, NRS will 
build a small exclosure in SBS. It will protect some of the plants found there and provide secure 
habitat for recruitnicnt. Ungulate control is not fcasiblc in SBW due to ordnancc restrictions. 

Sicyos lo~rceoloitleir is a perennial vine, has a woody base, and broad ovate leaves. It is 
uneomnion in the rnesic forest 011 O'ahu (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

Sicyos I~irrceoloi~leci 

There ax-e five mature and six immature plants known from four sites in SBW. In the last year, 
one population was relocated and a new one was found. This species is increasingly rare, and 
there arc estimated to be less than fifty iudividuals in the wild. Medium Threat Levels a!-e given 
for [Jngulatcs m d  Weeds. This species would benefit from weeding and fencing; however, 
access restrictions in SBW limit managenlent options. It is only a Species of Concern, but 
should receive more protection, given the small known population size. Mature seed was 
collected fi-om one site in the last year and was stored at Lyon. NRS will attempt to collect more 
seed for storage in the next year. 

Tetr~iplnsmrlrn gynmocurpn 
/ ~ ~ e c i e s  /l<arity Level /~onservation /TCPI, I 

Species 

SICLAN 

/potential 
TETGYM 12 14 13 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

Rarity Level 

1 

T e r r n ~ ~ l i r s ~ r r l r  gym~occrr,tm is a tree species known from scattered locatioiis in mesic to wet 
forest in the Ko'olau Mountains. It can grow up to 10 meters tall (Wagner et. al. 1990). The 
major-ity of the known plants are on the windward side. They can be found in wet s~unmit to 
mid-elevation lncsic forests. 

TCPI, 

2 

There are thee  known iudividuals of this species in Schofield Barracks East Range. The sites 
where these trees are found on SBE are marginal and the trees do have Medium Ungulate and 



Wced Threats. This species has a wide and scattered distribution and there are likely more trees 
to be f o ~ ~ n d .  It is not the target of management actions given its low Conservation Potential and 
having only Medium Threat Levels. NRS will continue to map locations of this species, and note 
threats. This species will not be the target for surveys in the corning year. 

Ureru krmlne 
I ~ ~ e c i e s  I ~ a r i t y  Level l~onservat ion ~TCPL I 

I ~ o t e n t i a ~  
UREKAA 11 14 / 1 1 
Ui-em kuniue is known to be rare on slopes gulches in the south and central windward Wai'anae 
Mountains. It is a member of Urtieaeeae and is thought to be dioeeious or occasionally 
monoecious (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

(1. krrcilrre has been declining recently throughout its range, It is found only in the W-t" I anae 
Moutltains. The trees in SBS are the nol-themmost plants known. There were three trees known 
fi-om SBS in 1997 and now only one U. lcualue is left. One died in 2001, and last year another 
was hit by a Falling rock and broke off at the base. 

Mature fruit have been collected from the three trees and brought to Lyon for long-term seed 
storage. Propagules fi-om two trees llave been grown for rcintroduction. This species has a High 
Weed Tl~rcat in SBS duc to both canopy and understory weeds. In 1999, three juvenile plants 
wcl-e introduced to SBS to augment the declining population. These trees are healthy, flowering 
and are monitored annually by NRS. 

The Nature Conservancy's Honouliuli PI-eserve is just south of Arnmy land on the windward side 
of the Wai'anae Mountains. Trees known from Honouliuli and the &era kucilne found on At-my 
land is liltcly part of a larger population that used to span the boundary. NRS has cooperated 
with TNC to reintroduce plants collected from A m y  lands onto the Preserve to encourage gene 
flow between these fragmented populations. In the last year, NRS assisted TNC in 
supplementing this site with eight more plants and has been controlling weeds in the area. In the 
conling year, NRS will continue to work with TNC to maintain this site, and monitor and collect 
from the remaining SBS tree. 

Vioici ~cliii~iiissor~icir~a subsp. chntnissonirirru is known to be rare on dry cliffs in the Wai'anae 
Mountains. It is a slender shrub with the leaves clustered toward the ends of the branches 
(Wagnet- et. al. 1990). It is usually found on cliffs or very steep slopes and has flowers with 
large white petals. There are seven sites with this sub-species in the Wai'anae Mountains. Two 
are in Scho1"1eld Barracks, the largest one is on MMR and five others are scattered throughout the 
central and southern Wai'anae Mountains. 

Violn clzcrrt~isso~~innrr subsp. clranrissv~~irrrrn 
Species 

VIOCIIACHA - - 

Rarity 
Level 
3 

Conservation 
Potential - 
4 .- 

TCPI, 

1 



In SBW, there arc about thirty mature plants and a few juveniles and seedlings. They have been 
monitored by NRS for several years. In the last year, NRS has taken cuttings to establish a 
collection at the Army Nursery. They rooted we11 (>90%) and are being grown at the Pahole 
Nursery. These plants will be grown for seed production to establish germination and storage 
n~ethods. 

Plants were relocated by NRS on Puu Hapapa in SB South Range in 2000. There are sixteen 
mature plants and a fcw seedlings. NRS has collected from this population to establish a living 
collection in the past year. These plants will also be grown for seed production in the nursel-y. 

There are no High Threat Levels identified for these populations. Goat sign has not been detected 
south of Puu Kalena. These popnlations were given a Medium Ungulate Threat. NRS are 
participating in an inter-agency working group targeting goat populations in the Wai'anae 
Mountains. The group fnnded removal of goats in the area and has plans to continue control. In 
the coming year, NRS will continue to monitor these populations and collect from unrepresented 
individuals for living collection. 

Viola o  'alzriemis 
/ ~ ~ e c i e s  l ~ a r i t y  Level I~onservatioii  ITCPI, I 

/ ~ o t e n t i a l  
VIOOAH 12 14 14 

Violn o'crl~uemis is known fi-om cloudswept snnmit regions in the wet forest of the Ko'olau 
Mountains. They are crcct un-branched sub-shrubs and have pale yellow flowers (Wagner et. al. 
1990). 

This species is known from one site in SBE. NRS has not rnonitorcd these plants since they 
were discovcrcd by HINMP. A High Threat Level was given for Ungulates, as pigs are known to 
trample and degrade habitat for this species. 

The 'C)pac'ula Watershed Protection Project fence encloses and protects some of these plants in 
KLOA. This specics is expected to benefit greatly from protection within the '(>pae'ula and 
lIelemano fences duc to the susceptibility of its habitat to ungulate damage. Weed control, 
focused within the fcnce exclosures, will benefit the Viola along with other rare species. Large- 
scale fencing must continue to secure the habitat necessary to support this species, and no fences 
are cun-ently planned for SBE. NRS will continue to search for this species, note threats and 
support ecosystem protection. 

Z ~ ~ t t l r o ~ y l ~ i t t z  o 'dzzietzse 
l~necies  k a r i t v  Level l~onserva t ion  ~ C P L  I 

%nir i l~o .~ylu~~~ o  'uhrtei~se is known fi-om mesic to son~etin~es-wet forest in the Ko'olau Mountains 
(Wagner et. al. 1990). 



There is only one tl-ee known from SRE, although a few are known just north of the boundary in 
KLOA. 'There are no High Threat Levels identified for this species on SBE and it is not the 
target of ~nanagemcnt actions. It does benefit from ecosystem-level management of pigs and 
weeds. There are no representatives of this species in cultivation. NRS will continue to map 
locations of this species but it is not targeted for management action due to the low Conservation 
Potential and lack of High Threat Levels. 

'There are esti~nated to be less than 250 mature trces island-wide. This species is eonsiclered only 
a Candidate for E~ldangered Status but warrants fi~rtiler protection due to the low number of 
known individuals. There are no juveniles or seedlings found around these trees. In the last year, 
NRS observed possible rat clamage to a mature tree. NRS will continue to monitor these trees 
when conciucting inanagcment in the area. 



Table 3-4 Kahuku Training Art -- -- --- 
Kahuho Training Area istatus 

Species 

,Bobea tiiiionioides 
Cyaiica koola~~ensis /E 
Eugenia koolaucns~s - /E  
Gardenia iniannii /E 
,Tetraplasandia gymnocarpa @ 
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3.8 Kallt~ku Training Area 

If otential 
UOBTIhl 12 14 13 

Bobea timonioides is a tree growing up to 10 meters tall. It is known from dry to sometimes- 
inesic forests 011 Hawai'i, Maui, O'ahu and Kaua'i (Wagner et. al. 1990). 

There is one known individual in KTA, so this species has a low Conservation Potential. It is 
listed as a Spccies of Concern, howevcr more surveys and perhaps protection are warranted 
given the threats and sniall known population size. There are estimated to be less than ten 
mature individuals statewide. There are 110 juveniles or seedlings known in KTA. 

NIiS will map this spccies as indivith~als arc found to better assess population size and structure. 
MUs must be surveyed and defined in KTA. This species will be a target for any surveys in 
KTA next year. 

/Potential 
CYAKOO 14 14 14 

Cyrr~rea koolir~ceil.ris is a sinall woody shrub with flowers with dark magenta corollas. It is found 
on exposed ridges in cloud-swept wet forest and less often in rnesie valleys (Wagner et. al. 
1990). 

There are estimated to be more than a thousand individuals in the Ko'olau Mountains, and only 
one 1-epol-t of two plants in KTA. As a member of  the Campanulaceae fiinily, it was given High 
Threat I.,evels for Invertebrates, Rats, and Ungulates. 

'fhcrc are huntlrcds of acres of under-surveyed, appropriate habitat for this species in KTA. 
'There are no management actions targcted for this species because of the high TCPL score. NRS 
cxpects to continue to find plants during surveys for other species. NRS will continue to note 
new plants and moi1it01- for new threats. There is low Conservation Potential for this species in 
ISrA, givcn its overall distribution and population size. 

Eugelrirr koolnzrerrsis is known from dry gulches and slopes on O'ahu and Moloka'i (Wagner et. 
a]. 1990). 

E~rge~rir~ koolrrrwtsis 
Species 

EIJGKOO 

Rarity Level 

2 

Conservation 
Potential 
1 

TCPL 

1 



Over 95% of the Eugerzin known statewide are found in KTA. Seedlings and juveniles are found 
in the populations on KTA. There are two High Threat Levels identified for Fire and Weeds. 
The High Fire Threat is due to military and public use of the range. In 2000, a fire suspected to 
have becn ignited by a flare and grenade from Marines using the Training Area bul-ned within 
400 meters of a stand of Ezrgerricr trees. In the last year, another fire burned near two known 
populations of this species. One juvenile and one mature tree showed signs of heat stress. The 
fire hurncd to within a half meter of seedlings, likely killing others and the fire burned to within 
six meters ofjuvenile and mature trees. A branch of a mature tree was cut in order to fortify a 
firebreak. The fire occurred while troops were clearing a helicopter landing zone. NRS 
documented lethal damage to several native species in the area. Plants of twenty-eight native 
species including ilccrciu kocr, Scrrztcrl~rm freyci~~eticri~zrriz, Bohecr elatior, Pouteriu snntlwicerzsis, 
and .IClyosiirn fIurvcri'ieisis were killed. (See Appendix 8) 

The Iligli Weed Threat is from the presence ofilrrlisia ellipticu and in the populations. In the 
last ycar, NRS visited each of these populations once and two of them twice for weed control. In 
the coming ycar NRS will try to visit each population twice. In the coming year, NRS will 
determine the tlircat posed by Ccrsucrriizcr equisetifoliir. 

Thc froit of this species may be susceptible to rat predation and the trees will be monitored for 
this and any new threats. MUs must be surveyed and defined in KTA. 

G'cwclei~in ii~trmii is known to occur in mesic to wet forest on O'ahu and is one of thrce species 
endemic to Ilawai'i. This species is a tree growing from five to fifteen meters tall. The leaves 
are clustered at the tips of the branches. The flowers are white, fragrant, open in the late 
afternoon, and last for two days. The fi-uit is yellow to orange with reddish orange pip (Wagner 
et. al. 1990). 

There arc only two reports ofthis species hom surveys of KTA by HINHP. NRS has not 
revisited these plants since, and there are no High Threat Levels given for this species. This 
spccies will not he a target for surveys next year but NRS will continue to look for it when 
worlting in appropriate habitat. 

Teti-c~plcrsn,tclrcr gymizocorp is a tree up to 10 meters tall and is known from scattered locations 
in mesic to wet forest in the Ko'olau Mountains (Wagner et. al. 1990). The majority of these 
trees are known from the windward side. 



There are a few individuals known from the summit region of KTA. Joel Lau of I-IINHP 
reported these trees in 1995, however, NRS has yet to monitor them because of the low TCPL. 
NRS worked with Mr. Lau to define the threat levels for these trees. This species has a wide and 
scattered distribution and there are likely more trees to be found in and outside of KTA. There is 
110 adequate ex-situ stock being grown or stored and seedlings and juvenile trees are rarely seen. 
NRS will survey for more trees while in the area and will collect mature fruit for seed storage 
trials if available. MUs must be surveyed and defined in KTA. NRS will try to collect from this 
species in the coming year for seed storage trials. Once the seed storage potential for this species 
is dekxmined, collections should be made for long-term storage. 



Table 3-5 Dillingham Military Reservation 
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3.9 Dillingham Military Reservation 

This species is found in the Wai'anae Mountains in Strpinrlzrs forcst and on steep slopes 
and cxposed ledges. It is a sprawling subshrub that flushes with winter rains. It is 
tl~ouglit to be dioecious (Wagner ct. al. 1990). 

Sclzierlcm kerrlirre 

There is one population with fifteen mature individuals in DMR. There were 28 
seedlings and three juveniles in this population when monitored in the last year. Tllc 
population is located on a rocky outcrop at about 350 feet in elevation above the 
Srrpiirdus forest patch. There is a large strip of grass (Cenchrcrs ciliur-is) between the 
forcst patch and the outcrop. The Ceizchr-us cilirrris is smothering potential habitat for 
this species and is thc reason for the High Weed Threat Level anci the Medium Fire 
Threat 1,cvel. The grass would be difficult to control because it extends onto a cliff and 
because of the huge anlounts of sced being produced in the area. Tlierc are other 
populations of this species in the MokulFt'ia area anci there is more rrnsurveyed suitable 
habitat within DMR to the cast of this population. 

In the last year, NRS lias lnoiiitorcd the population and collected from two ~nlreprcscnted 
individuals. In the next year, NRS will nlonitor the plants oncc for new thrcats and collect 
fi-om any otlicr unreprcsentcd individuals. 

TCPL 

4 

Conservation 
Potential 
4 

Species 

SCIIKEA 

Rarity Level 

3 



3.10 Off-site Actions 

3.10,s Honouli~~li  
NRS had been working with The Nature Conservancy (TNC) to secure reintroduction 
sites in I~lono~~liuli, for species that cannot be protected on SB. Until recently, fencing 
has not been an option in SBW and species there had no hope of protected habitat in the 
area. 

11elisseci szrhcorck~ti~--- Forty-three plants grown from collections made from SBW-A 
have been reintroduced into the Kaluaa fence in the last year. In the coming year, NRS 
will work to balance the fountlers at this site and maintain native cover through weed 
control. Mature seed produced at this site will be stored at Lyon. 

f'hyllostegiii nzollis-- Twenty-five plants grown from collections made from the SBW-A 
popnlation have been reintroduced into Kaluaa in the last year. In the coming year, NRS 
will work lo balance the founders at this site and maintain native cover through weed 
control. Mature seed produced at this site will be stored at Lyon. 

Urem ltimle--- In 2002, NRS secured permission to construct a fence in SBW; however, 
aeccss restrictions limit monitoring. Due to these restrictions, NRS has been utilizing 
protected area to the south in Kalua'a for reintroduction ofthis species. NRS has worked 
with TNC for the past two years, and planted a several dozen Urem lrmlrre. In the last 
year, NRS and TNC planted eight more plants at the Kaluaa site. In the coming ycar, 
NIiS will continue to work with TNC to supplement the reintroduction site with 
unrcpresenteed individuals, and maintain native cover. 

Scllietlea kcrnloe - A single individual collected from 'tuliwai (IIUL-A) by TNC staff 
was received by NRS in the last year. This plant will be grown as a propagule source and 
living collection. Fropagules collected from this plant will be stored at Lyon and grown 
for rcintrotluction. 

3.10.b Ka'ala NAR 

A fence surrounds sections of the Ka'ala bog, but does not exclude pigs from other 
sections. In the last year, NRS has worked with NARS, BWS and TNC to fence gaps 
between natural boundaries (cliffs) in an effort to completely exclude pigs from the bog. 

ill.siizidenc/ron trinerve~-~-- NRS has been coordinating with NARS to monitor plants 
I-cintroduced into the exclosure in 2000. In 2001-2002, NARS staff monitored these 
plants and planted over seventy more. In the past year, NRS staff continued to work with 
NARS to monitor the plants and supplemented the site with unrcprcscnted individuals 
g o w n  at the Pahole facility. During ungulate surveys in the bog on BWS land, NRS 
found new populations of this species. Population data has been made available to the 
landowners. 

Lul~ordic~ cyrtcii~ilrr~e--- NRS and NARS reintroduced two plants into the fence in 2000. 
So far, these plants have been monitored at least twice a year, and are doing well. In the 



last ycar, NRS planted nine more and will continue to work witli NARS to supplenient 
the reintroduction site with unrepresented stock in tlie coming year. 

Snniculn m c ~ r i v e r s c ~  In the last year, NRS collected from the MAK-A population and 
brought the mature seeds to Lyon for storage. Ungulates are a significant tlireat to this 
population. In tlie corning yea]-, NRS will continue to work with the landowner (BWS) to 
control threats around the plants and collect fi-om unrepresented individuals. 

In July 2003, NRS surveyed for this species at another site, (MAK-B), where two plants 
were reported by NTBG in 2000, but none were found in July. In the corning year, NRS 
will survey again in this arm during flowering season. 

Cynrretr longiflorel-~--- 111 tlie last year, NRS nionitored and collected from the Maltaha 
plants. Mature seed was brought to Lyon for storage. Ungulates are a significant tlireat to 
this population. In the corning year, NRS will work with the landowner to address the 
threats to these plants and collect mature seed for storage at 1,yon. 

3.10.d Ka'ena Point 

CI~oriz(ies)~ce cel(~stioitles var. kclennrm---- There are estimated to be about 320-470 plants 
on the north side of Kn'ena Point (KAE-A) and about seventy plants on tlie Keawa'ula 
side (KAE-B). Many of these fall within the NAR and are protected from off-road 
vcliicles. In the last year, NRS spent 141 person hours over five trips conducting weed 
management around and within two groups of plants on the north side (KAE-A). The 
weed control is tliseussetl in detail in Weed Management (Chapter 2). 

In the last year, NRS bagged the branches of nine plants of the Keawaula population 
(KAE-B) in an effol-t to collect mature seed. This project is ongoing and mature seed will 
he stored at Lyon Arboretum. 

3.10.e Pahole NAR, Kapuna Gulch 

Cycmecr stpeihn ssp. superbel--- There are two NARS reintroduction sites (KAP-A$) 
that NRS has been helping to monitor in the last year. NRS coordinated witli NARS to 
keep the bait stations full at both sites while the fruit matured. Mature fruit was colleetetl 
from the plants and brought to Lyon for storage. In the coming year, NRS will continue 
to work with NARS to monitor, protect and collect fi-om unrepresented plants. The KAP- 
A site was planted in 1996 by NARS, and was supplemented with MMR stock in 2000. 
In tlie last year, four of the oldest plants in the KAP-A site flowered and produced fruit. 

In tlie ICAP-B site sixteen plants flowered and produced fruit. NRS also collected 
samples for genetic analyses by Dr. CliffMorden of the U.H. Botany Department. This 
information will be used to direct reintroduction based on tlie amount of variation found 
witliin plants at already existing sites. Unlunder-represe~ited plants will be added to 
existing reintroduction site to balance the founders. 



3.10.f Pallole NAR, Pahole Gulcli 

Alsinide,r(lr~orr ohovnturrz In the last year, NRS has supported NAIiS in the 
reintrotluction of stock collected fi-on1 the PAH-B population back into Pahole NAR. The 
site was chosen by NARS staff and has been monitored since by NARS. 

'l'hcre are three sites in Pallole where this species was Icnown (PAII-A,B,C). All were 
visited in the last year, to check for new plants; none were found. I11 the corning year, 
NRS will again work with NARS to monitor these sites. 

Cer~clri-us crgi-inzonioides var. ngr-inzorrioide3-- There is one reintroduction site on the 
I'allole sidc of the boundary ridge between Pahole and Kahanahaiki (PAI-I-A). This site 
was chosen by NARS and NRS antl planted in 2000. The stock was collected from 
I<ahanahaiki and grown by NIiS at the Army facility antl at the l'ahole nursery. NRS 
monitors this site annually and has conducted weed control at the request of NARS staff. 
NRS will continue to monitor this site in the coming year. Below is a graph of the 
average survivorship of Cerrchnts at this site. It has remained at 90% Ibr the last year and 
NIiS expect this trend to continue. There are juveniles and seedlings and mature F1 
plants now at this site. See the MMR scclion for a coniparison of this site and the MMR- 

Figure 3-20 Average survivorsflip of Cerichr.rrs ngr.iittorrioirles var. ngriiitorzioides st 
l'1i11-ti 

Date 

C;i,men grii~resiaricr ssp. ohntcre- In the last year, NRS has supported NARS in the 
reintrotluction of stock collected from n Paholc population back into Pahole NAR. The 
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site was chosen by NARS staff and has been nlonitored since by NARS. In the coming 
year, NRS will work with NARS to monitor and collect from unrepresented wild plants 
for a Living Collection, storage at Lyon and reintroduction. 

Cjmrzerr s~tl~erbii ssp. supeubn----- A reintroduction site (PAH-A) was established in 
January of 2001 and the planls have grown rapidly. Two plants in the PAM-A site 
nlatured and will flower this year. These are the first plants to flower that were planted by 
NRS. Mature seed will be collected and stored at Lyon. Below is a graph of the average 
height of plants at this site. It has increased steadily since Febtxrary of 2001, with only 
one dip when measured early last year. This could be due to plants killed by a treefall that 
year. When monitored again in August of 2003, the average height inel-eased again. NRS 
expects the trend to continue as more plants reach maturity. 

Figure 3-21 Average Height of Cycrrterr srrperba ssp. srrperbn outplantings at PAH-A 

Date 

Figure 3-22 Average Survivorsltip of Cyrrrren srrperba ssp. szrperbn outplantings at 
l'AI1-A 
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Abovc is a graph of the average survivorship at the PAH-A site. The plants were watered 
throughout the first summer only. The survivorship began to drop after the second 
summcr. It has leveled out in the last year and NRS expects the average to remain at 75- 
80% over the next few years. 

Ilelissea stibcorclcikrtcr~~Plants grown from collections made in Pahole NAR were 
rcintroduced into Kahanahhiki Gulch in 1999. NRS will continue to work with NARS 
staff to sccur-c stock from the Pahole plants in the coming year. The reintroduced plants 
arc doing well and have produced h i t .  Mature seed is being stored at Lyon. In the 
coming year, NRS hope to have results from a genetics test on the juvenile plant in 
I<ahanah,?iki and the NAR stock used in the reintroduction. This may establish the 
source of the juvenile plant, \vhich was discovered a hundred meters from a 
reintroduction site. In the coming year, NRS will work with NARS to monitor and collect 
from unrcprcsented plants for a living collection, storage at Lyon, and reintroduction. 

I'h~yllostegici krcic~lne~~sis--- In the last year, NRS has received propagules from Lyon that 
were collected fi-om Pahole in 1998. They are being grown at the Army Nursery and will 
be kcpt for a living collection and as a propagule source. In the corning year, NRS will 
work with NARS to manage this population for stability. 

3.10.g I'ahole NAR, I<eawapilau 

I'hyllo.stegicr kcra1aer~si.s~ In the last year, Lyon sent propagules collected from the 
Keawapilau site. There are no plants known fi-om this site anymore. The plants were 
being held in tissue cultul-c and are now being grown at the Army Nursery. They will be 
kcpt as a living collection and as a propagule source. Thcrc are still plants being kept at 
Lyon. 

3.10.11 Lower Ka'ala NAR 

I-'liyllostegici lruc11c~err.si.s- The LKN-A population was monitored by I-IINHP and NRS in 
the last year. It was found to be in declinmg health and cuttings were salvaged from five 
plants. They wcre brought to the Army Nursery and will be kept as a living collection and 
propagule sourec. 

Dclisseci szrbcorchtc~----- The Palikea Gulch plant was visited in the last year. However, the 
fi-uit was found to be infested by a leaf-rolling moth Amorbia emigmtelln and was ruined. 
In the next year, NRS will hag the fruit when it is immature in an attempt to prevent the 
infcstation and to collect mature seed for storage at Lyon. 

The Kaawa Gulch site was visited by NRS and I-IINHP last year, but no plants were 
found. The site was severely degraded by ungulates and the population is thought to be 
extirpated. 

Fiueggeci neowcrlvrrrecr~--- NRS and HINHP visited the Icaawa Gulch trees in the last year. 
Mature fruit was collected from the ground under one of the trccs and two seedlings are 
in the Micropropagation Lab at Lyon. 



,4lsiilitlendim obovtrtelnz This is the only known site with wild plants. NRS found 
these plants dul-ing surveys in 2000. Since then NRS has monitored them annually and 
collectcd mature fruit several times for propagation and storage. In the coming year, 
NRS will secure stock from this site and work with NARS to monitor these plants. A 
s~nall  fence will be built to protect the plants from'ungulates in the coming year. Slugs 
are known to be a threat to this species and may be the cause of seedling mortality at this 
site. Plants grown from seed are being kept at the Army Nursery as a living collection 
and propagule source. A reintroduction iste will be chose in the coming year, and plants 
reintroduced in 2004-2005. 

C;vtrilcc~ gi%~iesiiiiicr ssp. o t ~ r t m -  During surveys in 2000, NRS found a group of plants 
in this area. 'Shere are five mature plants, two juveniles and one seedling. An exclosure 
fence for these plants was completed in 2001. In the last year, NRS found that a dog had 
gotten into the eclosure anti disturbed the rat batit stations. Repairs are needed to exclude 
dogs, and will be completed by NRS in the coming year. During the floweringiSruiting 
season of 2001, NRS established rat bait stations and snap-traps in the area to control 
rats. Mature fi-uit was collected and brought to Lyon for propagation and storage. In 
2002, NRS discovered major rat damage to the plants. They had no flowers at the time 
and five mature plants were badly tlamagetl. Four had leaves eaten off by rats and one 
had a damagcd stern. In response, NRS increased the number of bait stations in the area 
and rcstocketl them twice a quarter. The plants 1lave recovered in the last year and will be 
monitored and collected from in the coming year. Below is a graph of the amount of bait 
taken from the stations and the number of rats killed in snap traps for the last two years. 
Smce more statlons have bccn addcd, the take may change in the connng ycar 

Figure 3-23 Rat Control at Cynrren ,qrirnesicmu ssp. ohtne  



Cyrrnea 1ongiflorc~-- There are three plants known from one site in Makaleha. NRS 
found them during surveys in 2000 and has since monitored them annually. In the last 
year, NRS collected fr-om two plants for seed storage at Lyon. In the coming year, NRS 
will continue to monitor the plants, collect again and work with NARS to secure the ex- 
situ stock. 

Ilelissen sz~bcorclatn- In the last year, NRS worked with NARS to establish a 
reintroduction of stock collected from the LKN-A population. Twenty plants were 
planted inside the exclosure in January 2003. These plants sustained damage from rats 
and slugs and are of moderate health, though none has died. There are now rat bait 
stations around these plants. In the coming year, NRS will work with NARS to restock 
the stations and monitor the plants. 

FI~~eg-geo rreo~vcrno.c~ec~ NRS has been monitoring two trees in Makaleha since 2000 
(LEI-I-A). Mature seeds wcre collected from one tree and germinated at the Lyon 
Arboretum. Seedlings were brought to the Army Nursery early last year and transplanted. 
NRS will work with Lyon and NARS in the coming year to secure a site to plant this 
stock. I-Iealthy rootstock from this collection could be used to graft cuttings from MMR 
trees. In the last year, NRS has been s~~ccessful in air-layering this species and are 
atten~pting to get clones from the LEH-A trees. Propagules collected from these trees 
would be planted in a secure location and be used as a propagule source. A few trees 
were planted at Lyon Arboretum in the last year. NRS will continue to monitor these 
trees in the coming year for Black twig borer and to experiment with control techniques. 

I'riclrtrrtlicr Itrmlae---~- In 2002, NRS planted 46 loulu palm trees in to the exclosure fence 
in this area. They have all survived and will be monitored again by NRS in the coming 
year. NRS will continue to work with NARS to maintain the fence and control threats. 
This site is considered marginal due to exposure to winds and will not be supplemented. 

3.10.j Dole Food Company Properties 

II~hisc:~ts hrr11cen1-icigei ssp. mokuleiczrzus- Two juvenile plants wcre found at a new site 
during surveys in the last year. Ungulates pose a significant tlweat to this population and 
one juvenile was removed and brought to the Army Nursery. This plant will be grown to 
be uscd as a propagule source and living collection. 

Propagiles collected from the Kaumoku Nui population were grown at the Army and 
Pahole nurseries. Collections were grouped into six founders and NRS established small 
plantings with all six at the following locations: Kaiser High School, U.H. Manoa, Army 
Natural Resource Center and Wailua High School. Plants wcre also given to Waimea 
Botanical Garden, Punahou School, Anuenue Elementary School, and Dillingham Ranch. 
'I'hesc collcctions will scrve as a living collection for this population. A fence is planned 
lo exclude cattle fiom the population, and NRS will work with the staff at the above 
locations to monitor the plants. In the coming year, NRS will coordinate with NARS to 
monitor the wild site. 



3.10.k Moltule'ia Forest Reserve 

Nerczudin nrzgzdrtn- Eleven juveniles and one mature plant were found at one site 
during surveys in the last year. This was a new site and a significant find for this species. 
When the plants were monitored again, ungulates and falling debris had killed six of the 
juvenile plants leaving a total of five juveniles and one mature plant. Cuttings have been 
collected from this population and are being grown at the Army Nursery. They will be 
used as a propagule source and living collection. In the coming year, NRS will build a 
small-scale exclosure around these plants once permission is secured from DOFAW. 

3.10.1 NanHkuli Forest Ileserve 

Heclyot~spc~rvtrln One site was revisited in the last year (HAL-A). Twelve mature 
plants were found. They were healthy and had no pressing threats. No collections were 
made. More surveys would likely find more plants. 

Viola ch(lnzissorrinna ssp. chn~~zissonic~iza- One site was revisited in the last year (HAL- 
A). Thirty-two mature and three juvenile plants were found. All plants were healthy and 
there were no major threats. No collections were made. More surveys would likely find 
more plants 

3.10.m Wai'aaae Kai Forest Reserve 

C'Errclzrzu ~griir~oirioirles virr. rrgriinoizioides- In the last year, NRS monitored and 
collected cuttings and divisions from ten mature plants (WAI-A). These plants will be 
grown at the Al-my Nursery and kept as a propagule source. 

Cycri~eu lor~gfloru---- One site with one plant was visited in the last year. Mature fruit were 
collected and brought to Lyon for storage. NRS will continue to monitor this plant and 
maintain i t  as a propagule source. 

I-'l~llostegicr lic~alnei~sis- During surveys by MINHP in the last year, the only known 
population was not found. In the last year, NRS received propagules from Lyon that were 
collected in 1999. They will be grown at the Army nul-sery and kept as a living collection 
and propagule source. 

Schiedea kaalae-- In the last year, NRS assisted the State of Hawai'i in building a small- 
scale fence around the two plants at this site. Collections were made by the State and are 
being grown at Lyon. In the coming year, NRS will seek to help stabilize the ex-situ 
stock and produce propagules to be kept as a living collection and stored at Lyon. 

Neratd~a cmg~rlarn var. r le i t tn ta  NRS has monitored and collected from this plant in the 
past and collected one additional cutting in the last year. Cuttings were taken to the 



Amly facility and cloned. In January 2003, three plants were reintroduced onto MMR. 
They were monitored twice since and have survived. NRS will continue to monitor these 
plants and will plant more in the coming year. Mature seed collected from this site will be 
stored at Lyon. NRS will monitor the wild plant in the coming year for additional threats. 

3.10.p Offsite Living Collections 

Lyon Arboretum- In the last year, NRS provided stock and assisted Lyon staff in 
supplementing the Hawai'ian Section at the Arboretum. Stock grown at the Pahole and 
Army nurseries was used, including: Cynnen szperba subsp. szrperbu, Cynnecr grimesinnu 
subsp. obatcre, Flueggen mownwrcrea, Heclyotis perrvtrln, Ochrosin conzptn, Psychotrin 
hexnndrne ssp. 0 'crlzzr errsis, Tetrnplasarr(lrn gymnocclrpn, and Aberfilon ere~netipetilon. 

Koko Head Botanical Garden- In the last year, NRS worked with Botanical Garden 
staff to establish a living collection of H i b i s c  brcrcke~~ridgei subsp. nzokulein~zus. A 
detailed discussion is included in the MMR section above. In 2000, NRS donated stock 
collected from a population of Euphorbm haeleelenncr to the gardens. They were 
monitored this year and some are doing very well and are over 3 meters tall. 



Table 3.6 Rare Plant Schedule by Month 
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~ a i i ~ e l M v l ~  I ~ c t i o n  IFr (Quarter I 
San. 

:MMR C-Ridpc Notliom- (MMR-B) 2 
Moiiitor/CollectiStore I 

I , 
MMR C-Ridge Survey for Rare Plants TCPL 1-3 4 t 
MMR KaIiaoali3i Alemacmac- (MMR-B) Collect seeds 

ki or cuttings from each individual, to 
establish reoresentation in livinq 
collection. Manage a s  a ~ r o p a & e  
Source. 

h4MR Kalianahai Alemacmac- (MMR-B) Manage a s  a 
ki Propagule Source. 

ki for storage and manage as a 
proi~acule sourcc. 

MMR Kal~anahZi .4lemac- (MMR-I) Treat 4 
ki Reintroduced with Insecticide 
I I I I I I I I  

M ~ R / ~ a l ~ a i ~ a l i a i I ~ l e m a c -  (MMR-I) Monitor l l l l l l l  
ki Reintroductions 

MMR Kahanah& Alsobo- (MMR-A) Monitor historic 1 
ki location in gulch 

MMR KahanaliZi Alsobo- (MMR-C) 2 
ki MonitorlCollect~Store 

Reintroductions 
MMR KahanahZi Alsobo- (MMR-C) Supplement 1 

I iki 
l~eintloductlons u ~ t h  new stock I I I I I I  

I I I I I I , I  

MMR Kalianahai Alsobo- (MMR-D) 2 
ki MonitorlCollectiStore 

Remtroduct~ons 
.M.MR KalianahZ~ Alsobo- (MMR-D) ~MonitoilExpand 24 

kl Slug control trials 

- 
far 





J 

1.MR KahanaltBi Cenagragr- (MIMR-E) Suppielllent I 
ki reintroductions with new stock 

1MR Kahanah2i Cenagragr- (MMR-E) Collect 
ki Mature sccd for Storage 

IMR KahanahZi Cenagragr- (MblR-E) Monitor 1 

ki Reintroductions - 
I.MR KahanahZi Cyasupsup- (MMR-B) 1 

ki ,Mo11itor/Collect from Reintroduced 
populations. Manage as a Proapgule 
Source. 

Mo~iitor/Collect from Reintroduced 
Oe as a populations. Mana, 

PI-onaoules Source. 
IMR KahanahZi Cyasupsup- (MMR-E) 

ki MonitoriCollect from Reintroduced 
populations. Manage as a 
Propazuies Source. 

IMR KaRanahZi Cyasupsup- (MMR-F) 
ki MonitoriCollect from Reintroduced 

populatioiis. Manage as a Propagule 
Source. 

4MR Kahanalibi Cyasupsup- (MMR-G) 
ki MonitoriCollect froin Reintroduced 

populations.  manage as a 
Propazoies Source. 

IMR Kahanaliji Cyasupsup- (MMR-H) 
ki MonitoriCollcct from Reintroduced 

populations. Manage as a 
li)ropaeuies Soitrce. 1 I 

4MR I KaIianah?ti I~yrden-  (MMR-A) Monitor 
ki population struchreiCollect for 

ge~minatiodstorage trials 

4MR KahanahZi Delsub- IMMR-A) MonitoriCollect 2 
ki illahlre seed from Re~ntroductioiis I 

- 
-i 
ber C 

-- - 

--- 



441R Kal1anali5 Delsub- (MMR-B) MonirorICollect 2 
ki mature sded from Reii~tsoductions 

4MR Kalianahai Delsub- (MMR-C) 2 
ki Monitor!Collect/Stole/Li~i11g 

Collcction. Manage for Siabiliiv. 
4iMR Kahanaliiii Sclinut- (.MMR-B) Iiwestigate 

ki Arthropod control 
MLMR KalianaiiRi Schnut- (MMR-B) 2 

ki ~Moi~itorlCollectiStore!Propagate 

I I /from mrep.wild plants to establish I ( 
reixesentation in livin? collection 

MMR Kalianaliiii Sclinut- (MMR-B) Rehabilitate wild I 
ki population with Koa 

k i population structure 
MMR KahanahZi Heddegdeg- (MMR-A) Monitor, 2 

ki and collect seeds or cuttings from 
MMR KahanahZi Euphae- (MMR-D) 1 

lki I 
~ M R ( ~ a h a n a h 2 . i  (search for TCPL 1-3 1 11 
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MMR Lower Chacelkae- Survey 2 
MMR Lower Chacelkae- (MMR-D) 2 

'Ohikilolo Monitor/install Collection Bags 

MMR Lower Chacelkae- (MMR-D) 1 
'Ohikilolo MonitorlCoilectlStore from 

unrepresented 



unrcpresentcd. Collect seeds or 
cuttings from each individual, to 
establish reoresentation in livine 
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MMR 

M!4R 

MMR 
MMR 

'Ohikilolo 

'oliikilolo 

MMR 

MMR 
MMR 

I I 
~ M ~ / ' O h i k i I o l o  I~rikaa- (MMR-B) Weed 
M M ~ / ' ~ h i k i l o l o  I~rikaa- (MMR-C) MonitorICollect 

Iledpar- (MMR-B) 
MonitoriCollectIStore 
inireprcseiired. Collect seeds or 
cuttings from each individual, to 
establish representation in living 

Hedpar- (MMR-C) 
!Monitor/Collect/Store 
unrepresented. Collcct seeds or 
cuttings from each individual, to 

'Ohikilolo 
'Ohikilolo 

MMR 
,MMR 
MMR 

I I 1 from Underrepresented 

establish representation in livilie 
Nedpar- (b1MR-C) Kill Blackberry 
Plapripri- (MMR-A) 

'Ohikilolo 

'Ohikilolo 
'Ohikilolo 

1 I 

. b l ~ ~ / ' O l i i k i I o l o  I~r ikaa-  (MMR-C) Weed 
M M R / . O ~ ~ ~ ~ I O I O  I~r ikaa-  (MMR-D) Moi~itorICollect 

. . 

.Mooitor/Collect and Store 
unrepresented. Establish Living 
Melmak- SurveylMaplCollect for 
Germination trial 

Prikaa- (MMR-A) Rat control 
Prikaa- (MMR-A) MonitorICollect 
from Underrepresented 

'Ol~ikilolo 
'Ohikilolo 
'Ohikilolo 

I /  I from Underrepresented 

Prikaa- (MMR-A) Weed 
Prikaa- (MMR-B) Rat control 
Prikaa- (MMR-B) MonitorICollect 
from Utidel~epresented 

art' - 
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I I 

Offsit Kealia Collect seeds or cuttings from each 

e individual, from unique populations. 

loifsit /Pahole I A I ~ O ~ O -  IPAI-1-A) Monitor liistoric 
e /locations for seedlines 
Offsit /l'ahole / A ~ S O ~ O -  (PAH-B) Monitor historic 
e /locations for seedlings 
Offsit I~aho le  ~Alsobo- (PAH-C) Monitor historic 
e llocations for seedl i i~a  
Offsit I~aho le  / ~ e n a r r a g r -  (PAH-A) - - 
I$ I ~ ~ o n ~ t o r l ~ o l l e c t i ~ t o r e  from 

lreintrodiiction 
Offsit / pahole Ccnagragr- (PAH-A) Reintroduce 
e unrepresented 
Offsit Pahole Cyagrioba- 
e .MonitoriCollectlStorelLi~~ing 

Collection 
Offsit Pahole Delsub- 
e Mo~~itorlCollectiStoreiLivi~~g 

Collection wild and reintroduced 
Offsit Pahole Delsub- Manage for Stability 

Offsit Pahole Cyasupsup- Monitor reintroduced 
e plants 
Offsit Pahole Pliykaa- Manage for Stability 
Offsit Pahole Schkaa- 
e Monitor/Collect/Store/Li~~ing 

Collection 
Offsit Paliole Schkaa- Manage for Stability 

Offsit Pahole Schnut- Manage for Stability 

for seedlings 
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with rat control and Collection for 

with rat control and Collection for 

e Moi~itoriCollectlStore/Living 
Collection - 

Offsit Kapuna Hesarb- .Manage for Stability 
e 
Offsit KapuidK Schnut- 
e eawapilau Moi~itorlCollectiStore/Living - 
Offsit KapunaIK Schnut- Manage for Stability 

I I I I 

Offsit [Kapuna i ~ e l s u b -  Manage for Stability 
Offsit / K a ~ u n a  I~hvkaa-  I I 

I~oiiection I 
Offsit I ~ a ~ u n a  Iphykaa- Manage [or Stability 
e 
Offsit Kapuna Neranydeil- ( U P - A )  
e Moi~itor/Collect/Store/Living 

Collection. "vianaze for Stabilitv. - 
Offsit Upper Schkaa- (PAH-A) Small-scale 
e Kapuna fencing, Schidea kaalae, Kapuna - 

Keawapilau Ridee - 

le lu Ifrom each individual. to establish I 1 
1 1  1 representation in living collection. I I  

Moniior/Collect'Store/Living 
Collection 

arter 2 arter 3 - 
mbe 

arter 4 

w 



OCCsit Xorth Fluneo- (Xortli West Makaleha) 
e West Collcct seeds or cuttings from each 

Makaleha individual, fiom unique populations, 
to establish representation in living 
collection. 

Offsit North Fluneo- (Nonh West Makaleha) 
e West Manage for Stability 

Makaleha 

l~ollection 
o f h t  (West IAlsobo- (LEH-A) Manage for 

I ~ a k a l e h a  I~tabilih: 
ffsit l ~ e s t  I~yagrioba- (LEH-A) 

e IMakaleha I 
Offsit /west  I~ya lon-  (LEH-A) 
e l~aka le l i a  l ~ o n i t o r / ~ o l l e c t / ~ t o r e / ~ i v i n ~  
Offsit I ~ e s t  I ~ ~ a l o n -  (LEH-A) Manage for 
e Makalelia Stabilitv. 
Offsit West Fluneo- (LEH-A) Manage for 
e Makaleha stability, Flueggea neowawraea, 

West Makalelia 
Offsit West Heddegdeg- (LEH-A,B,C) Collect 
e Makaleha seeds or cuttings from each 

individual, to establish 
representation in living collection. 

I I 
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Offsit I'alikea Hibbramok- (Palikea 2 Populations) 
e (LKN) Small-scale fencing. Materials for 

600 m perimcter fence. 
Offsit Palikea Hibbramok- Collect seeds or 
e (LKN) cuttings from each individual, to 

establish representation in living 
collection. 

Offsit Pallken Hibbramok- Manare for stabilitv. 
e (LKN) 

Offsit j~alikea I ~ e l s u b -  (LKN-A;B) Smail-scale I 1; 1;;;;; ifencil1g. ' 1 
Offsit Palikea Delsub- (LKN-A,B) Manage for 

Stability 

Offsit Palikca Fluneo- (LKN-B) Manage for 
e ~(LKN) /Stability. ~ol lect l~ivi l ig~ol lect ion.  I 
Offsit I~alikea I ~ h ~ k a a -  (LKN-A) Small-scale 
e (LKN) fencing. Materials for 200 n~ 

Offsit Palikea Pliykaa- (LKN-A) CollectlLiving 
c (LKN) Collection 

Offsit Palikea Phykaa- (LKN-A) Manage for 
e (LKN) Stability 

Offisi Palikea Lipten- (LKW.4) Control ungulates 
te ILKN) at Mt Kaala NAR. 

Offsit Manuwai Fluneo- (LKN-A) Manage for 
c Stability. Collecl/Living Collection. 

Offsit Manuwai Nerangden- (LKN-A) Collect seeds 
e or cuttings from each individual, to 

establish representation in living 
coliecrion. 

Offsit Manuwai Nerangden- (LKN-A) Small-scale 
e fencins. 
Offsit Manuwai Nerangdeu- (LKN-A) Manage for 
e stability. - 
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e I I I 
Offsit IN. Kaluaa I~clikaa- Small-scale fencing. 

Offsit Huliwai Delsub- Small-scale fencing. 
e Materials for 600 m perimeter fence. 

from each individual, to establish 
representation in living collection. 

, I 

Offsit / ~ u i l i w a i  I ~ e l s u b -  Manage for Stability 
e 
Offsit Huliwai Schkaa- (HUL-A) Manage for 
e stability. 
Offsit Huliwai Schkaa- (HUL-A) Small-scale 
e fencing. 
Offsit Nuliwai Schkaa- (HUL-A) .Manage as 
e propagale source, Schiedea kaalae, 

e Monitor/CollectlStoreiLivi~lg 
Collection 

I I I 
Offsit N. Palawai Hesarb- 
e Monitor;Collect/StoreiLivii~g 

Collection 
Offsit N. Palawai Hesarb- Manage for Stability 
e 
OCfsit N. Palawai Schkaa- 
e MonitorlCollectlStore/living 

I~ollection I 
Offsit IN. ~ a l a w a i / ~ ~ a g r i o b a -  Manage for Stability I 





Jan. 
Oifsii Ekahanui Delsub- 
e hlonitor/Collect/StorelLi~~ii~g 

Collection 
Offsit Ekahanui Delsub- Small scale fencing. 
e 
Offsit Ekalianui Delsub- Manaee Cor Stability 
e 

I I I I I I I I  

Oifsit Halona Viochacha- Manage for Stability 

Offsit Keaau Sanmar- (KEA-A) 1 
e Monitor/Collect/Store/Li\~ing 

Collection 
Offsit Keaau Tetfil- (KEA-A) 2 
e Moi~itorlCollectlStore 

Offisi Makaha Fluneo- Manaee for Stability 
Offisi Makaha Fluneo- CollectlLiviiig Collections 
Offsit Mikaha Hesarb- 
e MonitorlCollecrlStore!livi~ig 

Collection 
Offsit Mikaha Cyalon- 
e MonitorICollectlStorelLiving 

Collection 
Offsit 1M2kaha Cyalon- Small-scale fencing. 
e Materials for 400 m perimeter fence. 

I I I I I I I I  
Offsit I ~ i k a h a  ICyalon- Manage for Stability 
e I I I I I I I I  
Offsit Mikaha Hesarb- Colleco'Living Collection 
a 
L I 

Offsit Iblikaha I~esa rb -  Manage for Stability I I l I I  
e 
Offsit Mikaha Hesarb- Small-scale fencing. 
e Materials for 100 m perimeter fence. 

- 
Feb. 
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Offsit Wai'anae Xerangang- (WAI-A) Manage for 
c Kai Stabilin: 
Offsit Wai'anae Nerangang- (WAI-B) 
e Kai Mnkai MonitorlColIcctlStorei1,ivine 
Offsit Wai'anae Nerangang- (WAI-B) Manage for 
e Kai Makai Stability 
Offsit Wai'anae Tetfil- MonitorlCollectlStorelLivi~~g 
e Kai Collection 

Ian 

# 
L 

Offsit Waiawa Plapripri- Small scale fence. 400 
e meters in perimeter. 

Offsit Maakoa Schkaa- 
e MonitorICollectlStorelLiving 

- 
Feb. 
- 
Mar. 



Offfsl Papalaua Cenagragr- 
I d  W e  ~MoaitobCollect/Stose!I.ivi~~g 

/ ~ a u i )  l~ollection I 
Offlsl / ~ n a b i  I~luneo- 
d .Monitor!CollectlStoreiI~iving 

Collection 
Offlsl Iionomali Fluneo- 
d no MonitorlCollectlStoreiLiving 

Offlsl l~aupulehul~luneo- 
d MonitorlCollectlStordLiving 

Offsit Lualailua Nothum- 
e Monitor/CollecWStore/I~iving 

Collection 
Offlsl Manuka Fluneo- 
d ~MonitoslCollectIStorelLiving 
Offlsl Kaahole to Fluneo- Collect seeds or cuttings 
d paaiki from each individual, to establish 

representation in living collection. 

Resea Alemacmac- Collect for Storage 
rch Testing 
Resea Chacelkae- Collect for Storage 
rch Testinc 
Resea Chaher- Collect for Storage Testing 

Resea Cyagrioba- Collect for Storage 

Resea Cyalon- Collect for Storage Testing 
rch I I 
Resea 1 ICyasupsup- Collect for Storage 
rch I ITesting I 
Resea 1 Icyrden- Collect for Storage Testing I 
rch 
Resea Dubher- Collect for Storage Testing 
rch - 



I I 
I~ ioneo -  Collect for Storage Testing / I I / I I 
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I I lquarantine standards at Pahole I I 
G.1-I. Maintain and replicate stock for 

living collections and propagule 
production 

Joel 
G.H. Alsobo- Joel ID Pahole Nursery 

Stock for Outplanting 

G.H. I 
I I 

l ~ l s o b o -  Check NTBG for stored I I 
seed from unrepresented plants I I 

~G.H.  I l ~ l s o b o -  Check lierbariurn records 1 1 
for mature seed I 

G.H. 1 /Alsobo- Secure stock from Dr. 
Weller 

G.H. Cyasup- Replicate stock from 
nurseries and reintroduced 

G.H. Cyasup- Plant on grounds at Lyon 
I 1 ~ 1 t h  ~ r m v  stock I 

MMR KahanahBi Cyasupsup- Replicate stock for 
ki Lvon and Pahole 

stock 
G.H. FluneoIAlemac- Research Hort. 

Techniques 

G.H. Fluneo- Harden ,Makaleha 
individuals 

G.H. Hibbramok- Prepare founder 
balanced stock for Kaluakmila 
reintroduction following IP 
protocols 

P a p  776 
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